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Introducti.on

L. Introduction

1.1. The purpose of transcription

The reason for acquiring transcription skills has ďways been clear to linguists. Their
anďyses of sound patterns of a language would be impossible without a tool which helps to
capture unambiguously what lies behind ephemerď acts of speaking. This is clearly reflected
in the position which transcription occupies within university courses throughout Europe.
Bloothooft et al. (1999) present a detailed overview of European tertiary education curricula
in speech communication sciences. In numerous and diverse speciďized progrÍunmes ranging
from philology throtrgh speech pathology to speech technologies, only transcription is always
marked as a core subject, i.e. a subject that is obligatory and indispensable.

There are various types of transcription, which fulfil various scientific or didactic
requirements. They help to record and later recoveÍ individual phonetic and phonological
units of utterances with varyíng degrees of precision and detail. Common orthographic
systems of languages are not suitable for the task. They have been developed to enable people
to encode and decode meanings of morphemes or words and not to record the exact speech
sounds that are produced by communicators (Vachek, L942; Mattingly, 1992). Thanks to that,
written language can function as a stabilizing factor over regions and centuries. We can
understand the semantic contents of what was said and recorded in writing in different parts
of the country in different times. From this point of view, it is quite irrelevant that it was not
pronounced the way we speak here and now. If, on the other hand, we want to understand the
logic of historicď or dialectal change in languages, transcription becomes essential. It would
be quite complicated to study phonological or phonetic units of a language without having
unambiguous synrbols for them.

A large area of practicď need for transcription is foreign language learning. It is self-
evídent that many learners can advance faster, if, instead of struggling with incomprehensible
chunks of sounds, they can read transcription of those sounds. Visuď signs can help to
accumulate knowledge of the sound structure, which, over time, leads to important conscious
and subconscious generalizations so essential for the learning process. kr addition, a learner
who can use transcription actively, is not dependent on the presence of the teacher. Minimal
transcription notes facilitate independent practice and make individual work less
cumbersome. Even passive knowledge can be helpful, if only for better use of pronunciation
clues provided in dictionaries.

Foreign language methodology emphasizes the role of so called silent models. It is
argued that mindless repetition of words or phrases is not as effective as a conscious effort to
pÍonounce something conectly with the aid of silent clues and silent feedback. Transcription
symbols can serye as such silent clues to a large portion of population. (Some people,
unfortunately, cannot make use of abstract symbols of phonological units. These should have
access to ailernative methods instead of being ruthlessly forced to learn English foom printed
materials.)

It is very important to choose a suitable transcription system for a particular purpose.
Many Czech publishers and educationalists believe that crude, to a maximum simplified set of
symbols will make English transcription easier. Such approach does not sen'o anyone. It is
clear that if someone cannot map phonological units onto graphic symbols, then the nature of
the syrrbols ís not the core of the problem. The price to pay for our useless simplification is
quite higb" Primitive transcription leads to primitive approaches to pronunciation with seríous
consequences for listening skills. English, especially because of its complex vocďic system,
does not lend itself easily to inventoriď reductions. Fortunately, IPA-based transcription
which has been internationally adopted for English is gradually gaining popularity even in our
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country. It is used, for example, in a very good dictionary published by Nakladatelství Lidové
noviny (Abdďlaová et aI.,1998) and in the series of quality teaching materials called Easy
English. It is quite realistic to expect that when IPA-based transcription is widely introduced
in our countfý, the level of mastery in Englisb studies willincfease.

1.2. The International Phonetic Alphabet

Since L886, the members of the IPA (International Phonetic Association) have been
undertaking continuous work on one of their prioritites: to provide a transcription system
which could serve wide puÍposes related to speech studies. This transcription system is called
the Internationď Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and it is highly praised for being:

a) consistent,
b) convenient,
c) comprehensive. (See IPA, L999)

ad a ) To create a consistent transcription system one has to try to define important
features or units in speech events and always use the same symbol to transcribe them. If we
discover that a voiceless velar plosive is used in a language and accept a symbol k for it, we
should not transcríbe it sometimes as k', while other times as b', bk', bh', oÍ 'q'. This is
precisely what the English orthographic system does. k'is used to spell the initiď phoneme in
king, Korea and kind, but the same phoneme is spelt b' in words such as those denoting the
above mentioned IPA principles: consistency, convenience, comprehension. In certain
positions the letters bk'are used and they are still pronounced as a voiceless velar plosive:
neck, chicken, cl.ock. The same sound can be heard in chemistry, epochal, and dichotonry,but
this time it is spelled as 'ch'. In quiet, quality, and unique yet another symbol is used. As if it
were not enough, some of the slmr.bols we have found for the voiceless velar plosive /k/ arc
used to represent quite different sounds. The digraph bh'from chemistry stands for a voiceless
postďveolar affricate in champion and for a voiceless postalveolar fricative in chef. We can
say that the English orthographic system is from the phonetic point of view quite inconsistent.
(Absolute phonetic consistency is actually not desirable, as it would hinder rather than
simplify everyday use of written language - see Vachek, 1942 andPinker, L994.)

Consistency is a leading principle in all phonetic and phonological transcription systems.
You may be surprised to find that in older American phonology, male,lal<e and straight are
traditionďly transcribed as /meJ /, /Iek/, and /stret/, while mile, light, strike as
/najl/, /Lajt /, and / strajk/. Thus / e/ isused for what we hear as / et/ and / aj /
is used for what we hear as / at / . Similarly, close is transcribed as /klos/, while clown as
/klawn/. /o/ is used forwhatwe hear as /ov/,while /aw/ isusedforwhatwe hear as
/ au / . This system, nevertheless, cannot be easily dismíssed as inconsistent. There are
historical, dialectological and conceptual reasons behind it and the system is consistent within
its own principles.

ad b) Convenient transcription lends itself readily for comfortable use to anyone who
needs it. This requirement often clashes with the effort to be precise. The most convenient
system for Czech users would be based on the Czech alphabet with as few alterations as
possible. The IPA is based on the Roman alphabet, which is well known internationally. The
Roman a$habet on its own, however, does not provide enougb symbols and some others have
to be imported from elsewhere. In 1888 a principle was agreed upon which stated that: "The
new letters should be suggestive of the sounds they represent, by their resemblance to the old
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ones.?t Thus, if a symbol is needed for a vowel which sounds partly like I a ] and partly like

I e ], both letters are merged to give a. Similarý, if the Roman ďphabet does not provide a
symbol for a voiceless postďveolar fricative which is both acoustically and articulatorily quite
close to I s ], a symbol bearing some resemblance is accepted - t S ]. This moderate iconicity
seems to be very convenient for anyone who is acquaínted with the Roman script.

Excrcise 1.L. Inspect the IPA charts of consonants and vowels in Pictures L.L. and 7.2.,, and
see if you can identify and name letters after which individual symbols are
modelled.

sít# L*Ml |}t#ď Áftre*er lrexdrn*er x#6ík P*sd Yds Lt*der l*sml Sldur*

řMw pb rd {{ cÍ kff q6 ffi 7
ř{M ffi qt Í1 Ít í1 { $i

Vtitl x ť n

TryorFbp Í {

ttkátÍr€ +sfv 6$ $7 .ín *a gJ xY xx h{ hf i
l;g#*í
*k{r{e 1b
Ásí'{sÍMáÍt 1' 3 I J ul
tM
wmM I t Á L

Figure 1.1. The table of pulmonic consonants of the IPA. (Revised to 1993, Updated 1996)
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Figure 1.2. Vowels of the International Phonetic Alphabet. (Revised to 1-993, Updated 1996)
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Alexander Melville Bell's phonetic symbols were intended to be even more iconic than
the IPA symbols. All consonants with a complete articulatory closure, for example, had a
closed circle as a part of their symbol, voicing was always represented by the same stroke
added to a voiceless symbol, etc. They were veÍy logical and systematic, but inconvenient for
print and for non-specialized usors. Jespersen's formulas (e.g. o1cp1feó0s3 fot /s/, ot
u1cp1fe60e1 for /z/; see Palkovri 1994, p.13) were even.more descriptive, but equally
inconvenient for generď use.

To increase convenience, the IPA is flexible and allows for additional symbols or
conventions, as long as they are properly explained in the materiď in which they are used. For
s;rmple, spaces between words can be used to signal the word boundaries, although there are
often no periods of silence or other breaks between words in reď speech.

ad c) A transcription system which can be used for one language but not for another is
not very comprehensive. There are thousands of languages in the world and if we want to
compare them, we have to record them in comparable fashion. The IPA aspires to enable
linguists to do so. The Journal of the International Phonetic Association has broughl many
proofs that it is possible. The IPA is sometimes slightly adapted to suit the individual needs of
a particular language description. This should not be a problem as long as it is clearly stated in
comments accompanying the transcription. The IPA chart contains, for example a symbol a,
which is used for an open-mid, back, unrounded vowel. The modern British English phoneme
/ n/ ,bowevero is an open-mid centrď vowel.

Working with various national versions of the IPA should always be carried out with
caution. It is clear, however, that national versions never digress too far from the official IPA.
That cannot be said about other systems encountered in contemporary materials. Testíng the
comprehensiveness of the American Webster's transcription would probably be a waste of
time, as it was taýored specifically for anglophone users. A transcription system which is not
used internationďly is unsuitable for generď linguistic prrrposes.

An interesting adaptation of the IPA is so called SAMPA (Speech Assessment Methods
Phonetic Alphabet). It is a transcription system for machine-readable (ASCil) computer files,
which was devised by an internationď group of phoneticians coordinated by J.C. IWells of
University College l,ondon. Its extended version, cďled X-SAMPA, contains all the IPA
symbols, including diacritics. Thus, every known human language can be transcribed in a
machine-readable format.

1,.3. Basic assumptions

There are several important assumptions that have to be made clear before the actual
transcription practice is commenced. They explain the choice of materiď and the method of
its presentation throughout the textbook.

1,.3.L. A reference accent

English is spoken by hundreds of millions of people. From time to time we may witness how
communication breaks down because a speaker of one accent of English cannot adjust to the
accent of another speaker. One English word can be pronounced in many ways and even the
best pronunciation dictionaries do not list ďl regional possibilities. For introduction into
transcription practice, one reference accent must be singled out to create space for focused
training. We have chosen general British Received Pronunciation, also known as BBC

10
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English. It is important to remember that whenever in the following chapters we say English,
we mean this specific accent of English. our decision is based on purely practical Íeasons.
Speakers who have reservations against our reference accent can be assured that after they
have done all the exercises in this book, they can easily proceed to work on their favourite
accants. We cannot be unsettled by letters like this hypothetical one:

Dear Sir!
In your book you teach people to pronounce the

word,police as lpe ' li: s/. My friend says that in his
hometown everybody says /'peuli :s/.Itherefore find
your book unreliable and will not use it anlmrore.
Yours sincerely,
Arpad Sulkin

Our book does not teach people to pronounce words one way or another. Students who
wish to pronounce words differently from what they find here should do so. Acquired
transcription skills will only help them to note down the differences between their variant and
those they hear elsewhere.

1.3.2.' Inner variation

Even within general RP, our reference accent of English, pronunciation of individual
words is surprisingly unstable. Nosek (1991) claims that one third of the word stock can be
labelled as unstable, which means that one word offers more than one standard pronunciation
alternative. To give a few examples:

There is a noticable decline in the usage of / r. / on behalf of / e / in unstressed positions.
Conservative hopeless /heuplrs/ is more and more frequently replaced by /heupl-es/,
andtelephone /teL-f oun/ is becoming /telef ovn/.

Compression of two syllables into one is acceptable in many words, though not in otbers.
We can say convenient as /ken'vi:nient/ wíth four syllables or /ken'vi:nj ent/
with three syllables. Compulsory /kem'palserr / oftet loses one syllable to become
equally standard /ken' palsrr/.

Various degrees of asimilation or elision are accepted. Tuna fah can be / t ju: nefr t /,
/t $u : nefr S /, as well as / tutnefr S /.

Financial can be / f ar. 'nan$|1, /fr'nanJl/, or /farnant!/, and islamic can be
/rs ' lcr: nrk/, as well as /-z ' Iamrk/.

Because English pronunciation is much less stable than Czech pronunciation, Czech
students are sometimes reluctant to accept what their teacher says. When they learn that the
word garage can be pronounced /gera'.3/, /ge' rq'^3/ , or /garrdg/ , they think the
teacher does not know the right answer so she is making the options up. They test her and ask:
'Should we say /krlpmi '^te/ or /kr 'lpnrte/?' The teacher, of course, says: Both are
correct'. Some of the students then think that in English pronunciation anýhing goes' others
assume that their teacher is incompetent. However, those who have ever worked with a good
pronunciation dictionary know how flexible, or shďl we say tolerant the standard
pronunciation is, In this sense, the Czech standard pronunciation norm is much stricter. The
flexibility of the English pronunciation norm has its limits. If we refer to our Polish friends as
/pplrS/ and at the same time we claim to /peu1rj/ our shoes to make them shiny, we
are dangerously wrong!

L1
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Exercises in this book consist of tasks which have to be solved. Possible solutions are
provided in the Answer Key (Section 7). The suggested solutions are by far not the only
conect answers. Students are encouraged to use reliable pronunciation dictionaries to expand
their awareness of acceptable sound variation. The suggested solutions weÍe all consulted
with various sorrÍces (e.g. Wells, 1990; Jones, Í99L; oxford University Press, 1992; BBC
recordings, etc.), and the prevalent versions were chosen.

1.3.3. Transcription material

We know that to fulfill the purpose of this book u'e must avoid the temptation to assemble a
large number of words that are exciting for classificatory phonologists, but not frequently
used in everyday conversations. An example of this habit of some enthusiastic scholars could
be the word heifer, which I once found in a transcription test! Poor students were given this
word in print, but because they did not know it and they could not access its sound, they failed
to transcribe it correctly. Words like this one should be used to test the students' knowledge
of advanced vocabulary. (Heifer is pronounced /hefe /, and means primarily a young mw
which has not had a calf). If we place it in a transcription test, we are not testing how efficient
our students are at writing unambiguous marks for individual sounds in English words. We
are putting our students off transcription and they quickly assume a negative attitude towards
a tool which is designed to help them. T inking transcription practice with difficult marginal
words can have very devastating effect. Transcription can help only those who do not fear it.
As much as possible, this book will attempt to present transcription practice without
unne@ssary vocabulary load. If, however, a word of more advanced word stock appears in the
exercises or the text, it can always be found in the vocabulary index at the back of the book.

Figure 1.3. /s,rm ake 'demrlis deunt boóe I
te neIk óee buks mc: peleteb}/

The choice of topics which form the skeleton of the book was guided by an attempt to
raise a variety of issues that are interesting and, at the same time, allow some degtee of
genenlization. The explanations of various pronunciation phenomena are simplified and kept
as short as possible. The purpose of the book is to provide transcription practice and not a full

\i' I
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Introduction

linguistic description of English phonology. Students should ďways remember that to learn
the whole truth about individual problems, they have to turn to some of the more detailed
studies, like those recoÍlmended for their regular course of phonetics and phonology. Some
useful hints can also be found in the reference section at the end of this book.

To answer the questions correctly is not ďways the main purpose of the exercises. It is
also the pÍocess of practising' not only the product that matters. In the multiple-choice format,
for example, it is more important to read properly the offered options than to guess the correct
ansvrer. Students should not be nervous about arriving at different solutions to the presented
problems. The Answer Key is meant to provide first aid and not to be the ultimate authority.

Prosodic transcription is not included in the cunent practice. A uew book dedicated to
the notation of English stress, rhýhm, and intonation should follow in the foreseeable future.

1-.3.4. Graphic conventions

To make the reading of the explanatory texts easier, the following graphic conventions
have been adopted. Exámple words are always given in italics, but short grammaticalwords
or morphemes are' in addition to italics, highligbted ďso by single quotation marks. Irtters of
the ďphabet and regular digraphs are given in single quotation marks. 

.When 
we speak about

various transcription sym.bols in the sense of graphic entities, we put them in bold letters
without brackets. Graphic symbols must be distinguished from phonologicď units called
phonemes. These are given in slant brackets. Allophones and speechsounds are presented in
squaÍe brackets. Phonemic transcription as such is enclosed in slant brackets only when it is
necessary to separate it from an orthographic text. Otherwise, the distinction between texts
and transcription should be clear from the context. Similarly, allophonic transcription is
enclosed in square brackets only when there is n danger of confusion with other types of
transcription. On the use of other symbols, see Sections 2 and 6.

Pay special attention to the conventions related to stress-marks. It is very important to
remember that the first-syllable stress in most words is assumed by default, and therefore not
marked (See 2.3.).

Event Graphic marking Example

Polysyllabic example words italics textbook,load, idea

Short words and morphemes italics + single quotation marks ' an', ' or', ' -ed', ' -ful'

Irtters of the ďphabet, digraphs single quotation marks U', i', bk','ea'

Symbols as graphic units bold script PrArerx

Phonemes,
phonemic transcription slant brackets

/t ./ ,/u/,/S/,/h/
/swrmrp pu:I/

Speechsounds, ďlophones,
phonetic (alloph.) transcription square brackets Io],  Iph]

I swwÍmÍ4 ph"!r: 1 ]

Figure 1,4. The summary of graphic conventions.
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2. Individual Phonemes and Basic Symbols

2.L. Vowels
There are twenty vowel phonemes in English. Their articulatory description can be found

in many pronunciation manuals and good textbooks of phonetics provide even acoustic
descriptions. It is presumed that users of this book have access to such reference materiď. We
will now list English vowel phonemes together with example words and comments on the
IPA symbols adopted for their transcription.

2.Í.L. Monophthongs

/ í, .  /  Eve /í,^v/,feel  / f  i , .L/,three /}r i , . l
Some transcription systems do not use the length mark :, because the length of
English vowels is very changeable. The length of a vowel in English depends on
whether it is followed by a fortis or lenis consonant, whether it is in a stressed or
unstressed syllable, whether it is in a monosyllabic or polysyllabic word and also,
whether it is in a sentence-final stress Soup or not. The difference between /iz /
and, / r / is actually in their timbre and not necessarily in length.

/t/ in /rn/,big /bzg/
The syrrrbol of this vowel suggests that it is íot as 'sha1p' as its counterpart / i,. / .
The tongue must be lower and further back in the mouth to make it less sharp. This
is indicated by the missing dot over the symbol and the two serifs. Serifs are the
smaller horizontal lines used to finish off the main stroke of a letter. Notice that
these serifs have to be used even if you do not use them for any other letters in your
transcription, o.g. lltpl , /mrdnart/. As we have mentioned above , / = / can actually
be longer than / 1-'. /in a specific phonological environment. However, whether it is
pronounced long or short, its timbre is always 'darker'due-to a more open and lax
articulation. The synbol ./r/seems to reflect this 'darkness' in timbre remarkably
well.

/e/ end/end/,red/red/
In comparative transcription (i.e. transcription which helps to compare various
languages or dialects) we would have to think very carefully to decide whether to
transcribe this English phoneme as / e / or / e / . This is because English speakers
pronounce the sound somewhere in between. However, in texts where it is clear that
we aÍe transcribing English without comparing it with other languages, symbol e is
recommended. This simplificatíon brings no danger to Czech speakers of English,
who usually target a sound which is quite suitable for RP /e/. (Speakers of other
languages may need to be more careful, thougb.) It is useful to know that some
transcribers insist on the symbol e in words ltke red or end and use e for diphthong
/ et/ as mentioned in Section 1.2.

/a/ actor lakte/,black /bl:ak/
Thís open front vowelhas a very well designed symbol. It merges two Roman letters
'a' and 'e' (ae-- a) to show that the quality of the sound is about half way between
/a/ and /e/.T\e symbol a can be found even in very simplified transcription
systems, althougb some dictionaries opt for using non-IPA symbols. American
Webster's honours its very long tradition by using á and The Gage Canadian
Dictionary uses plain a. Another advantage of the symbol ee is that it usually looks
wider than other vowel letters, which conesponds with the fact that the vowel /a/

L4



/ tt/

/e/

/ g '^ /

/qt /

/o/

/ct/

/v/

Individual PhoneÍnes and Basic Symbols

is on average longer than all the other so called short English vowels (i.e. vowels
transcribed without the : length mar$.
up / ttp/, sun /stn/
The timbre of most modern English realizations of this vowel suggests that the IPA
symbol e might be a better choice for it. However, thanks to its historical origin the
symbol is a and Czechstudents do not find it very confusing, as the synbol reminds
them of capital 'A' and leads to the pronuncíation of the Czech central open / a/
which is relatively acceptable. The English vowel / tt/ has a very interesting history
and it is useful to know that many northern English accents do not use it. (For more
iďormation see Henton' 1.990.)
arrive / a' ranv / ,lernon /Iemen/ , Africa /af rr.ke/
This central mid lax vowel is extremely varied in its sound properties. Because of its
symbol and because of the properties of the Czech vocalic systemo Czech beginners
sometimes replace it with /el, pronouncing again as /e'gea/ instead of
/a'gen/. The vowel, however, is a source of many other pronunciation and
transcription eÍťors and we will deď with it in greater detail in Section 3.4.L.

earn / s'^n/, first / fs t st /
This pboneme was previously marked as /et/. A new symbol was devised to
show that /s'^/, despite having similar formant frequencies as /a/, is generically
an independent phoneme. It is not related to and should be thought of separately
from / a/ .
arctic / q.',ktr.k/ , calm /krr.'^m/ , star / strrt /
The syrrbol of this open back vowel should not be replaced with a: as its sound is
different from just a longer version of the open central vowel / a/ . It is as if the
symbol crtwas warning against careless substitutions and was trying to encourage
students to concentrate on the real back quďity of this vowel.
orange /nr-nd3 /, stop / stpp /
In the similar manner as e suggests merger of 'a'and 'e', the symbol o suggests the
merger of b' arLd 'a', which is a very useful reminder to students who wish to
pronounce this vowel properly. They realize that the position of articulators should
be somewhere between [o] and [c].
always /c'^Lwaz/,horse /hcts/,law /Lc'^ /
The circle in symbol c is unfinished or open, which shows that the pronunciation
should be more open than of traditional [ol as we know it in many other European
languages. More open pronunciation of a vowel generally means lower position of
the tongue and the jaw.

book /bvk/,push /pvS/
The symbol for this vowel is useful in the sense that it reminds our students of the
different quality of English /u / fuom Czech /u/ .It fails to show, however, in what
manner its quality is different. We have to remember that the modern English vowel
/u/ is generďy less rounded and more front than its Czech equivalent. Irss
rounded pronunciation means that the lips protrude less forward and are a little more
neutral. The symbol, unfortunately, looks somehow more rounded than its Roman
counterpaÍt.
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/u,. / |noonlnu : n/' Tuesday /tju,^zdr / or /tju zzďer'/, shoe / tu : /
This English vowel is pronounced slightly differently from its Czech equivalent (cf.
Cruttenden, 1994; Palková, 1994). This is not captured by the internationď symbol,
which only cautions the students not to pronounce /u'^ / with the same timbre as
/u/.

iandu
In addition to the twelve vocalic symbols which have just been introduced, many
textbooks and dictionaries use two non-phonemic symbols i and u. As Ashby et al.
(1995) state, this clearly violates the strict phonemic criteria of traditional practice.
On the other hand, it is very practical in regard to capturing the canonical
pronunciation of certain words. The symbols i and u indicate that in their position,
the differences between /-/and /i'^ /,and /u/ and /u: /, respectively, have been
neutralized. To give a few expamles, the word lovely can be pronounred /Ltyvlt /
as well as /Irrvlit/, the word archaeologist is often pronounced somewhere
between / ,c'^kr'pledgr.st/ and / ,al,kil 'oledgrst/, and the word
influence can be pÍonounced /rnfIuans/ as well as /rnflulons/. The non-
phonemic symbols stand for sounds that do not reflect the clear quality distinction
between /x./and / it / or /u/ and /u z /.The types of words where neutralization
can take place are strictly defined (see Wells, 1990). That is one of the reasons why
we will not use non-phonemic i and u in this textbook to a great extent. The only
purpose they will serve will be to indicate a syllable boundary between two vowels
inside a word in places where there is a danger of confusing two monophthongs for
a diphthong. The last syllable in acadernia /alka 'di:mie/, for example, should
not rhyme with here /hze/. (Alternatively, we could avoid the non-phonemic í by
using the IPA symbol for a syllabic boundary and write /eka'dí:nr.e/ or
indicate an optional transient linking sound and write /r;ke 'di : mr6ye/. See also
explanations in Section 2.L.2.)

Exercise 2.1. In this vowel identification exercise You aÍe offered a choice of two transcribed
versions for each word. one of them is corÍect, while the other is not. Choose
the correct version. (Mistakes consist in choosing the wrong phoneme.)

1,. absolutely
2. enoÍmous
3. fantastic
4. abnormal
5. wonderful
6. magnificent
7. definitely
B. superb
9. fabulous
10. beautiful
1I. lovely
L2. breathtaking

A.
/ebse '  lu: t lr/
/t 'nc: i l los/
/ frln ' ta: strk/
/ab'nctml/
/wondef J, /
/neg 'n i:  frsnt/
/drefrnrtk/
/su'pstb/
/ f q'^bj eles/
/bju'^tr, f l /
/Lnvh/
/braOterk-g/

B.
/abse ' lutk/

/r 'npmes/
/ fan'tastrk/
/ab'nrlm!/
/wl'nďef I/
/nag 'nrfrsnt/

/ deftnttLr/
/su'peb/
/ fa;b jeles/

/biuttf\/
/ Lrvl-t /
/breOterkr,g/
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Exercise 2.2. This exercise is very similar to the previous one but the type of mistakes is
different. They consist in using the unconventional (hence wrong) symbols this
time.

1. silver strings
2. first violin
3. musical ear
4. bass guitar
5. saxophone
6. jazzconcert

7. trumpet tone
8. electric organ
9. wooden clarinet
1,0. her third symphony

A
/silve striqz/
/fe:st varo'Irn/
/niu; zrk] r.e/
/bers gt 'ta'^ I
/seksefeun/
/dgaz konset/
/tranprt taun/
/r , lektrrk '  o: gen,/
/wudn klare'net/
/he 0e:d srnfenr/

B.
/srIve str-gz/
/ f  stst vare'Ltn/
/mjuzrkl te/
,/bers gr '  to: /
/smksefeun/
/d3az kpnset/
/tramprt teun/
/r , lekt,rrk '  c: gen/
/wudn klare'net/
/he 0s:d srmfenr/

2.r..2. Diphthongs
Diphthongs aÍe controversial. elements in every vocalic system. Their status and

transcription aÍe often questioned. Jenner (1996)' for example, suggests to reduce the
traditional number of English diphthongs from eight to three. This migbt make sense from the
phonological point of view. However, practicď purposes - most of all teaching English as a
foreign language - require that transcription be as straightforward as possible in enabling its
users to recoveÍ the sound of a transcribed word. For this reason' we accept that there are
eigbt diphthongs in RP. The question which of these are true diphthongs and which just glided
long vowels or vowels with a schwa-like allophone of /r / will be left to consideratíon within
the framework of purely phonological research.

Some analysts propose to transcribe the weaker elements in closing diphthongs as j and
w instead of r and u. They'suggest, for example, that the word my should be transcribed
/najl instead of /mat/. There are various theoretical reasons for and against this solution.
For those Czech learners of English who want to learn proper diphthong levelling (or
smoothing), it is more beneficiď to think of those weaker diphthongal elements as of lax
vowels rather than consonants. Irvelling requires further weakening and in some cases even
loss of /-/ arld /u/ n closing diphthongs. Symbols j and w might encouÍage mental
representations of elements which are more resistant to weakening than lax / r/ and / u / .

Specific transcription assignments may require a linking symbol ^ or, to be a part of
diphthong symbols. Thus, the word tie can be transcribed /tat/to show tbat /at.l ís a
diphthong and as such it is pronounced within one syllable,wbrle prettiest /prrtrest/can
be transcribed without the linking symbol because íts /t.e/ is usually pronouncod with the
syllabic boundary between the two vowels, and therefore cannot be clasified as a diphthong.
The common transcription conventions of the British tradition do not require the linking
symbol and we will not use it in this book. It is useful to know that the vocďic systems of
some languaggs (e.g. Czech) require the linking symbol for diphthongs. In English, on the
other hand, if'really necessary, the syllable boundary between two vowels can be indicated:

a) with an IPA symbol for the syllabic boundary: prrtr. est
b) with a transient linking sound if there is any: prrtl6;est

") 
with the already mentioned non-phonemic sylrrbols: prrtÍest (used in this book).
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We will now list English diphthong phonemes together with example words and comments on
the IPA symbols adopted for their transcription.

/ et/ late /Ler.t/ , stay / stet/
The symbol simply combines e for the point of departure for the articulatory gesture
and r for its target. The unbalanced nature of English diphthongs would be more
overtly represented by making the articulatory target smaller than the point of
departure, i.e. et or e' . Students would understand better that the final portion of
the diphthong is very weak. On the other hand, these syrnbols would be more
difficult to type and print with older technology.

/ar/ f ive /faw/,try /trar./
The point of departure for this phoneme is transcribed with the symbol a. Notice that
this letter is not used for any of the monophthongs. The English open monophthongs
are /a/, / ty/, /o'l /,and /p/.C|early, /at./ isnot derívedfrom anyof them.

/ ct / point /pcrnt / , boy /bct/
The point of departurg srrggests that the tongue is not so close to the roof of the
mouth as it would be for a potential I o ]. The target is represented by / t"/ as in the
fwo previous dipthongs, which indicates that it is usually quite lax and not as sharp
sounding as / t/ .

/ au / round /raund/ , how /hav/
Similarly to /an/, we use the syrrbol a for the departure point of this phoneme.
The target of the articulatory glide is the lax / u / .

/au/ road /reud/,home /heum/
The diphthong /eulís often transcribed as /cu/or /ov/ by Czech students. This
is due to the influence of American English, where we really hear I ou ] as a basic
representant of the phoneme. Another souÍce of influence is transfer from Czech.
Students who wish to transcribe or speak British English should pay attention to the
starting point of the glide. It is an unrounded mid central vowel and not a back
rounded one. Some analysts would prefer symbol 3u to eu because g does not
refer to the weak and never stressed monophtong /e/.

/ta/ beer /bte/, here /hra/
In order to adhere to the rules of phonemic transcription, we always use the symbol
ra, even if a particular speaker assumes closer starting point for this diphthong,
resulting in the allophone [ íe ]

/ ee/ there /óee/,fair / f ee/
In older tradition, this diphthong was transcribed as / ee / . Because the starting
point varies considerably across speakers and the non-Roman symbol s was not
serving any purpose, it was simplified to / ee/ .

/ ve / poor /pue / , sure / \ve /
It is a well-known fact that this diphthong is dýng out in the British Isles. It is
gradually being replaced by /c: /. Whether to use it or not depends largely on the
assignmgal or transcription objectives.
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Exercise 23. This exercise focuses on diphthongs. Some of the diphthongs are transcribed
correctly. Others are either transcribed with symbols incompatible with the
convention introduced in this book or represent phonemes not found in a given
word. Detect the errors and mark those consisting in unconventional graphic
symbols with G, while those representing eiloneous diphthong phonemes mark
P.

Examplel don'tdoitnow /deunt du: rt nffif C (*au)
Example2 playcomputergames Zpfffi kem'pju: te ger.mzl P (--- er)

1. made a clear mistake
2. gďaxy called The Milky Way
3. join a lonely traveller
4. near the icy Pluto
5. about the solar system
6, five light-years from us
7. famous star constellations
8. my wife knows captain J
9. shout in a loud voice
10. go to the ninth planet
11. fear of the bright asteroid
12. Claire cured her thinning hair
L3. wear their spacesuits
14. avoid crowded airbases
15. destroy dangerous robots

/rnerd e k lee nr 'sterk/
/geleksr kc: ld če nr lkr wej/
/dgcrn e lcunl- trevele/
/nre ó i :  aTsI plu:teu/

/e.beut óe seu1o sTstom/
/faiv lart j i . :ez fren as/
/fermes stq: kpnste' Lar\ry2/
/max warf nouz kapten dge-/
/Saut Ín o laud voxs/
/gau te óe nornO planrt/

/ f t 'ar ev óe brart astercrd/
/klar. kjued he 0rnr6 hee/
/wee óerr spelssu,^ts/
/e 'vcrd kraudrd eebers-z/
/dr 'strcj  derndgoros reubnts/

2.2. Consonants
There are twenty-four consonantď phonemes in English. Their transcription is much less

complicated than that of vowels. In fact, 17 of them use the Roman letters as we know them
from Czech orthography: p, b, t, d, k, g, f, v, s, z, h, B, n, r, 1, j, w. Only
seven of the symbols aÍe unusual, though not illogicď. These are:
/g/ thin /Q-n/,bath /bqr}/

The horizontal line in the sym.bol of the voiceless dental fricative could be thought
of as the edge of the upper teeth. This direct pronunciation clue makes it more iconic
than was the original syrnbol /p/,whichlooked like a combination of 'p'and h'.

/ó/ this /órs/,rnother /ml'ge/
The shape of this symbol somehow relates to the letter 'd'. This should be an
advantage for Czech beginners, who often ase /d/ as a substitute for /ó/.Thebat
across the top should urge them to use the edge of their upper teeth for correct
pronunciation of this sound. When you write this symbol, it is helpful to start with
the minor image of number 6 and then cross the upper part.

/ S / shoe / Ju: /, wash /wn! /
The symbol of this voiceless postalveolar fricative is actually a letter 's' stretched
above and below the printing line. Even though it would be harmless to use ihe
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Czech letter 'š' instead, according to the IPA guidelines, the ďacritics are used for
variants of phonemes (i.e. allophones) and we do not want to suggest that / t/is a
mere variant of the voiceless alveolar fncatíve /s/.

/S/ measure /mega/
Similarly to the preceding phoneme, the symbol for this voiced postalveolar fricative
shows its relative proximity to /z/, but at the same time, by not using diacritics (i.e.
ž), it shows its phonological independence.

/ts t change /t|elnd3/,watch /wptÍ/
It is not very fortunate to have a phonemic symbol consisting of two other phonemic
symbols. In the case of affricates it could be justified, as by their nature they are
interesting_blends of plosives and fricatives. It is sometimes required to use linking
symbols ̂  o. 

- 
to mark the difference between /8t asan affricate and /tSl as á

sequence of a plosive and a fricative. Following the British tradition, we will
transcribe /tS / and /ds/ without a linking symbol in our book.

/ ďst joke /d3euk/, George /dsc,.ds/
What was said about the fortis postalveolar affricate /t!/applies equally to its lenis
counterpart /ds/. It is traditionďly transcribed without a linking symbol. If,
however, a special transcription assignment requires clear distinction between
affricates and contextual plosive-fricative clusters, the linking symbol must be used.

/ A/ song / sog/ , morning /mc tmg/
The velar nasal /8/indicates by its symbol that it belongs to the same family of
sounds as /n/ but is articulated in the region of /g/. (Czech students might find it
interesting to know that Czech /ň,/ ,which is articulated against the hard palate, has
got a similar symbol: /f/.In trnglish, palatal [p] occurs only accidentally as a
positional variant of /n/in fast speech and in such cases it is more appropriate to
transcribeitas fnj1.;

(/ r /) Even though we have listed / r / together with the other sixteen uncontroversial
symbols above, we have to point out that the real IPA symbol for this postalveolar
approximant, which so strongly cbaractetaes English to non-native speakers,'is
/ s'/(or /I/ for American English). The cover symbol /r/isused to simplify non-
connparative transcription. In the same manner, non-comparative French
transcription would use /r/ for the true French /y/. W we want to compare
languages with one anotber, we have to abandon cover synrbols and other
simplifications and stick closer to the IPA chart. (See Figure 1.1. in Section L.2.)

Exercise 2.4. Try to recognize the following words and fill in the missing phonemes. Use
one of the seven non-Roman symbols introduced above.

. rk end
lp. end
nau end
hrer end
lrps ond

hevr
.q:p
.en
.ee
ta.

.@m

fr .
.Tn
ka.
wp.

end bate
end .rps
end tpnrk
end . rou
end drar

kr.  end kwi:n
kanfet end ple. e
kr.  en end bq: .  rutm
nr. s end r ' lu: .  enz
.rrcr l fs end entr leups
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2.3. Other symbols in phonemic transcription
There are a few non-phonemic symbols used in the simple phonemic transcription. In

Section '!..3.4., we have already introduced the phonemic brackets / /, which are used to
indicate the beginning and the end of a transcribed text. Another element which should
receive attention is the word stress. kxicographers usually use two degtees of stress, even
though you may come across dictionaries with primary stress only or, on the contrary, even
tertiary stress. The primary stress is indicated by a short raised vertical stroke placed before
the to-be-stressed syllable. Thus, behind /br'harnd/ is pronounced with the second
syllable more prominent than the first one. Some longer words possess so called secondary
stress. For example, the first syllable in anonymity / , Ene'nrnetr/ is less prominent than
the syllable /m/, but more prominent than the remaining syllables in the word. That is why
it is marked with a lowered vertical stroke - the symbol for secondary stress.

In most of our exercises' we will be quite economicď with the stress marks. The primary
stress mark will be used only when the primary stress falls on a syllable other than the first
one. This means that if you see an isolated word without a stress mark, you should read it with
the stress on the ťust syllable. The exception is monosyllabic words containing schwa ,/e/.
Those are ďways unstressed. Iater in the book, when more realistic transcription of
connected speech is introduced, primary stress marks will be used to indicate naturally
accented syllables.

The secondary stress will be indicated only when absolutely necessary, i.e. in words that
could be easily mispronounced without the proper indication. (It has been convincingly
proved that secondary stress is, above all, a property of an ideal isolated word. It usuďly
either disappears or becomes primary stress in connected speech.)

Another important syrnbol to be introduced is also a short verticď stroke. This time it is
placed under a consonantď phpneme and indicates consonantal syllabicity. Th.e word little
/Lztl/, for example, has two syllables but only one vowel. The nucleus of the second
syllable is forrred by /L/ which receíves the syllabicity mark /}/. Similarty, apple
/apJ,/ot difficult /drfrklt,/sound more naturď with syllabic /|/ than with inserted
schwa: /epal-/ and /drfrkeJ-t / . Another consonant which lends itself readily to the role
of a syllabic nucleus is /n/ . Words like certain or nation can be pronounced /ss : ten/ and
/net.$enl, or /se ltr1/ and /nerSr,r/. The latter option is far moÍe coílmon. The former
pronunciation with scbwa is typical for slow, deliberate speech styles.

Unlike Czeeh syllabic consonants (e.g. chrčer /x1tTet /or vlček /v}t]ekl), English
syllabic consonants cannot occur in stressed syllables.

Exercise 2.5. Fill in the symbols for primary stress and syllabic consonants. Remember that
the stress on the first syllable is assumed by default and is not necessary to
mark. You will need to fill in 8 stress marks and 12 syllabic consonant marks.

sudden promotion /sndn premeu Jn/
important people /rmpc: tnt pi:p1/
strictinspector /strrkt rnspekte/
lazy assistant /Ler.zr. esrstent/
new technician /n j u ; teknr tn/
clumsy mechanic /kJ-tymzr mrkanrk/
cheerful engineer ltJrefl endgonra,/

hidden equipment /hrdn rkwrpment/
stretched muscle /stret tt masl/
favourite season /fervrrt, si'.zn/
cotton pullover /kptn puleuve,/
leather gloves lLeóe gllvz/
latest fashion /lertrst fa$n/
horible hat /hprebl het/
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The last pair of symbols to be introduced are the prosodic botrndary markers. The IPA
offers a single vertical line: | , and a double verticď line: ||. The rules for using these symbols
are not very strict. The single line is used for minor prosodic groups' whíle the double line is
used for major prosodic gloups. Reď prosodic analysis is beyond the scope of this book. We
will generally use the lines to make the reading of larger constructions easier. Single lines will
be used for tone-group boundaries with non-conclusive intonation, while double lines will
indicate more salient boundaries with conclusive intonation.
Examples: a) ,/twentr stju:dpts I end eunlr vý^n tJee/

b) /neubedr mu:vd || o' óer hrpneta-zd/
The symbols for allophonic transcription will be introduced one by one in their

respective chapters later in the book.

2.4. Combined practice
Exercise 2.6. In the following words, fill in the gaps with an appropriate symrbol. Choose

from@, d, L,and cr:. The missing syrrbol might be a part of a diphthong.

This would be indicated by the symbol ^ (e.g. ar ror áil;.

bank /b \k/ bus stop /b s stpp/
park /p . k/ nightclub /n lit kl . b/
castle /k . s+/ townhall /t ltrn hc:l/
palace /p ks/ public gardens /p . blrk g . danz/
library /L 3brerr/ carfactory /k . f kterr/
underground / ndegr lirnd/ trafficligbts /tr frk I its/

Exercise 2.7. In the following words, fill in the gaps with an appropriate symbol. Choose
from i '., r, e) o, and s : . The missing symbol might be a part of a
diphthong. This would be indicated by the symbol ^ (e.g. ltr ror áir;.

bench /b . ntJ/ pavement /pe vm nt/
bridge /br dS/ sweetshop / sw . t top/
church /tS tSt hairdresser /he dr sa/
gate /g itt police station /p '1 s stertp/
theatre /9tet / hotel /heu't . L/
road /r ird/ advertisement /. d'v trsment/

Exercise 2.8. In the following words, fill in the gaps with an appropriate syrnbol. Choose
from u, u:, c, c l, and p. The missing symbol might be a part of a
diphthong. This would be indicated byihe symbol ^ (e.g. li for 5i;.

corner /k no/ noisy street /n ,A.zr stri: t/
statue /stet $ / post office /pC. st f ts/
monument /m . nj nent,/ sidewalk /sardw . k/
butcher's /b t\ez/ supermarket /s poncl,.ktt/
airport /eap t/ checkpoint /tJek p }nt/
crossing /kr sr6,/ restaurant /rester nt /
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Exercise 2.9. Find the appropriate phoneme.

Example L the 3rd phonem e in crazy .../ eT/ ... (The first is /k/ and the second is / r /)

Example 2 the 2nd phoneme in George .../c t/... (The first is / dS/)

1.. the 5th phoneme ínprefer
2. the 7th phoneme inunderstand
3. the 4th phoneme ínwedding
4. the lst phoneme in ffice
5. the 2nd phoneme inmother
6. the 6th phoneme ínvolleyball

7. the 2nd phoneme in heart
8. the 3rd phoneme inplay
9. the 6th phoneme in computer........
10. the 4th phoneme inwoman
11. the 7th phoneme in textbook ..".....
12. the 2nd phoneme in now........

Exercise 2.L0. Find the appropriate phoneme. This time, the instruction is in transcription in
order to help you to get used to it before you start transcribing whole words.

1. /óe sekend fguní:m Tnl choice
2. /óe Oe:d feuni lm rnl  school
3. /óa fs:st feuni:n tnl  England
4. /óe f-fO feuni lm r'n/ piano
5. /óe fc:O feuni ln Inl  report

Exercise 2.LL. Fill in the missing phonemes into the transcribed parts of a bicycle.

r  lart

w1
brer.

tar . lv

.  ern

Figure 2.1". Drawing for exercise2.LL.

(saddle, frame, handlebars, brake, valve, pedal, chain, tyre, wheel, rear light)
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3. Isolated Words
3. l-. Frequent vocabulary items
English lPA-based transcription upsets newcomers to the field by its unusuď appeaÍance.

Transcription skills, however, can be acquired quite painlessly if students spend some time
getting used to strange-looking symbols in the context of individual well-known words. That
is the purpose of the following exercises.

Exercise 3.L. The following wordsquare contains twenty-five English first names. They are
not hidden diagonďly or backqrards. When you find each name, put it in
regular spellfug into an appropriate place below the wordsquare, where the
initial letters of the names are indicated. Also, note down the place where the
name begins and the direction (horizontal * or verical 1) in which it is written.
name: place:

Example: ..edom....... ..A.10..t.. (i.".Adam is transcribed from square A1-0 downwards)

9í0

A

B

c
D

E

F

G

H

I

T

..H

..H

place:

..R

..s

..s

..s

..s

s r
^

ts b u m e 0 B

3: 3 m ct: 0 e AI J s d

cl h e 1 I n k EI t o

d a r z dg OU I s a m
k r I s T d n I n (I:

b I I u: m w 1: ts I t
dg a k z CI 0 b ou I I

e m u n
I

dg r D b I n

n h e ó o D b uo 3 AU

I d D n I d EI v I d
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Isolated Words

Exercise 3.2. This exercise introduces transcribed names of colours. Write the items of the
left column in regular spelling and match them with their corresponding
ingredients in the right column. The first one has been done for you as an
example.

1) ts:kwcrz
2) prrnd5

3) grer
4) va:oIet
5) grÍ:n
6) ,ne-vr 'b lu:
7) bers @erfu)
8) pank
9) kctrkr
10) me'ru:n

ExamPre t 
TTi"m= i*:;
* tlloUS€ dog

Bxample 2 
T"

sptrí:t  sol i :p swí:tp
sffitri:t sffiri:p swi:tffi
sŤreet s|eep sweet

blu: end red
blak end blu:
lart  b lu: end gr i:n

braun end wa-t
blak end wart
je leu end red
do:k braun end red
jeleu end blak
red end wart
je leu end blu:

easY

keltS

@.s
cotch

dresk
kwerk
eps:1
plerk
hanpr
óeuzp

Exercise 3.3. In order to get used to the symbols and feel at ease when transcribing, it is
necessary to practise mental manipulation of the symbols. This manipulation
can be playful and effective at the same time. In this exercise, we have groups
of transcribed words and our task is to write the words in regular English
orthography. However, all the words in each group are contaminated with a
phoneme which must be eliminated before the actual word is recovered.

: l
:#

í

i

LZT

Wr.

rurd
freffi
friend

,ds you can see, there are several clues to help you. The first is the word itself. We are using
only the most ordinary words that are in everyday use. Second, the contaminating phoneme is
the same for the whole goup. Third, the conteminating phoneme sometimes breaks English
phonotactic lules, e.g. /dIog/ (- there are no words beginning wíth /dL/ in English), or
/swi ltp/ (- no word can finish wíth /o/). Try the following words.

1". srrks trerb|
2. dwrne wrrtt
3. feuns: fs: lar
4. 0rgk ks:0
5. mapgo stonp
6. órps óapt

brc:1
sta:w
s r farv
0kr i:
haun
ói-,^zp
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Example: skertr4k --- skertrpffi + skertr0

bednrnten
dgoggrp
dgu: do
arzhpkr

sarc114
eó' letrks
ke '  rq: te
berzbc:1

IPA-Based Transcňption for Czech Students of English

Exercise 3.4. Find the transcription errors in the following names of sports and try to correct
them.

jockey

cyclist

athlete

dgrnnastrks
terbletenrs
hc: srercrp
wrnd'ss: frp

boxrp
t tess
sqwo$
skrr6

skier

boxer

jogger

Exercise 3.5. Transcribe.

gymnast

chess player

windsurfer

D
oa

,7r,,i

Figure3. l .  o kwestJn l l  r f  dolts I wor en e' l rnprk spctt l l
wrtÍ neIS+ | wud wIn óe neust geuld ned}z

Exercise 3.6. Read the following bordsnake', but pronounce the names of the countries
clearly and separately. Then rewrite the names of the countries onto the lines
provided bellow. Divide them into two groups. Group 1 should be the names
with the primary stress on the first syllable. Those should be rewritten into the
appropriate spaces without any changes. Group 2 should be the names with the
pÍimary stress on the second or third syllable. Those should be rewritten with
the appropriate primary stress marks.

denmc r kswi : dnnc : werd3openbrozrlpc I tJuglnrpc ! I
pa : kIsta : nbeld3ensu l  da I nlzreIelÍ l  d3rpttrbett ju : nrs

poru r zrnbql bwrpstrievi I etnamrrc: nkrenede
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Group 1:

Exercise3.7. Transcribe.

Japanese

Vietnamese

Portuguese

Norwegian

Exercise 3.9. Transcribe.

Monday

Group 2:

Brazilian Belgian

Egyptian Iranian

Canadian Israeli

Peruvian Swedish

minute

minus

Exercise 3.8. In this exercise we will work with words consisting of three phonemes. The
words follow one another in a chain. Each word differs from the preceding
word by one pho-neme. I-ook at the chain of changes and reconstruct the
words. Then check vour answers in the Answer Kev.

Example 1: hi: t + heqt
. ar. ---' haight

Example 2: lark ---. like
.. t  + l ight

r. .  + writeorr ight f . .  '+ f ight
.ou. + wrote . .n + f ine

.d + rood .ou. -- .  phone

Now it is your turn:
r^n --r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .ou .  --) u .  +

.  p. +.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  h + e .  .- .ž

.  a.  +.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r  .  + i : .  +

fl\ 3: . '-+
a ?\ 6 (7

.UI ---r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  BV b - 
E V. q:.  -t

Continue in the second column Continue in the third column

Ínoney

manipulate milhnan miniskirt

many people meaning mountain

menu

man

managor mango
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3.2. Words with standard weak forms

Every English word which is pronounced in isolation has at least one stressed syllable. In
understand /lrnde'stand/ it is the third one, in receptionist /rt 'sep!enrst/ it is the
second one, and in shop / Sop/ it is the only one that is there. The stressed syllable of a word
contains one of the English full vowels (but not / a/, and not a syllabic consonant). Words in
standard connected speech should more oÍ less preserve the prominence of their stressed
syllables or at least the quality of their full vowels. There are exceptions, however. One of
them concerns a group of monosyllabic words which are very often pronounced without any
stress and with the vowels reduced to / e/ . There are about fourty of them. (O'Connor (1980)
lists 35 , Menhard (1982) lists 54, Roach (1991) lists 43, and Cruttenden (L994) discusses 48
of them.) Pronunciation textbooks typically treat these words as veÍy important. Experience
shows that students who do not learn how to pronounce them and how to recognize them in
real spoken English are often confused or confuse their communication partners.

These words belong to a larger group of so called structural words (sometimes also
called grammatical or function words). They include articles, auxiliary verbs, conjunctions,
modal verbs, pÍonouns' prepositions, etc. The reason why they normally occuí in weak,
reduced forms is that they are relatively less important for the meaning of utterances and they
are predictable from the positions in which they are found. In a question like Who are you?
/hu o ju: /it is sufficient to pronounce areas /a/ because if we understand who andyou,
it is quite easy to reconstruct the little word in between. For the same reason it does not matter
if four words ,a,, ,are,, ,her,, and ,or, aÍe all occasionally reduced to the identical weak form:
/ a/ . (The reduction of 'or'is quite rare, though.)

Some of the words have more than one weak form in casual speech, e.g. yoa: / jut / "*
/ ju/,  /  je/,and / j/  as in /dej 'neu hlm/ orand: /and/ + /end/, /en/,and
/ry/ as in / 'wartr,r' jeleu/. As you can see in the last example, a weak form sometimes
involves not only reduction of the full vowel to / e/ , but also a loss of a consonant: /and/
can lose its /d/. Similarly, rnust can become /mes/ and just can become /d1es/.
Surprisingly, rf he, his, or himlose thek /h/ in their weak forms, the speech does not become
negligent. /ar lark rml sounds neutral and natural. The loss of /h/ should not happen at
the beginning of an utterancr, ot when the pronoun ís required in its strong form.
Strong forms of the structural words usuďly occur:

1') under speciď emphasis, either contrastive or emotionď
No, give it to hirn, not to them.

/ ,nev 'grv tt  te 'hrn nrrt  te 'óen/

2) when the structural word is stranded at the end of a sentence or a syntactic phrase.
Wereyou at home? Yes, I was.

/wa ju of 'heum '  jes * 'wpz/

The whole problem of strong and weak forms of words is quite complex. Some words
have weak forms only in certain meanings. For examp|e, that is usuďly weak as a relative
plonoun' but ďways strong as a demonstrative pronoun. Moreover, in rapid casualspeech any
unaccented monosyllable can be reducedi come back - /kem'balk/ ot They all sat down
/óer'c:l set.daun /.Fot a fuller account find the appropriate chapter in your textbook
of Englísh phonetics.
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Exercise 3.L0. Write the highlighted expressions in regular spelling and give the
transcription of their strong forms

spelling: strong forrr:

1).. .WOS...  . . ./wDz/.. .

z) ..Ťhon .. .../ óa;n/ ...

spelling:
1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4) ...............
s) ...............

strong form: spelling:
11) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12) ...............
13) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1s) ...............

strong form:

Exercise 3.11. Fill in the weak forms of structural words

nr 'kanrks

t 'm.. . . . . .npt Sue l  hau kwrklr  Ican . . . . . . . . . .  ls:n l  ,o. . . . . .  ju:z órs me.$i:n l|
rt luks a ...... brt konpl-kertrd i l hau drd you ........ ser I t should
plag rt In || eu dre || óat wasa......... strernd5 saund || ooyoo

0r6k rts breuken || u' got a...... lete fromthe k,rnpenr óí: rróe
der I ana ....... óer sed | óe- would .......... defrnetlr krrm and ........

rr ' peo I wot was ........ nesosrr ll rn"." were some ..... skru: drarvez

and.. . . . . .  hanez ande nar desk l|  t"t ' . . . . . . .  fa:óerrnlc: brc:t  them... . . . . . .  Iand
.. . . . . .aI teuld him... . . . . to. . . . . .  put them... . . . . .  óee || coutoyou.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  heuld óe

Iart for. . . . . .  n i:  || neu Iyoumust heu}d óe top of . . . . . .  Tt || terk
your ........ tarm I t can wert

Exercise 3.12. Decide which of the structural words should be in their weak fonns and which
in their strong forms

Tell him to bring some vegetable.
There was a problem there.
I don't think you must, but you should.
What are you looking at?
He's as proud as Lucifer.

1. How could you do that? 6.
Z. Ask your mother for help. 7.
3. When do you want to meet her? 8.
4. They can come at once. 9.
5. But you cÍrn see her face. 10.

Exercise 3.L3. Weak syllables of grammatical words together with other unstressed syllables
alternate in speech with strong syllables of content words. This gives our utterances specific
rhýhmical patterns. In He,s a ýrant /hr.ze'taterent/, therc are two unstressed

Example: 
-t ffi 

L,^zía ffi óat

di: ter ld || ó-s
kren sí: óí,^z legz || óe-

wpntrd ffiffia" :k tu/

kwart rn 'pc:tent

"ot mffi\rrer
br 'Iop óe

ll.ffi snc:r I
I ffi o" rest ll
Ie-dr I

feuteuz ffi iu: ll luk ffi ffi

spelling:
6) ...............
7) ...............
8) ...............
e) ...............
10)...............

strong form:
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syllables, then a stressed one, and finally another unstressed one. This particular structure can
be represented symbolicďly by small and large dots: o o o o . Transcribe the
following fifteen sentences and divide them into three groups according to the rhythmicď
pattern. The first sentence has been done for you as yet another example. It has got three
unstressed syllables followed by a stressed one so it fďls under the first rhythmical pattern.

Can you just wait? There are some clothes. Are you angry? England and 'Wales. What do you
think? Can you tell him? Is lt a rock? Silly but nice. I'm just a dwarf. [n a classroom. There's a
demon. There must be gold. Give him a break. Purple or black. Shall we ask them?

oo.O

.. . .ken je dges'wert

o.Oo O.oO

Exercise 3.14. Transcribe and draw dots to symbolize the stress patterns.
on Friday at three

from half past eight

in the late afternoon

can go after midnight

Tuesdays and Thursdays

it was a lovely weekend

better than Saturday lunch

Exercise 3.L5. Complete the following proverbs and idiomatic expressions by adding
structural words. You will need a, an, and, for, in, is, it, she, to, than, that,
was, your and the construction there is a /óaze/. Some of the words have
to be used more than once. Transcribe the sentences ďter vou have

, completed them. Do not hesitate to use the Answer Key.

Example: Dont / make / mountain I olt lmolehill. - Don't make a mountain out of a
molehill. * /deunt nerk e nauntrn I aut ov e meulhrr/

1. Actions / speak / louder / words.
2. Where I will I way. (willis used in the sense of mental power)
3. Rome / not built / one I day.
4. Don't / put lďl / eg8s / one lbasket.
5. eye I eye / tooth / tooth.
6. takes / two /make / quanel.
7. thinks I all I gitters / gold.
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3.3. Words with selected orthographic units
For an inquisitive mind, the whole area of letter-sound correspondences in English must

be an extremely exciting field of study. The regularities and the inegularities of grapheme-
phoneme relationships reveď a rich history of changes in the sound patterns of English. Basic
information c.oncerning letter-sound correspondences has been traditionally included in
elementary textbooks on English phonetics and phonology (Krubinga, t935; Gimson, L962;
Skaličková,1982; Menhard |982).In addition, there are books which provide a more detailed
account of the system by focusing solely on spelling-pronunciation relationship (Nosek, I99L;
Digby and Myers, 1993; Carney L994). We have chosen some of the graphemes or gloups of
graphemes which typically cause problems to learners of English. The purpose of our choice
is to provide material for further transcription practice and to highlight several interesting
spots in the orthographic system of English relevant to the needs of Czech learners.

3.3.1. Words with the letter'x'
The letter k'is the twenty-fourth letter of the English alphabet. It usually represents two

phonemes: /k/ and /s/, e.g. box /bpks/. The voiced variant /gz/ is found before a
stressed vowel, e.g. acample /tg'zampl/.In the word initial position, the letter k'often
stands for /z/only, like in Xerox machine / ' zterpks ne , ti r n/. Some language users
play with the letter in a hrrmorous way and write sox instead of socts, comix instead of" comics
oÍ tharuc instead of thanlcs. on the other hand, the 37th American president Richard Nixon
could relate his name back to Nickson. It would be interesting to know if the 7th U.S.
president Andrew Jackson ever considelsd simplifying the spelling of his name to Jaxon.

John Kennedy Toole (Toole, 1980), in his attempts to capture the unusual character of
Creole English, writes the word ask as ax because it is pronounced /aks/. Transcribers have
to remember tha! the IPA slmbol x stands for a voiceless velar fricative like in Czech
/vzdux/, /xLap/, /uxo/,or /xodeG/. This sound does not have a phonemic status in
standard English.

Exercise 3.16. Read the following sentences and transcribe them in regular orthography.
q:sk mrs firks I te zreroks ói-:z dokjunents fe níl
bpb wez rk 'sartrd I end seu woz hrz ekswarf z i :ne
óe taksr drarve sed l hr rk'spektrd ói: aksrdent
ler we tu: r .g 'zc:strd I te l rsen te hrz dgeuks
zervro I rz rk 'str i :n lr  rk 'stravegent

Exercise 3.17. Find the transcription mistakes in the following words.

sixteen /siks' tÍ : n/
exact$ /tg'z-eetJ-t/
exhibitíon /,egzt.  brJTr/

exchange /rks't$e-ndgey'
paradox /peredoks/
existence /rk'srstens/

Exercise 3.18. Divide the following words into three groups according to the pronunciation
of 'x' as /ks / , / gz/ , ot / z/ . Transcribe the words.

exotic . texfbook - exoggerote - rry|ophone - Álexondro - Xanthíppe - X.roys -
exominotion - xenophobio - hexogonol - exceltent - xenon
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Group 1 /ks/ Group 2 /gz/ Group 3 /z/

Figure 3.2. rk 'skju:z mi: l l  hau de je spel kc:kskru:

Exercise 3.19. Fill in the missing phonemic symbols. Each dot stands for one missing
phoneme.

1. /trar t .  farnd s.m .arn l  te 1.s+ te ór.  rr ' Ia. .I!  m.ulz: ' .k/
2. /t . l  ó .  tru:.  |  .nd d.nt merk s.Ir  .k 'skjuisr.z ne..t  taxm/
3. /tym e' fr .d lar k.nt ek'sept jer r . . 'k lu:srv pfe/
4. /san p.p+ l .v rn lak$err l  aó.z L,v In a!,zanett./
5- /tt  .z o 'pr.ksrnet lr  srks .auznd marlz fr .m hte/
6. /óet o ro:óe keele. I  e ' .aut óee trr . . rk .e ' treríelz/

3.3.2. Words with the letter 'q'
The letter 'q'is listed in the English alphabet as an independent letter, but in reality it

mostly exists only as a part of the digaph 'qu'. The few exceptions where 'q'is not followed
by 'u'are exotic foreign words lrike Iraq or Qatar. (We would like to remind the readers of the
fact that Czech children also memorize 'q'as a letter of the Czech alphabet, but use it only in
foreign words. How many Czech words with 'q' apart from qočná /kvottna / ana qidtat
/kvedlat / canwe think of?)

The digraph 'qu'represents either /kw/, or /k/. The latter option is relatively rare. It is
exploited in word.fina|,-que,' e.g. clique /kLí:k/, and a few other cases that can be easilv
learnt and remembered.

0

b
I

ra
B,k

D
3:
d

rxroo

30N %.
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Exercise 3.20. Fill in the missing phonemic symbols. A dot stands for a missíng phoneme.

1. squeeze a bloodthirsty mosquito

2. catch a quick-witted squinel
3. quite inadequate equipment
4. acquire some unique liquor
5. quarrelsome string quartet
6. long sequence of quotations
7. quiet andfriendlyquadruped
8. qualify into an earthquake squad

/sk. i  iz  e bl .  dOs : str  me '  sk. t .  /

/L<altt e kw.kwrtrd. skwrr.l/

/kwart Ín'  .  rk.  et .  .kwrpm .nt/

/e 'kwate s.m .u: 'n.k ]rk./
/kw. re lsen strr .  kwc t ' tet/

/L. .  s.  kwens .  f  kw. ' ter Sryz/
/kwar.t  on fr .ndh . .ndruped/

/kwplrf  .  rnt.  on s:Okw.k s. . .d/

ant ique /an't i :kwe/
boutique /beu' ti : k/
picturesque /prkt $e ' resk/

Exercise 3.21. Transcríbe the following four words and put them in the proper spaces.

guestíon - reguest -

bÍ: rk 'strí:mlr
akt et srrmbedrz
terk pa:t rn e
cr: sk e dr ' rekt
merk o po' lart

Ínguily - ítquísitíve - quiz

ju ken

Exercise 3.22. Fínd, the transcription mistakes in the following words

queue
liquid
equator

/kw jul /
/L1kwrd/
/ tkwe-to /

3.3.3. Words with the digraph 'ch'
The digraph'ch'is used for a velar fricative /x/ in the Czech language and constitutes

an independent item in the Czech alphabet' In English, digraphs aÍe more coÍrmon and they
do not constitute independent items in the a$habet. The English digraph bh' mostly
represents the fortis postalveolar affricate /tS/, e.g. chain /t,\etn/.In words of Greek
origin it is pronounced as the fortis velar plosive /k/, like in chronological
/krpne'lodgrkf /. There are quite a few relatively recent French loan words which have
stabilizedinpronunciationwith /S/.Chauffeur /\aufa/andmoustache /ne'stcrt\/ are
not expected to change into /tSevfe/and /ne'stc:tS/ in the near future. Only
exceptionally can bh' correspond to the lenis postalveolar affricate /dg/, e.g. spinach
/sprnrdg /, sendwich /senwrdg / or Norwich /nor-d3/ .

Exercise 3.23. Fill in the missing phonemic symbols. Each dot stands for one missing
phoneme.

1. e glc:.  ev spct:k lr4 .an.petn 5. wc:tene.anz Ipi l . rz Ien .erÍz
2.tf"k1et ker.  l*r.  w-pt kr i lm 6. e nju: l r 'madgrnetr.  .ef
3. ke' l .sterpl  rn j .  b ln. 7. d i:p fr .zen fren. frar.z
4. eufd end sm.Ir k.trd3 . i '^z 8.tsrkn s.p w.ó n.ďl ,
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Exercise 3.24. Divide the following woÍds into three groups according to the pronunciation
of bh' as /tS/, /k/,or /t/. Transcribe thewords.

Christmqs . chimponzee - cho|ero - chouvinism - Áchil|es - mochine - chompion -
stomoch-oche - chonde|íer (= ornamental hanging tight) - chonne| - boche|or -

chivolrry - Chicogo - chorocter - chief

Group 1/tÍ/ Group 2 /k/ Group 3 /S/

Exercise 3.25. Transcribe the words in the list below and put them in the proper spaces.

Chonrs - Wotch - orchíd - Cholds - Echo - tllonarchy . Hypochondrioc -
Orrchestro - Chomeleon - Cholet - Chemotheropy - Ostrich

1............... - ken tSerndg k.rrlez ev rts bpdr
2............... - ken r^n verr fq:st bet kennt flar
3... . . . . . . . . . . . .  - konbr.ner$nz ef teunz óet saund te'geěe
4.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -  e 1cr:d5 gru:p ov nju: 'zrtnz hu: pler te,geóa
5.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -  ken help pi:p} wró srer ies dr,z i izTz
6. .....................;........ - en aut 'dertrd srstem ov gnvannent
7............... - e 1cr:d3 wudn haus rn óe nauntrnz
8.... . . . . . . . . . . .  - s lg sevrel tarnz djuerrp e spn
9. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  - kpnstenth 0r4ks hi: rz I c: wr] br r l
1'0... . . . . . . . . . .  - e plc:nt wró nn. jul5uel f lauez
11.... . . . . . . . . .  - e smc:I rnstrunent l  wrtj teuz óa tarn
12.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -  ken rr 'p i: t  je ws:dz

33.4. Words beginning with the group 'pro'
The group 'pro'seems to be very simple, but a good observer notices frequent difficulties

which it causes in the speech of beginner learners of English. It can be pronounced in three
ways. In a stressed syllable, it is either /prau / or /prp/ , while in an unstressed syllable it is
usually/pre/. ocassionďly there are two pronunciation options. The word progress as a
noun can be both /preugres/ and /prpgres/. Moreover, there is an unstressed form of
/prev / which, in faster speech, loses its I u ] part. Hence, the word procedure can be either
/preu,si:d5e./ or /pre'sÍ:dsel. Most of the time, however, the pronunciation
requirements are unambiguous: proftt must be pronounced /prpfrt / and promise must be
/promrs/, even though we can often hear the incorrect /preunrs/ when beginner
learners attempt to speak Englísh. The first syllable in the Greek prefix proto- is always
/ prav / as in prototype / pr eutetarp/.
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Exercise 3.26. Read the followíng parts of sentences and match those that make sense when
put together. The first has been done for you as an example.

pro'  fese prpktoz prpg'nsusrs hark probeb|
pro , n^nsr 'erSr,r
pru:vd rart
prarvetar 'zertn
woz pre'hrbrtrd
brte preutests
propelr testrd

kwrk Pre ' meu $r.r rn j c : Pro ' fe $p rz
en- karnd ef prouo'merlken prDpo'gande
har pre'pc: s+ ev óee prod,rkts I rz not
óa prrn.ses woz praud ov o pe'kju: l je
óe prarm mrnrste pro'peuzd pronpt
óe ban nn , prostr '  t ju: $r] pre'veukt

fourcousins f . k.zr,tz
loudcouples 1. d k. p lz
pourbourbon p.b.ben
doublenought d. bI n. t

Exercise 3.27. Divide the following words into three gÍoups according to the pronunciation
of 'pro' as /prev / , /prn/ , or /pre / - Transcribe the words.

problem - profile - prcfitoble - protection - province - pnovide - progromme -
protestont - professlonol - protein - pronoun - Prokofiev

Group 1/preu/ Group 2 /prp/ Group 3 /pra/

3.3.5. Words with the digraphs 'ou', 'au' and 'eu'
The digraphs bu', 'au'and 'eu'remind us of the diphthongs used in the Czech language,

wbere their translation into sounds is quite transparent. kr English, however, the situation is a
bit more complex. If you read out words ITke south, soul, soup, source, and southern,you can
hear that the vowels are all different from one another and in yet other words there are four
more possible realizations of bu'(/s'^/, /e/, /u/, and /ue/). Written'au'is usually
pronounced / c'. / , or /p/ . other options aÍe very rare. Similarly, written 'gu' is pronounced
/ jul/, or /ul'/, and other possibilities are fairly exceptionď. Czech learners of English
often hesitate over the pronunciation of 'eu' even though the situation there is quite
straigbtforward. This is due to the fact that the lexicď items with 'eu'belong to less frequent
vocabulary. The following exercises offer some transcription practice together with a brief
look at typical words with the digraphs bu', 'au'and 'eu'.

Exercise 3.28. Fill in the missing phonemes which all correspond to the digraph 'ou '.

proudoutsiders pr . d . tsardez
previous trouble prí : vi . s tr . b}
yourroundmouth i . r . nd m . 0
touchtheground t . tS óe gr. nd

around the house er . nd óe h . s
muntcountr ies k. nt k.  ntrrz
souvenirs for tourists s . ve'nrez fe t . rrsts
soundofafountain s . nd ov o f . ntrn
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Exercise 3.29. Fill in the missing phonemes, all of which correspond to the digraph 'au'.

laughinglaurel I . frq I . rel
Austrďianfauna 'stre- l jen f  .ne
naughtydaughter n. tr d. te
cautious dinosaur k . tes darnes .

laudatory applause 1 .
the cause of jaundice óe
cauliflower and sauerkraut k .
taught about Saudi Arabia t .

Exercise33O. Transcribe

neurology pseudonym
neurosis pseudo-science
neurotic pseudoteacher
neutral pseudo-intellectual

pause in the sauna p . z rn óa s . no
Dr. Faust's fault dpkte f . sts f . It
hauntedMaurit ius h. ntrd m. 'rr les
sausage with sauce s . srd3 wró s . s

deterr o 'p l .  z
k. z ev dg .  ndrs
lr f laue ond s. ekraut
t e 'baut s.  dr e 'rerbje

Europe
eunuch
eucaliptus
euphemism

Zeus
Perseus
Theseus
Prometheus

Exercise 3.31. Read the article to see how well you can already cope with a transcribed text.
Alternatively, you may transcribe the orthographic version from the Answer
Key and check it against the transcription provided here.

a; nt pc : 1e I r"z e tnf lerdr ll h" zeudrak sarn rz tc: res ll
j  esteder I Si : woz In e stert ev ju: '  fc : río l l
jue.r i :ke IJr tautrd lbr 'koz $r kc:t o maus Iwró e bee handz l|
Sí: W3lks rn óe fq:ne'su;trk rndestrr I
end wud lark te pu$ óe baundrTz ov nolrd5 ||
Srdr i:mzovóe kjue fe ru:mettzn I lu l .kí:mie I en nju: 'neunje ||
aze gs: l  I  Srwpntrd te br en estrenc:t I
end $r k larnd maunt evrrst lwen $r wez fc l ' t i :n l i
In c l tem ev óe seIn jre lJ i :  merd e d5a:nr te 

'npr l ' ternje ||
he fervrrt  wepen I wezo,semrc:te 'netrk rarf] |
en trbrc:t o lpt ev darmendz bak haun l l
Si: ken swrm twentr nc:trk]- manJ'z rn r,rf weóe wr'óaut stoprq ||
wln nc:trk] marl | 

-z 
wan Oauzend I ert hnndrrd

en frf tr  tu: mi:tez l l

3.3.6. Words with the digraph 'ea'
The digraph 'ea' is traditionally used to demonstrate the inconsistency of English

orthographic system. It occurs in many words of every-day use and can be pfonounced / í: / '/e/,  /er/,  /s:,/ ,  /q. '^/, /r .e/,or /ee/. (Examplewords: meat /mi-tt/ ,head /hed/,
great /gre-t/,learn /Lstn/,heart /ho,zt/,year / jr.a/,andwear /wee/.Thepointis
made even stronger by listing the word ocean / eu$I / , in which the digraph 'ea' disappears,
leaving only a trace in the features of the preceding consonant. Realistically speaking,
however, the choice is most frequently among /í,^/, /e/,and /r"a/. The words with other
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possible phonemes aÍe not very nt ÝrreÍous. In spite of that, they can confuse learners of
English to a great extent.

Exercise 3.32. Divide the following words into four groups according to the pronunciation
of 'ea'as /it '/, /e/, /s'^/ or /ta/.Transcribethewords.

increose - peorl - deon - pleosure - sweoter - creom - beord - eorly - ideql -
seorch - seoson - reol - neorly - breost - heord - meosure

Group 1' / íl / Group 2 /e/ Group3 /s' ,/ Group 4 /ta/

Exercise 333. Find opposites (antonyns) to the following words and put them down in
phonemic transcription.
Example: kli:n + .....ds: tr...... (dirty is opposite to clean)
fre --
welO +
pi:s +

hel0 ---
3ln +

hevr +

Exercise 3.34. Transcribe.

His antinuclear geaÍ was dreadful.
After the defeat, the leader had a breakdown.
You should leave the jeďous freak.
Oh, yeah,Ih ready to swear.
Why does Reagan wear those sneakers?

ded
nre
wi:k
nílt

--)

+

+

+

1.
z.
3.
4.
5.

3.3.7. Words with silent letters
Some English words are spelt with letters which do not represent any of their sounds.

Know has a silentk', night has silent 'gh', and comehas a silent 'e'. Notice, however, that we
do not analyze bread as having a silent b'. This is because 'ea'is a digraph. Digraphs represent
just one phoneme and we do not speculate about which part of a digraph is silent.

Exercise 3.35. Read the following words. Think of their regular spellings and find the silent
letter(s) in each of them. Try to place the words so that their silent letters
match the letters in the columns.

Example: arlend = islandhas a silent s. Therefore, it will be placed in line 1, next to S

lav
hcl:f .

baler

k^r+
c: tem
heun

arlend
hclr t
tc rk

bptl
I

wrsI
ka: s l

I
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r ...ísland

Exercise 336. Choose the correct transcription of the following words.

L. receipt A. rr 's i :pt B. rrs i :  t C. rr 's i :  t
2. psychiatr ist A. sr 'kretrrst B. sar 'karetrrst C. psar'kretrust
3. cupboard A. kapbed B. kapbc : d C. kabed
4. psychology A. psr 'koledgr B. sar 'kolodgr C. sar 'koledgr

5. pneumatic A. nju: 'nrrtlk B.njur 'matrk C.pnju: 'matrk
6. psychotherapist A. sarkeu ' Oereptst B. sareu ' Oereptst C. saro' 0areprst
7. raspberry A. rq tzbrt B. rar spberr C. rq: spberr
8. psychosocia l  A. sarcheu'seutI B. sarkeu'seuJ] C. sarkeu'seut le

Exercise 3.37. Transcribe the following words and put down the silent letter of each triad.
silent:

T2

s
I

L

E

N

T

L

E

T

T

E

R

9

L0

11

Example: sight, figbt, flighf + ......sať....... .......fart....... .......fIart....... ..9h..

silent:
lamb, comb, bomb

Allah, Hannah, hďlelujah

Faulkner, flolmes, Lincoln

knowledge, knife, knee

often, bouquet, Christmas

wÍong' write, answef

debt, doubt, subtle

hurrah, honest, Graham

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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3.4. Words with selected phonological units
The relationship between written and spoken form of a language is traditionally viewed

from two angles. Besides explaining how a grapheme can be represented in speech, linguists
also explain how a particular phoneme can be represented in writing. We will now follow the
latter approach and use some of the phonemes typically difficult for Czech learners of English
to further practise phonemic transcription.

3.4.1. Words with the reduced vowel /e/

The phoneme /e/ is by far the most common uo*.f se8rrnent in English. In connected
speech, one in four vocalic phonemesis /a/, otherwise cďled schwa. Czech learners may
struggle with this fact for two reásons. one of them is that I e ] has not a phonemic status in
Czech. Many Czech speakers then think that it is no real sound and ignore its existence. As a
consequence, they transcribe the definite article the /óe/ as /ó/ in their own transcription
attempts, or photograph / feutegrcr: f/as / f eutgrc: f / .

The second problem related to / a / is that in regular texts, it has no letter of its own. It
can be represented by any of the available vowel letters or even combinations of letters. [n
this sense, its existence is also somehow hidden. The typical Czech mistake related to / a /ín
pronunciation is its replacement with other so called full vowels. The common substitute
when reading transcription ís / e / because of the similarity of the symbols, but in reading
regular texts, schwa is being replaced by other vowels as well.

Figure3.3. /tts o vÍel noun fakt | óet ór rpglrJ svncleU vavel.zl

The speech with not enough I e ] sounds has unnatural rhythm and illogical emphasis on
certain syllables, which can be unpleasant to listen to and often even difficult to understand.

When we anďyse transcription attempts of Czech students, \il/e can see that apart from the
two above mentioned problems, i.e. leaving out /e/or, on the contrary, replacing it by full
vowels, they also forget to bear in mind two basic rules.

First, /e/ is never stressed. It can occru in unstressed syllables only. The essential role of
stress is clearly seen in pairs like convent /'konffit/ and event /r'vffint/. If two
orthographically identical syllables differ in stress, the stressed one cannot contain / a / , while
the unstressed one is quite likely to contain it. (For more examples see also Section 4.3.)

Second, English phonotactics does not allow short vowels apart from /e/, /r/, and
/u /in word-final positions, but many word-final schwas create strong illusion of / t / . This is
because the word-final /e/ is often articulated more open than the word-medial one. Also,
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there is a strong influence of spelling. Knowing the words Like India or lava from print, we
tend to believe that we hear an a-sound at the end. Careful listening, however, reveals that
what we really hear is /r'nď:-e/ and /lq rye/.

As we have already seen' the symbol e is ďso used in comFound symbols of some of the
English diphthongs. This should not lead to the conclusion that the phoneme / a/ constítutes a
part of other phonemes. It only says that the beginning or the end of the diphthongs / eu / ,
/ ta /, I ea /, and / ua / share with / e / c.ertanphonetic features.

Exercise 3.38. Which letter represents / e/ n regular spellings of the following words?

Example 1: /kpmen/ ...O... Example 2: /aLfabet/

/poseb]/ / ,drple 'netrk/
/pa' zl\q/ / dredf eL/
/peusta/ /darnenart/
/presar.t / /desenl/
/pe'sju:t/ /dezet/

Exercise 3.39. Underline all vowel graphemes which represent / e / in the following words.

opotŤment - necessity . dongerous . dinosour - osy|um . bonus -
Howord - fonous - rconrs - bosement - colomity - devostotion -

semo|ino . |uxrriou9 - chorus - bonono - dÍsogreement -
grovity - Borcelono - opportunity

Exercise 3.40. I-ook again at the words in Exercise 2. As you can see, the trnro simple rules
presented above work without exceptions. The word fínď 'a' is ďways
pronounced as /e/, and /e/ never occurs in stressed syllables. In the
suffixes of words in Exercise 2 you can discover more regularities connected
with spelling-schwa relationship. What are they?

Exercise 3.41. A very common Czechmistake is to pronounce words beginning with
unstressed 'su' as / sl'.../ . Divide the following words into three groups
according to the pronunciation of 'su' as / se / , / sty/ , or something else.
Transcribe the words.

summer - success - sugor - subseguent - support - superstor -
sustoin - suffer - superior - suddenly - subtitle -

suggest - surgeon - supply - ípz

Group I /se/ , Group2 /stt/ Group 3 Others
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Exercise 3.A. Fllin the missing symbols for vocalic phonemes. Each dot represents a
missing phoneme.

1. S. pon €en woz s.  .pratzd 
I wen óer s.  ' raundrd rm

2. óe s.Iten I wez óe s.  .pr i lm ru:Ie ev óe s.  'saIet l

3. s.  zI: .  wed ra:óe ke'mrt s.  rsard | óen s.  ,rende

4. aI s.  'pouz | óeze s.  ' f r lqrt  nambe ef s.  tebl  strated3rz

5. óg s.  'vatvtp s.1d3ez br.kerm s. 'spr$es

Exercise 3.43. Transcribe

1. selling beer in Belgium 5. studýng business in Japan 9. situation in Serbia
2. the West of Romania 6. Germany and its neighbours 10. a year in Australia
3. holiday in Guatemala 7. wildlife parks in Kenya 1.1.. the capítď of Peru
4. rainforests in Brazil 8. somewhere in Austria 12. travelling to China

Exercise 3.44. Which word in each line has got a different vowel in the highligbted part?
(Odd one out)

1. conductor, consult, concerto, contraband
2. achieve, accountant, action, acoustic
3. compare, compromise, communicate, computer,
4. control, Conrad, conversationo conference
5. ahead, agony' agÍee, ago
6. comet, comment, compete, compliment

Exercise 3.45. Read the following text to improve your comprehension of transcribed-
English

o /óeer cr: twentr vaue}z In cr: pí: rpglr$/

.  /haueve | óe srstrm ev vauelz l  
-z 

ver l  t ternd5eb} 0ru:aut
ó i :  rpglrS spi:kr6 ws:Idl

o / ju mer trar te }<err aut o l r t|  rk 'sperrment I wrtS rz berst
Dn e germ I samtarmz plerd bar ttek t$r ldren/

. /óet. terk o sD! || fer rg'zempl | fiolka nodrookal I nesedalvej
u potoka I end rr 'p lers c l l  óe vaueIz ln r . t  I  wró d3nst wan
vauel/

. /óe rr.znlt ken bí | ffrIkr nrdrrrkr ] nrsrdrvrj r pltrkr I
c: | ffulku nudruuku I nusuduvuj u putuku/

o /rn jc:r rk 'sperrment I terk e 'baut ten net$erel  r0glrS
sontensrz I end r- 'p lers c:I óe vauelz rn óem I wrO Jwa:/

o /prt 'zent je sentenslz tu e 'n lóe p3:s+ l  jc:r  rnfc:nent I end
sÍl I  hau natJ hi:  o Si:  ken nnde'stand/

. /en tn 'pc:tent veer iebl  Tn jc:r rk 'spertment I rz óe rróen/
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/t f  je dr 'strct óe r lóem l  bar rr .p lersrp ór p.rrd3enI

vaue}z I wró rre] tc:t  I  end dat 'nanIklr  wi:k twal l l  ó"

,komprr'hen$n rert mart bi: kwart Leu/

/zf I  on ó i :  aóe hand I j"  rr 'p lets ór o 'rrd5enl vauelz I wró
o twa: lark saund l  p.- 'zs lvtp óe rróom l| j" ' tn,fc:monts
wrl nnde'stend kwart wel/

Figure 3.4. tn ' fc:me rks 'perrmente

3.4.2. Words with the mid central / st /

The English mid central vowel / s t / used to be transcribed as /e : /. This old-fashioned
transcription may sometimes persist in transcription attempts of students who studied from
outdated boo}s. A more serious mistake can be made rf / s'^ / is replaced by another vowel
under the influence of the spelling, e.gptackbird /bleekbffi/ as instead of /blakb etd/ ,
or the date of birth as /dert ev bffi0/ instead of /dert ev bs:0,/. Some trouble can
be avoided if we reďize that speciď attention must be payed to words containing a vocalic
grapheme + 'r', namely'er', 'ur', 'iÍ'' !T'' br'.after bv', and ďso 'ear', or bur', usuďly in stressed
syllables.

Exercise 3.4ó. Find transcription mistakes in the following words. (The mistakes are not
necessarily related to / s: / .)

suďace /ss:fers/ observatory /ob,zs:vetrr/ suburb /sebs,^b/
bureaucrat /bjuereukrret/ certificate /sg;trfrket/ herbal /hstbtvL/
survey (noun) /setvx/ terminology /ts:me'nolodgr / bwglar /bs'^gl/
circumstance /srekenstens/ homework /houmwslk/ nuÍse /ns:se/
Birmingbam /bs:rnrpen/ surname /sctnern/ occur /p'ke; /

o wende af ro ken
endestanA me
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Exercise 3.47. Transcribe. Be careful - there are five words with a vowel other than / s t / .

furnilure - purp|e - skiÉ - eor|y . leorn - hurt -

wold-worm-worm-Eorfh-fur-f i r- fo ir-c irc le-
neÍryous . heoÉ . heord - firm - eorn - eorring . merchant .

burn - Germony - journey - turn - dirty - burst -

verticol - certoinly - ceromic - prefer

3.4.3. Words with the open Íront /a/

The phoneme /a/ causes considerable difficulties to Czech learners of English. For most

Czech speakers, the problem is not in the articulation itself, but in the mental splitting of the

phonemic space for Czech / e / (wtítten 'e) into two sepaÍate phonemic spaces of English

/ e / and /a-/ (for more detail see Volín ,2o0t). A lot of uncertainty during transcribing can be

avoided if students rea1izethat in English, no written 'e'can eveÍ represent the phoneme /a/.

Almost 1a0vo graphic representations of /e/ is the letter 'a'. only exceptionďly, it is

represented by other letters, usually in rare words of foreign origin. Uďortunately, this is not

true the other way round. The letter 'a' can represent many other phonemes. Moreover, the

phoneme / e/ canbe represented by the letters 'e','a', and the digraph 'ea'.

Exercise 3.48. Choose the correct transcription.

L.fatamorgana ,fcr:temcl 'gcr:ne ,  fate 'mc:gcl:ne ,  fatemc: 'gc:ne

2. imaginat ion r,medgr 'ner$n r,medSr 'nertn r ,madSr 'naST

3. halucination hrelusi : ' ner !n halusr ' neI $n he , lu: sr ' neI ln

4. radicalism radrkelrzp radrkelrzn re'drkelrzn

5. fanatical fe'natrkl fanatrk| feenetrk|

6.bizzarc bt 'zoe bt 'za br '  zq"

7. calculat ing krc lk ie 'Iertrp kalk ie lertrp k 'r lk iu ' lertrp

8. cameraman kaemremAn kenerrrmen kenremen

Exercise 3.49. Fill in the missing symbols for vocalic phonemes. Each dot represents just one
missing segment.

l . .órs c l l  h.  pend rn óe warld end ragrd west Ie 1. p tarn 'geu

2.óe b. ndrts leud o verI p. z-trv atrt ju:d I te a lk.  hrr}

3.euld $. tehrend kl .  pt hrz handz r.  prdk I end ke'I 'pst

4.ór en. mI pland tu e ' tek cr l  tr .  nspclt  wrO pI .  trnen

5.óe rardez w. r e ' fr .d te kenp rn óe gr.nd kanjen

6.óee k. ptrn k lernd ] óet hi:d I.  st  lz  d3. krt  rn óe bat}f i l ld

Exercise 3.50. Transcribe. Be careful- there are five words with vowels other than /a/ .

sovonnoh - cocttls - polm-tree - drogonfly - porrot -
conoÍY. robbit - bomboo - pondo - Boskeryil|e - do|motion - swon -

Amozon - ol|igotor - come| - sohoro - sondstorm - boť}ely hens -
Copricorn - vompirc boŤ - sofori pork - donde|ion
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3.4.4. Words with the closing diphthong / ev /
It has already been mentioned above that the typicď error in transcribing the phoneme

/ ev / is its replacement with I ou ], which is a mere ďlophone, but not a phoneme in our
reference accent of English. Another interesting issue related to / eu / conceťns the spelling-
sound relationship. Students should rcaliz.e that no English word can end with /p/ and when
they encounter unfamilar words endi'g with the letter b', they should pronounce the finď
vowel as /eu/ thewaytheydo itwords lke disco /drskeu/,piano /pr'aneu /,or judo
/dSuldeu/. Native speakers of English usually feel no need to pronounce foreign words
with foreign sounds. Therefore, Victor Hugo is /vrkte hju: geu / for them, and, Pedro is
/pedreu/.

In Section 3.3.4., we have also learnt that unstressed /eul loses easily its [u] portion
and Prometheus can be heard both as /preu 'ni : 0 ju r s/ and /pre 'mi : 0 ju: s/. For
the same reason hotel canbe /heu' tel-/ ot /he'tel-/ .

Exercise 3.51. Add / au / to the following groups of phonemes and write the resulting
words in the regular English orthography. (All the words are stressed on the
first syllable.)

neksrk
ardeh
bafel
sterr

South Dakota

Estonia

taog
swl3l

hrer
kcr: g

hnI
bpr
elb

SaI

fpl

ěr
b
t

Exercise 3.52. Transcribe the words below and match them with the appropriate references.

horcscope - ozone - impresorio - Áfrc . Ivoly Coost -
joke - hoqgover: hotto - Híppocrotic ooth

L. nn'pleznt f i :hp o:fte drrpk-p tu: natg alkehpl
2. verr.  kgl l r  Ork dc:k hee
3. kantrr rn west afrrke
4. fc:kq:st ov o psrsonz f ju:t$e I berst pn stcr:z
5. stc:rr wrč e fanr endrp
6. frerz I t$euzn sz e gard ev w nz br 'hervje
7. sreries prpmrs nerd bar dnktez
8. manrdge ov s oreto krrnpenr
9. spetJ fc:m ev oksrdgen

Exercise 3.53. Try to transcribe the following words.
Rio de Janeiro eldorado Leonardo

Figaro

Romeo

quo vadis

Quasimodo
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3.4.5. Words with the velar nasal /8/

Voiced velar nasal /n/ is ďways followed by /k/, ot /g/in Czech. Czech learners of
English have to learn how to pronounce /n/ independently of the following velar plosive
(Volín, 2000), because in English, /\/ canbe followed by many different phonemes.

Another problem is the distribution of /n/ in relation to /k/__and /g/.There are rules
accounting for 1!e seemingly strange j...?,.gJ that we say singer /srffie/, but finger/ f rffie/ ,
or longing /Io$rpl, butionger /Inffie/.In their simplest form, the rules state that written
hg'is pronounced /4glinside a morpheme and /q/at a morphemic boundary. Tho exception
from the rule is comparatives and superlatives of adjectives, whích behave as if they were
monomo{phemic. Thus, our first example wotd singer is pronounced /stqe/ because
written hg' is at the end of the root morpheme, followed'by another morpheme '-er'. Tbe
word finger, on the other hand, is pronounced /frpge/because there is no morphemic
boundary ďter written hg; In longing there is a boundary between the verb to long and the
suffix '-irg', hence /Iffir.q/. The word longer is an exception. There is a morphemic
boundary between the adjective long and the suffix ,_er,,bvt it has not the poweÍ to delete
/ g / . (The rules can be stipulated differently to avoid exceptions but that does not necessarily
simplify the matter.)

Junior transcribers sometimes forget that /g/ also appears before /k/.This happens in
words like drink /dr-gk/, ot anchor /a;nke/. A morphemic boundary plays a slightly
different role in these cases. Written 'nk', (and hc', hch' or hq) is ďways pronounced
/4k/inside a morpheme, but should be pronounced /nk/ if there is a morphemic boundary
between written 'n' and the following grapheme. This is especially true if the second
moqpheme (the one after h) is stressed. Thus, income is often heard as both /rpkrun/and
,/rnkam/while include is usually heaÍd as /rn ' klu: d/ rather than /16 . k].u: d/.

Exercise 3.54. Fill in the missing symbols for consonantal phonemes. Each dot may
represent one or two missing segrnents.

1. mar ja .  e srsto woz drc: r  .  nrr .  krz
?. maI 

^.k+ 
Tz hardr .  In óe dsa. l

3.  mar fervret sr.  or rs tuerr .  r .  lend
4. mal dp. kr Íz i : tr  .  t tn. ks ev bred
5. mal I  .  'knnpetent ed'vaIze Ts s lí:pr.  e 'gen

Exercise 3.55. Divide the following words into four gÍoups according to their phonemic
make-up. Group l" are words containin1 /g/not followed by /k/ or /g/,
group 2 words containing /qg/, Soup 3 words containing /Dk/, and group
4 words containing /nk/ . Transcribe the words.

tongue - wrinkles - pengr.rin - incognito - monk - lungs -
hondkerchief - encouroge - honger - fingerprint - junctíon - bingo -

conclusíve - fishmolger - so19s . enc|ose

Group 3 /qk/ Group 4 /nk/Group t /g/ Group 2 /qg/
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Exercise 3.56. Fill in the following geographic námes.

AngoJ.a Bangladesh Congo Bong Kong Hungary Mongolia Singapore

Figure 3.5. tu: rr 's3: t$ez I rk 'sper lmentrp
wIó tk 'seslv stadrrp I en drr lkrp

3.4.6. Words with the dental fuicatives / 0 / and / ó /

The phonemes /0/ and /ó/ have been chosen for our transcription practice because
they are very typical for the phonological system of English. Quite suprisingly, howeveÍ,
althougb they are difficult from the articulatory point of view, they do not cause much trouble
in transcribing apart from sporadic confusion of the Lenis /ó/ for fortis /0/, and occasional
mutilation of the symbol fot /ó/, which is made barely recognizable in some students'
handwriting.

0 EU

0
I

0
I

0
0

I

0
I

0
I

r-
i ' , , t t
tÍ.r
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Bxercise 3.57. Transcribe the words below and fill them into the gaps in the sentences-

thrí||ers - method - thesis - mothemoticion - thermometer -

worthless - thunderstorms - thoughts

1". a: Oare rr 'ss:t!  ev weóe rs karent lr  feukest Dn . . . . . . . . . .

2.  ja dgunt hev te bi:  e . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fe órs srnp! e '  rrOmetrk

3. hÍ: frnr l t  hrz c: 'Qenttk drrktereI . . . . . . . . . . ' .  I  eun1r ' rnder
e 0ret ev sepktpz

4. óe 0ereprst gaóed e }pt gv.....................;.... evrdens fe hrz 0rerr

5. Si l  dts 'kaved e rr ' lareb}.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ef testrp óe kwrr letr

ev Ieóe
6. óe Orqke prI 'zěntrd s4m r l 'ncr:kebl . ; . . .  Dn bslQ en deO

7. e drse'pcrntrd l rpgwrst br 'kerm e sek'sesf l  c:0e ev.. . . . . . . . . . .

8.  óe wc:m0 ev je f i l1r6z wrl  bí: Ine3od wró e pr l .sals

Exercise 3.58. Use the clues below to guess the parts of a human body. Put them down in
phonemic transcriptioo. Al the names of body parts you are looking for
contain the phoneme /0/.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

sutcr l  beunz ju lzd fe preusesrp

óe la ld5rst ouponIp rn óe hed

óe wardrst pc:t ev óe leg
óe Orkrst ev óe fr.qgez
óe t lanl 0ru: de nek

fu:d

stropg snel ev neOorurl

1cr:d5 ren0r l  nre óe pcr:O

vrzrtrd bar Orrftr ói.,vz

óe trulO wc:0 9auzandz
paOa' lodgrkl  Oarrcrd glend

en i:g} wróaut feóaz

In s lnpe0r wró a:Oe

sleu rróen ov je br i :0

Exercise 3.59. Find the transcription eÍToÍs in the following expressions.

1. strong smell of methanol
2: large anthill near the path

3. visited by thrifty thieves
4. the truth worth thousands
5. pathological thyroid gland

6. an eagle without feathers
7. in sympathywithArthur
8. slow rhythm of your breath

3.5. Well-known international words

3.5.L. International false fuiends
Some people pretend to be your foiends but when you need them, they let you down. They

are false friends. There are words in English which do the same. They look frienďy and

familiar, but when you use them, they betray you. A good example is the wotd actual, which

does not mean alautílní, ot sympathetic, which does not mean sympaticbý; it is also

eventually,which does not mean eventuólně, and gymnasium,which in not gymnózium. More

semantic false friends can be found, for example, in Don Sparltng,s English or Czenglísh?
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(Sparling' 1989). Apart from semantic fďse friends, there are ďso phonological fďse friends
and even these can cause misunderstandings or put us in a ridiculous situation. Phonologicď
false friends look as if they might sound very much like their Czech counterparts but, alas,
they do not. I remember a conference talk of a young talented speech engineer who
pronounced, for examp(e, sum as /su:m/ instead of /snm/, isolated as /tzoJ-e-trď/
instead of /arsglertrd/, and finite as ,/frní : t/ instead of /farnatt / . Needless to
say that thanks to this pronunciation his talents were hardly recognized. Irt us have a look
now at more words which look like internationally well-known words used in the Czech
language, but which often have a very dissimilar sound.

Exercise 3.ó0. Choose the correct transcription of the words below.

A. / r.ďpl- /
A. /bets/
A. /kwate /
A. /ni'^pn/
A. / \aos/
A. / scen/
A. /khent/
A. /vehrkl/
A. /mernrak/
A. /dplf i :  n/
A. /ss:dgant/
A. /vehement /

Exercise 3.61. This exercise is very similar to the previous one. You are asked to choose the
correct transcríption from the three options. Al1the words below differ in one
phonologicď aspect from the words in Exercise 1". Can you find out what
aspect it is?

A. /rdea/
A. /p 'ersrs/

A. /heutel/
A. /ke'nu:, /

5. exotic A. /eksptrk/
6" calamity A. /ke'lanetr/
7. diagnosis A. /dareg'neusrs/
8. lemonade A.,/l:nena'^d/
9, apostrophe A. /apestreuf /
1,0. catastrophe A. /katestreuf /
1,1. civilization A. /srvelar' zer $n/
12. kaleidos@pe A./ka ' Iardeskaup/

f . idol

2. bass

3. choir

4. neon

5. chaos

6. scene

7. client

8. vehicle

9. maniac

10. dolphin

11. sergeant

12. vehement

B. / ardpl/
B. /bo-zs/
B. /kcre/
B. /neen/
B. /kaas/
B. /si '^n/
B. /klar.ant /
B. /vt 'hark]/

B. /mant'ak/
B. /dc: l f i :  n/
B.,/so:dgent/
B. /v ' ' :  emont/

C. /a-dl/
C. /bas/
C. lkcr/
C. /nepn/
C. /ketps/
C. / scene/
C. /k].arnt/
C. /ví,.t'k|/
C. /mamak/
C. /dplftn/
C. /sedSent/
C./ví:henent/

f . idea
2. oasis
3. hotel
4. canoe

B. / a- '  d.e/
B. /av 'ersrs/

B. /hpteL/
B. /kq'.nct/
B. /rgzot-k/
B. /krelemttt/
B. /d-egnousrs/
B. /Ieme'nerd/
B. /a 'ppstrofr/
B. /ka ' testref-/
B. ,/crvelr 'zettry/
B. /kalardeskop/

C. /ar.d-e/
C. /eu 'asrs/
C. /heu' tel/
C. /ktvneu /
C. /r.g'zpt:rk/
C. /ke ' lq:mrtr,/
C. /daregnpšrs/
C. /kmpnerd/
C. /ape 'streufr/
C. /L<ate 'streuf-/
C. /srvel-zer.\ry/
C. /knlerdeskeup/
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Figure 3.6. (Burke)

ke, lametr 'd3ernz rrel  nern I wez na:eo d3e-n bs:k

Exercise 3"62" Fill in the missing syrnbols of vocalic phonemes.

1. Mercedes /me's . dtz/ 6. Fiat /f . et/

2. Caditlac /L<a:ďfl . k/ 7. suzuki /s . ,zu,lkt'/

3. Chevrolet /\evral . / 8. Renault /r . nau/

4. Al fa-Romeo /,a-]. f  .  rou'meteu/ g. VW /vL'^ 'd. b l ju:/

5. Peugeot /pstS . / or /pju'^S . / 1,0. Volvo /voLv . /

Exercise 3.63. Transcribe the following names and put them in the appropriate places.

Jerictro - Persía - Utah . Torer of Balre1 . Geneva
Jg3ggatanr - Uranus Japan - Chi].e - lÚarsaw

l l  br ldrp I wee drfrent lepgwrdSrz wa krt 'ertrd

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  || óe neust Impc:tent srtr rn rzrer}

:: :: :: :: ::::: ::: ii 3: il::,":;T:"i:,,3" 
="u'e srs'ien

.....:.:..::::...::.:..::.::.:::.:.: ii ;:ll::.-:-;: '#'.i,:i., 
evóededsi;

|| ó" kreprt} ef swrtselend

: : :::: : ::: : ::::: : : : ii *l':; ;: :: ;::ffi":.::.:"r"?.:::;:"

sa'lun la'su,
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3.5.2. Tame international rvords
lnternationďly well-known words, which are mostly of Greek or Latin origin are not

always as treacherous as the false-friend words presented above. Many of them possess quite
regular pronunciation features and their behaviour is relatively stable. For this reason, they are
suitable for further transcription practice of individual words.

The words ending with the suffix '-ion' have very stable stress behaviour. If you observeo
for example, energy profile of words like nation lnetSry/, education / edge 'kerSr,r/, or
nationalization /na\nelar 'zet\a/, you can see that it is always the penultimate (second
from the end) syllable that receives the primary stress. The finď syllable can be transcribed
with an optional schwa.'Ihe difference between /l'l/ and /$enl is very subtle. The
optionality of schwa can be indicated by itďics - / Sen/ or by the upper index - / Snn/.
J.C.Wells (Wells, 1990) suggests to use italics for sounds that are optionally omitted and the
upper index for sounds that are optionally inserted. This would result in transcribing / $p/as
/ S.n/. trn our following exercises, however, we will ignore the optionď schwa as it is
basically only a by-product of slower pronunciation. We can consider it phonologically
absent. Phonetically, its presence will depend on the actual utterance that is being analysed.

Exercise 3.64. Match the beginnings and ends of the
been done for you as an example.

1. ke ,  mju: nr \ 'drS+
2. kon lzer ln
3.,kontre I 'kerST

following words. The first word has

4. ,c: gonar
5. rr
6. rr ,dgene
7.,reza

'drrk$n
' ver $n
'drk$n
're-Jn

8. ke
9. ken
10. ken
11. dr
12. o
13. rn
14. rr

'yr3T
'kergn
'f ju:gn
'Ir5l
'k lu: gn
'sr3l

' t ru r gn

Exercise 3.65. Transcribe the following words and observe the grapheme-phoneme
correspondences in their final syllables. Divide the words into four groups
according to the pronunciation of the final ýlable and try to stipulate the
pronunciation rules.

introduction . situatíon - i].Iusion . competition - question .
religion - invasion - digestion - permission - television -

function -"suggestion - region - erosion

Exercise 3.6ó. Transcribe the words below and put them in the gaps in the following text.
Each gap contains the initial letter of the corresponding word.

oppression - pronunciation - frustration . communícation (2x)
orpressíon . interactíon . standardizatíon - occasionaIly .

confusion - decision - bastardízation - consideration

,  s. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-z 

nnt c, ,Lwaz e.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iapgwrd3 Tz o w^ndofel mí:nz ov k........ |l
hau'eve I r f  je terk e d.. . . . . . . . . .  . .  te ju"^z tt  I
Orgk fs: st  |  "n 

hau te se- }tqz k lre lr  l l
keef l  p. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I  rz on r. . . . . . . .  ef pe' lartnes l l
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s3:ton pi:p} o.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  trar tu e 'sglt  óen'selvz I

bar , b.............. ....... ov. óee spi : t J ll
órs krr 'etts an'p]eznt k. . . . . . . . . .  . . .  pn. óe pa:t avóe Irseno

&z Q rr 'zaIt | óe k... . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  I.z dr 'fektrv | l
rrn'fc:t$enet1r | óa kpnsekwent f.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .".. . . . . . . ' . . . . . . .  I
l i :dz te í:vn grerte a:ca pn óe polt  ev óo pue spi , 'kaz l
tu e 'ss:t  óem'selvz || ' -  

e ment te bi:  drfrant l
bet wr ludpt trar te rks 'pres cr:r ,rndrvrdSu'a letr I
at ór rks'pens | ". '  

rn'd5crebl I.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  wró aóez | l
e lrtl k............... ev óo stended m€enor 01ř spi:krq I
wrl  ss:tenlr  npt merk je dnl I  end juln:fc:m l l
eunlr óe pi lp l  je mÍ:t I wrl  b i:  hapie te s i :  ju ||

Exercise 3.67. Correct the transcription errors in the following words.

1. autocrat / c'^takrtvt /

autonomv /c: 'tpnpnr/

Z. unilateral / ju;nr'laterel/

universal / jvnt 'vs r sl /

3. monotonous /ne'nc: tenes/
monogamist /me' nogemist/

4. bisexual /bar 'sexuel/
biannuď /br 'anjueI/

autobiography /,c tteubar' ografr/
autosuggestion /, c I teusn' dgest JT/

uniformity / jutnrfc :metr/
unicellular / ju;nr'ce1j vla/

monoculture /mpneukll $ e/
monopolization /mpnopelar ' zer ST/

bilingual /ba- 'kngwel/

bicyclist /brsarkl rst /

nitric acid

sulphuric acid

trinitrotoluene

fluorine

iodine

mercury

Exercise 3.68. Transcribe the following names of chemicď elements.

oxygen

hydrogen

nitrogen

calcium

chlorine carbon dioxide

A.
...Iedgr
...1edgr
...1edgr

Exercise 3.69. Complete the names of scientific disciplines and methods by combining the
g{oups of morphemes offered below. Notiee the regular placement of stresses.

Group ! opt-, aerodynam-, aesthet-
Group2 oceano-, lacico-, crystallo-

Group 3 philo-, onco-, phono-
Group 4

B.
.matrr

...netrr

...metrr

c.
....grefr
....grefr
.. . .gref:

audio-, geo-, stscio-

D.
......"............rks
...................rks
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Bxercise 3.70. Choose the appropriate names of scientists below and put them in the diagram.

TZ en

lxz e
Itz a
lrzen
Ir.z e

ocoustícion - phoneŤicíon - mícrobíologist - mothematicion -
economist - physicist - geog?apher - ostronomer - psychologist

a sarentrst hul stadrz

stc:z I
nanbez
narndz
saundz
kantrrz
varrosrz I zz e
spí:tJsaundz I tz e
enedgrz I tz e
pro'd.rrktn I rz en

Figure 3.7. I ento'noled3r I ó i :  
^óo 

wel raund

3.5.3. Selected terminology of phonetic sciences
It seems quite appropriate to introduce some phonetic terminology at this stage. It

contains a lot of words of latin ancestry and some of the terms have a touch of false-
friendliness in them. Where else should we practise words lke laryngeal, which looks very
much like Czech laryngólní, but is pronounced / , larrn'd3í ,,eI/ ot palate, which
contains late / Lert/ but instead of /prel ett / , it is pronounced /WLat / .

Exercise 3.7l.. Read the following expÍessions out and draw a line between the individual
objects and their names. The fust line has been done for you as an example:
the expression alveolar ridge has been linked to the place which is called
alveolar ridge.

H. SAPIENS BO}IE

fi'ilfifiŘ
ElCSEla-

Hlc.
(l

L\
tů
t=Á
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,ví:gIe rrd3

r:d palet

ví:Iem

ju : vj  e le

farrpks

épr .glotrs

lerrpks

veukl feuldz

glntrs

tro ,kí: e

r 'sofeges

Figure 3.8. Drawing for exercise 3.71,.

Exercise 3.72. It is quite useful to know the adjectives related to vadous organs of speech.
Transcribe the adjectives given in the following líst.

Example:
lungs * pulmonic ...../prrl' npnrk/...

lip(s) * labiď
teeth - dental
palate * palatď
uvula * uvular
pharynx - pharyngeal ..............
velum (passive) - velar

(It is also possible to say /puJ- 'monrk/.)

both lips - bilabial

velum (active) * velic

Exercise 3.73. Choose the correct transcription of the terms below.

t. phoneme A. /fonem/ B. /feunenn/ C. / f euni:m/
2. aliophone A. /aleufen/ B. /alefeun/ C. /aLefpn/
3. pi tch A. /pr.tS/ B. /piztS/ C. /pi- lS/
4. duration A. /diu/ re-\ry/ B. /djurer!+/ C. /de 'rer$p/

5. spectrum A. /spektrum,/ B. /spektran/ C. /spektram/
6. coarticulation A. / ,keua: trkj e ' Ier $qrl B. / , keu ' a: trkj eter $r,r/
7. affricate (noun) A. /rrfrrkerL/ B. /afrr.ket/ C./q,'.frrkert/
8. v ibrat ion A. /v- 'brerJr3/ B. /va- 'brerJp/ C. /varbrer$r1l

lip + tongue * labiolinguď ......................... :.......
tip of the tongue - apicď
blade of the tongue - laminal
back of the tongue * dorsal

nerzl kevetr
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3.6. Words with unusual grapheme-phoneme correspondences
In certain sense' words with unusual grapheme.phoneme correspondences could ďso be

cďed false friends. Not that they look like familiar words from other languages, but they
definitely look as if they could be read according to regular orthographic conversion rules.
Knowing words like ftve, dive, hive, strive, or derive, we might be tempted to pronounce give
analogically as / gaw /. Drawing analogies from rriss, stress, hissi.,pg, classical, assumption,
and possible míght lead to pronunciation of scissors as /srffiez/ instead of proper
/ stzez/ . Unlike the words in 3.5.1., these exceptional words are not fďse friends only to
foreigners studýng English, but also to native speakers. Their resistance to analogies has
often been the source of criticism and prospective reformers of English spelling used, as a part
of their propaganda, poems like this (from Pinker, L994\:

Beware of heard, a dreadful word
That looks like beard and sounds lTke bird,
And dead: it's said like bed, not bead -
For goodness'sake dont call it deedt
Watch out for meat and great and threat
(They rhyme with suite and straight and debt).

Similar rhymes exist for words with the gÍoup -ough (e.g. cough /kpf / , plough /pLau / ,
though /óeu/,through /9ru,,/,rough /rr.f /,andthorough /0*a/).ontheotherhand,
it is only fair to say that words like these are not prevalent. Pinker (1994) claims that about
eighty-four peÍcent of English words behave according to regular rules. Many of the
remaining sixteen percent aÍe conrmon words which are easily learnt because we meet them
quite frequently. Thus, we do not read have as /}rer. / according to cave, Dave, ot gave and
most of us do not struggle with the word women /wtmr.n/, even though it is irregular.

fhere is also a gÍoup of exceptional words that are seldom used nowadays, especially if
we exclude mad testmakers from our statistics. These are words like halfuenny /hetpnt/,
worsted /wustrd/ , or brae /bret/ .

The rest of the exceptional words must be learnt by heart.

Exercise 3.74. Try to correct the following words. Remember that the main objective of the
exercise is to practise reading of transcribed items and not to test your
knowledge of the exceptionď words. (Meanings of the words can be found at
the back of the book.)

t. flood is not / flvd/ but / fL . d/
2. bloodísnot /blu:d/but /bL . d/
3. brooch not /bru tt \/ bur /br . tS/
4. yacht not /jakt / but / j . t/
5. bury is not /bj uerr./ but /b . rr/
6. loseísnot /Ieuz/ but /L . z/
7. gross isnot /gros/ but /gr . s/

8. hiccough is not /hr.kpf / but /hrk . . /
9. timbre is not /trmba/ bvt /t . mba/
1,0. height isnot /hert/ btrt /h . t/
L"! . .  gaugeisnot /gc '^dglbut /5. dS/
12. mauve isnot lmclvl but /m . v/
13. leopardnot /1i : oupcr : d/b. / I. p. d/
L4. Leonard not /Ii r ouncr'^d/b. /I.n.d/

Exercise 3.75. Try to transcribe the following five words but do not get too disappointed if
you make a mistake. Your transcription skills are probably quite good by
now. Decide for yourself how important these words are for you.

1. lieutenont 2. colonel 3. leicester 4.6toucester 5. Worcester
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4. Phonological Consequences of Morphological Processes
IrngÍhy explanations of English morphology do not have their place in transcription

practice. However, some of the morphological processes in English are quite common, and
remindíng them should inspire rather than burden a transcribing novice. Relatively regular
behaviour of morphemes has already been observed in Section 3.5. in connection with the
suffixes -ion, -ology, -ometry, etc. Morphemes, the smallest meaningful units of a language,
can join one another and create new words oÍ new Epammatical fornrs of a word. In this
process, the phonemic make-up of morphemes sometimes changes.One of the most quo,ted
examples to demonstrate this fact is the pair electrťó /r'Iektrrffi/ (+ -ity) * electrťu,ity
/r lek ' trr$etr/.

Let us now have a look at a choice of phonologically interesting processes, which often
produce eÍTors in transcription attempts of Czech learners of English.

4.1. Progressive assimilation with -s'.€s' -'so and -s'
The grapheme 's'at the end of a word can signal various grammatical categories. If the

word is a verb, 's' is a 3rd person singular ending, e.g. walk - wall<s.If the word is a noun, 's'is
a plural ending, e.g. book - boolrs. There can also be an apostrophe between the noun and the
grapheme 's'. That signals the possessive case, e.g. Jack's idea, or contraction of auxiliary 'is'
or'has', e.g. Lul<e's over there ot Luke's been caughr. Pronunciation and transcription of all of
these cases follows the same rules. Written -s, (also -es, -'s, or -s) is pronounced, as / s / ,
/z/, or /tz/. Czech beginners often claim that they cannot hear the difference between
/s/,and /z/.Thatisquiteunderstandable.Englishword-final, /z/ isoftenpartiallyorfully
devoiced and can sound quite like Czech /s/.Enflish /z/, however, does not become
/ sl even when it loses its voicing. It keeps its lenis chatacter, which means that it is shorter
and not as sharp as fortis / s / . Moreover, it influences the preceding vowel quite profoundly.
Thevowelsbefore /z/ arc considerablylongerthanbefore /s/. Thus,whenwehearthe
words price and prize, v/e may get the impression that the final segments sound very similar
in both words. The words as such, however, sound very different because /at/ in prize is
almost twice as long as /ar./ rnprice! Another example could be the pair boys andvoice.
There is a vowel / ct/ in both of them. The same vowel is almost twice as long in the word
boysbecatrse this word is pronounced with /z/ even though with its devoiced variant most of
the time. (For further practice see Section 6.2.)

The pronounciation rules say that written -s (-es, -'s, and -s) :
1) is pronounced as / s/ aftera voiceless consonant,

e.g. chops /tJnps/,hits /hrts/, Jeff's /dSef s/
2) is pronounced as / z/ after a voiced consonant,

e.g. ribs /rrbz/, floods / fl-ttdz/, Pam's /pmlnz/
3) ispronouncedas /z/ afteravowel,

e.g. eyes / anz/ , plays /plerzl, Roy's / rcr"z/
4) is pronounced as /tz/ after sibilants /s/, /z/, /S/, /S/, /tS/,and /dg/,

e.g. buses /b*sr.z/,washes /wpS tz/,Mr. Rich's /mrste r-t\tz/

Caution!
These rules hold only if a grammatical -s is added to another lexical morpheme. They do not
applytothepronunciationof /s/or /z/ ofarootmorpheme.Thus,theword chanceis
pronounced /t Sct: ns/ despite the fact that there is a voiced /n/ before / s/ .
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Exercise 4.1. Look at the following list of 40 words. Underline those ?-0 ofthem for which
you cannot use the above mentioned pronunciation rules. Explain the
(probable) grammaticď status of final sibilants in the words.

Example: Jo}lce - monomorphemic, pronunciation does not follow the above mentíoned rules
enjoys - grammatical -s (3rd singular verb)
Joyce . enjoys - rice - tomotoes - wives - husbond's - woiŤen.s -

woitress -goose -cose - keys -soys - choos -Tim's - closs - minister,s -
mouse - oddress - printers - prints - wotches - ctocks - toss -

nose - roce - roins . roise - he's - his - híss - choice .
employs - noise . buí|díngs - house - dríver.s -

goroges - rodios - voice - octress

Exercise 4.2. Transcribe.

walls waits Wendy's

William's

Walter's

Winnie's

Woody's

Exercise 4.3. Change into 3rd person singular and transcribe.

Example: ride a bicycle - (rides a bicycle) -' /randz e barsrk|/

expect letters introduce the guests

disappear at once ................... ..... draw funny pictures

read magazines ............ underline new words

catch the train clash with everyone ............d.............

pass the salt

Exercise 4.4. Add possessive 's, link together and transcribe.

Example: Billy - potatoes -' (Billy's potatoes) 
- /brJ-rz pe'te-teuz/

Joy - boyfriends

Richard - ideas Mark - smiles

Pete - problems Ingrld - dreams

Miss Dodge - files Chuck - CDs

Barbara - clothes Samantha - senses

Exercise 4.5. Transcribe.

1. Romanesque churches

2. Gothicwindows

3. Renaissancesculptures

c.B.A

wďets weighs

weddings worries

words warns

wishes
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Baroque paintings

Victorian pďaces

Art Nouveau decorations

Figure 4.1.. a: nt óer c I 1 bju: tef 1 |l .- rIg1I kc: nt ser l
wItJ starl Í.z maI fervrrt

4.2. Progressive assimilation with'-ed'
The verbal ending '-ed' signals past tense and past participles. The pronunciation rules

follow the same pattern as the rules for grammatical '-s'. This means thatwitten'-ed':

is pronounced as / t / after a voiceless consonant, e.g. stopped /stopt /, locked / Lnkt /
is pronounced as /d/after avoiced consonant, e.g. robbed /rpbď/, mugged /nngd/
is pronounced as / d/ aftet a vowel, e.g. played /pLer'ď/ , críed /kra-ď/
is pronounced as /-d/after alveolar plosives /t/and /d/, e.g. waited /wer.ttd/,
flooded / fLtyďtd/ .

It has to be noted that certain adjectives behave as if they were not derivations and refuse
the historical contraction of /ed/ through /td/and /ed/ to /d/ or /t/. Thus, the word
wretched (miserable) is pronounced as /ret$rdl, dogged (determined) as /dog-d/,naked
as /nerkr d/ , Iearned (in the sense of academically trained) as /ls I nrd/.

The perceptible difference between final /t/ and /d/ for Czech listeners lies again
more in the length of the preceding syllabic nucleus than in the plosives themselves. The
whole problem of vowel shortening will be discussed once more in Section 6.2.

4.

5.

6.

1)
2)
3)
4)
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Exercise 4.6. Divide the following verbs into three groups according to the pronunciation of
the final '-ed'.Transcribe them.

pr,rshed . counted - opened - smiled - shorted - kicked . ovoíded
díed - hoped - |íved - prr|led - ended - he|ped - touched - wonted

Group L /t/ Group 2 /d/ Group /rd/

Exercise 4.7. Convert the verbs into past participles and complete the transcription of the
passive constructions below.

1. draft óe
2. outline ěí
3. prepare óí
4. illustrate óe
5. type out ěi
6. design óe
7. print óe
8. check óe
9. edit ói
10. advertise óe
11.. publish óe
12. supply óe

si:kret dokjunent waz ... . . . . .
eser fe knnpe'tr$+ woz ... . . . .
rnte'natenl kpntrekt woz ... . . . . .

bar 'oledgr tekstbuk woz ........
e ' f r t|  lets wez . . . . . . . .

frnnt krrve waz ........
farnl perdgrz we ..........
spelr4 wez Oarelr
ouponrB cltrk! woz ... . . . . .

njul mego'zi '^n woz ... . . . . .
rr 'ss:t$ r l 'pc,^t wez
prrntrp perpo wez ........

Exercise 4.8. Read the following story and fill in the transcriptions of the appropriate forms
of verbs. The verbs are inďcated by their initiď phonemes. Pay speciď
attention to phonemic representations of ,-ed,endings.

stop - escop€ - jumP - ottock . wotch - nix -
crow| - sprínkle - remork - reduce - undress

praktrk] dgeuk
oz aT woz wc:kr4 heun jesteder ] a wez o...................... bar ďogz ||
ar Orgk rt wpznt dges bad rak ll a rr'membe nar nefju: dgerenr I
hed m...... sam kemrk]rz óe d'er br' fc:
end : w.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e ' raund óe haus wró óem ond et wln mounent I
hÍ:d s...................... naI trauzez wró wan ev óen |l
hÍ l r...................... samOr4 e'baut on Inosont aksrdent l
bet en tue nau I hi:d dan rt  pn p3:pes l l  ju s i :  I
óe dogz w.................... nil ka:nIr en'trl óer ked smeI mar travzaz ||
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óen óer d5.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  et mi: I
end r... . . .  mar pente' lu:nz te $redz l l
a: fte óat | óer s... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  an k... . . .  o'weI wró epole,d3etrk ruks ||
won d5eremr scl mr knmrp heum hc:f Á.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l
h i :  I" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oru: óe bek dc: I seu ar ka:nt cr:sk em I
fe ěo r,esopT fa hrs fren'tastrk peulp ||

4.3. Derivations
Apart from offering some more transcription practice, the following exercises also show

how selected derivational processes affect phonemic and prosodic forms of words and their
parts. This area of English phonology and morphology has been studied extensively for
decades if not centuries. For an interesting account see Chomsky and Halle, 1968.

Exercise 4.9. Forming nouns with the suffix _ity / atÍlusually involves changes in stress
and consequently in quality of some of the vowels. [n the word productive
/pra' daktrv/, the first vowel is /e/ and the second /tv/.In productivity
/prndek'trvetr/, what was /a/ becomes /p/, while what was /a/
becomes /a/.In this exercise, you are asked to form nouns from adjectives
given at the end of each line, and put them into the gaps in the sentences. After
you have finished, read the sentences out emphastzingthe stress.

1". enr .. . . . . . .  rs pjuelr keu , rnsr 'dent|
2. óa reln rrn órs arlend kanz wró e.meIzIg
3. evr-wan lavd he fe he

l l  srmrle

l l  regjule

l l  r- ' lareb]
4. wzrn av óe kíl  ws:dz rn ste ' trstrks Tz . . . . . . . . . . .  ||  probebl

).  01: te kpnsentrert | 
-z 

verr rn'pc:tent l l  erb]
fe plerr4 tJes

6. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l i :dz te drs 'kaverrz c: trab| l l  k juerres
7. hav je neutrst óe ev óe balk klq:ks l l  f",nrl ie
8. óe wez a lrrt ev... . . . . . . .  .  rn óe haus ov olr || aktrv

arrrt ne-bez
9. pre ' fese smrOs lektJez Iwe fermes fe óee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .||  kIre
10. wr kudnt du: rróewarz I rt wez o ............. || nesesrr
ll '.wnn ev óe ki: we:dz rn manrd5nent I.z ........... || optrm}
12.. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .ov cr: ,pn1r ' tr$Trz gets Dn nar ns ' .vz l l  pnnpes

Exercise 4.10. You may have noticed that the suffix -ity attracts the stress to the last syllable
of the stem to which it is attached. Similar behaviour can be observed in the
case of the suffix -ic. (Suffix -ic, however, sometimes triggers additional
changes, like consonant alterations or addition of stem-forming morphemes,
e.g. problem -- probleffic.) Finish the transcriptions of the following
derivations. Notice the vocďic alterations.
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1. e'kadenr
2. sarens
3. e 'nalests
4. srstom -
5. r 'kpnemt

-  ake' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
saron'  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-  &no'

srstg '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6. preried -
7. Oi:m - 0r '
8. srnOosrs

prorr '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

srn '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9. arseteup - arso '  . . . . . . ." . . . . . . . .
L0. d3r 'ogrefr -  dgi:  o '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i rke '

hu: rz bi:rp trernd fer e dgnb I tz e
hu: haz a larsens te du: samOrp I tz o
hu: hez ed e leg anpjutertrd I r.z an .,

hu: hez r 'skerpt I rz en
hu: tz dt.ternd bar óe pe'I i :s I  lz  e

Exercise 4.11. Form adjectives from given nouns and transcribe them into the gaps.

1.wen je spí:k te h-m I deunt luk rn TZ.. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .a l :z|| di:mon
2.bpb steed et óe feutegro:f ev or. . . . . . . . . . . .  fers || ernft}
3. o: f te ěr e 'naunsment | ěe we sevre]- . . .  $auts l|  ju ' fe: r io
4.fc '^ hr,z erdg I hi:z rn 'kredebl- l l  enedgr
5.drd je neutrs ór . . . rrndeteun In Iz vcÍs || arrenr
6. wró Tz . . . . . . . . . . . .  e ,preutJ 

I h i:  I  neve bí l  pro'meutrd || 1e0ed5r
'| .rct woZ.. . . . . . - .  l i :vn wen wi: mentnd fu:d l l ape0r
8.ar hert l rsnr4 te h-z prp'gneusi:z l l  e 'pokelrps

Exercise 4.12. 'the suffix '-th'is no longer productive in modern Engiish. Use it to form
nouns from the following adjectives and notice how the vowels change. (The
position of stress is not a problem here, as we are dealing with monosyllables.)

1. ward

Exercise 4.13. Fill in the appropriate nouns derived with the productive suffix '-ee'. Notice
that the suffix '-ee' attracts primary stress on itself.

Example: ps:sn l te hu:n drs 'pju:ts rn spc:t cr: rr ' fe;d lend hu:
prT 'vents ru:1z bi:  rg breuken I t 'z  a . . .  ,  refe '  rí :  . . .

1,. sanwnn hu I rz absent frem on r 'vent | 
-z 

en
2. ps:sn I te hu:m san0r6 tz bi:r6 perd rz a
3. s^mw^n hu: s i :ks ref ju ld3 fren p3:sT'kju: S+ | Tz é
4. p3:sn I hu: rz r 'vakjuertrd Tz an
5. slrnw^n

6. p3:sn

7. sllnwÁn
8. p3:sn

9. s^mwln

10. ps:sn hui rz rr 'sponsebl fe manrdgrg o trast I  tz a

Exercise 4.14. A particular English morpheme can often act as a noun, adjective, or a verb
without any affixation. For example, work canbe práce, pracovat, ot pracovní
and air can be vzduch, vzdušný, ot vyvětrat without any suffixes or prefixes.
There are.also about L20 words which keep their spelling when they change
their word class, but speakers pronounce them differently in different
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grammatical roles. The change, like in some of the exercises above, involves

the stress placement and often also vowel alterations. Object is a noun when

pronouncsd as /pbd3t.kt/ and a verb when pronounced /eb,ď3ekt/.

There is a.tendency for verbs to be stressed on the second syllable. I-ook at the

following nouns and try to transcribe the pronunciation of their respective

verbs. (For your convenience, the primary meanings of the word-class pairs

have been included in the Answer Key)

1. the compress
2. the conduct
3" the contract
4. the project
5. the protest
6. the process
7. the record
8. the suspect

/kpmpres/
lkpndakt/
/kpntrakt/
/prndgek1" /
/preutest/
/preuses,/
/ rekc'^d/
/srrspekt/

to compress
to conduct
to contract
to project
to protest
to process
to record
to suspect

x

x

X

x

X

X

X

x

Exercise 4.15. This exercise is very similar to the previous one. This time, however, you are
asked to transcribe nouns to the given verbs. You will also find some pairs
which do not differ in sound even thougb they look as if they might.

the desert

the escort
the permit
the rebel
the refuse
the regret

x the subject

Exercise 4.1ó. Choose the correct forms of various derivations. Even if the choice is easy for
you, read carefully the pronunciation of the distractors. Remember that we are
practising the Interantional Phonetic Alphabet rather than testing your English.

1. krenede A. irened B. kanedrst C. ke'nerdjen
2. 0reto A. 0r 'atrrk l  B. Oretrs l  C. 0r 'atres

3. hat 'poOesrs A. harpe'0etrk B. harpe'Oetrk lC. harpeOeuz
4. meledr A. melrrdrk B. ne'Ipdrk C. melo'dí lk

5. knmed= A. ko'mi:dien B. ka'mi:drk C. knmedrln
6. tnaremf A. trar ' rrnnfel  B. trarenfrk C. trar 'amfent
7. herstrk A. heretrk] B. he'retrk l  C. he'ret ies
8. te lofeun A. te ' lefenrst B. te le ' fonrst C. te lofpnrst
9. mnsl A. nasletrv B. n.rrs ' lertes C. naskjule
10. tere A. tere 'rr l1 B. tererrst C. terere

1. to desert /dt'zs'^t/
Z. to disgrace /drs'grers/
3. to escort / t' skc'^t /
4. to permit /pe'm=t/
5. to rebel /rt'bel-/
6. to refuse / rt' f ju',2/

7. to regret / rt ' gret /
8. to subject /seb'dgekt/

x

x

X

x

x

x

X
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5. Connected Speech
In order to make our exercises livelier, we have ďready transcribed linguistic units higher

than a word. In the following exercises we will see, however, that transcribing connected
speech involves more than just chaining individual words together.

5.1. Transcription without word boundaries
If we look at a text in English (or in Czech) we can see spaces belween words. People

sometimes assume that there must be analogicď spaces ín the acoustic signal of speech.
Students of phonetics are usually quite surprised to find out that there are no spaces between
words in reď speech. It is actually very difficult to trace word boundaries in the speech signal
as such. The stream of speech is not often broken by silence and when it is, the silent pause
usually separates units higher than words or, in case of voiceless plosives, it occurs inside
words. For this reason, we sometimes transcribe English in units that are acoustically clearer
and reflect the phonetic reality better. These units are called stress-groups or feet, less
frequently also phonetic words. A stress-group (or a foot) in English linguistics is a stretch of
speech from one stressed syllable up to another but not including it. A sentence lke'The cat
was waiting in the grass'could be divided as follows.

óe' lketwez| | 'wertrnrnóa I igra:s '
Foot L Foot2 Foot3

The definite article the at the beginning of this sentence is so called anacrusis. The
transcription without word boundaries is more difficult to read but shows acousticďly salient
units of speech, which for students of English.as a foreign language can be very useful.
English is a stress-timed language and stress-groups are valid units of its spoken form.

Exercise 5.1". Read out.

pro'  fesebo: '  Oolemju: I rzencl '  OrrretÍpnmI'kanrks I
betrz ' lekt \ezerez 'drarez 'dnst l l
wróór.  euld 'd3rmti:tJerrn'prtzn I a: '  nju: 'd3rmti:t$e I
tzoz 'dgent leze' lan l l
krt .  stí :ngwezo' tr lb lmerke I bett i : '  luktez. Inosonteze'dnv | l
wIó' eunlre 'snaktntt I mar ' sku:Lbeg-zez, Lanteze ' feóe |l
aue'hedmq:ste l  'mrsteme'gonegl I  tzez 'euldezóe'hr1z ||
óatpe'  trkje ler '  i  :vnlp | óe '  sku; Lwezez'sar lentezóe'  stqIz | i
o: '  keetet lxaz 'walf  |  

-zaz '  
rrglrezo'  skeakreu l l

o :  f teó i  :  rk '  stensIvIg |Z&mT. '  ner Jn | ,r  '  fe l tez, wL: keze ,  berbr

Exercise 5.2. Transcribe in stress groups.

1. a bridge acÍoss the river 2. a stone wallbehind the cathedral 3. a cottage in the middle of
nowhere 4. a tree in your garden 5. a group of bushes by the stream 6. a cross on the top of
the hill 7. a rock with pine trees around it 8. ďmost ínvisible path through the woods 9. a
village in a beautifull valley 10. a stony road between the two lakes

Exercise 5.3. Read out the following story. In each line, there is one mistake ín stress-group
boundaries. A stress-mark is either missing or misplaced. Correct the mistakes.
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'hrt Jharkr6
a- ' deunt ' farnd ' hrt lharkrgaze ' traktrvez ' brfc : ll
,mat lq:strks 'prerÍens 

I weze,brtrk '  strc:dnerr ||
q: ftar '  c : }meustan '  auorov 'wertrg I baróe '  sardevóe '  hatwettepro: g

e' l r t lvren.stopt I onóe,dratver ,pfedmí: e ' l r f t  l |
ógwez , na0=6 ' anju: 3uelet 

. f s : st , salt I betwenar , gotrntuls '  ko: I
aI.  neuttst '  nju:moros.bpksrzef ,  pt.Lz I c: 1 '  euveóeplers ||
hrrk' splerndr '  tuke '  Iotefpern '  kr lez I
br .kpzi l  'safedfram' frí:kwent .bakerks 

| 'hederks | 'enstpmekerks
tuemfe '  saIzóe '  sIoríesnesevóe , srt $u '  er s+ |
hi : . tuke' prlfreme, brrkswróe, red' trarepg}onrt I enswnleudrt ||
'  óent '  eupnde. la:d3'bpt levkeuk | 

.  tuke'  gnlp I
and' Oru:óe,ho: f  '  fu l 'bot! |  autevóe'wtndeu ||
a 'parent lr  |  'h i :drdTt 'nou I
óet '  Oreur4 '  obd3rkts '  autevóe . ko: I wQz, r l i  : g} ||
wenrneu' trst | óet '  aIwos' st 'rd-r4óe,krakrnÍz,wrndskrÍ :n I
enóerr '  meInzovrssma$t, wrqnrre I
hr . sto: trddr . skrarbrp | 'sevrelevÍz,r i: spt 'naInerak' srdents I
'wrttí :d 'had I br 'kpzi:kudpt,kpnsentrertpn'  drarvr1 ||
'  o: f terebaut '  fr f t i  rn '  mrnrtsev'  wted'  kpnveserS+ I
hr , anrk.spektrdlr .stoptts 'kct: rrnóe 'mrdlevnouweo l l
t r i  :  e '  poled3arzdi l ,  kudTrtterk '  nÍ :te,pro:g l l
'h i :1rvdrnóe'  f i : ld I e 'baute'kr lemi: ter 'pfóeme-n'  reud I
.enhadtegou'heum 

l  te.have'n €p | l
'Wenj-: .  dtse'pred I daune'dastr ' t rer l rntuóe'  f i :1dz ]
ar '  Ompktěe'provrdensfe. setvt4ni :  I  fren'  rkspter iansrp I
,w.tnevóe ' manzmalner 'aksrdents

5.2. Linking Phenomena
An important message in transcription without spaces between words is that a learner of

English should try to link words together to build higber syntactic units. One of the reasons
whý Czech English sounds so discontinuous is the lack of linking. The main culprit in this
case is the glottal stop - a voiceless non-phonemic speechsound created by a brief closure of
glottis. The symbol for glottal stop is [?f. Czech speakers insert this speechsound before

words beginning with a vowel. The Czech sentenceÁ odnesla si atlas k olm,u will contain four
glottal stops in standard pronunciation: [ ?a' ?odnsslasr' ?atlas'k?oknu] . Czech

speakers use glottď stop especially when they want to speak clearly. English speakers, on the
other hand, use glottal stops before word-initialvowels only exceptionďly, usuďly when they
want to give a word speciď emotional charge or contrastive emphasis. The sentence Give him

only a part of it /'gwem'eunhe'pcrrtevrt/ might sound in elementaty Czech

English something like [ ' grvhrm' ?ounlr?o ' pa: rt?of ?rt ].
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Vowels in nafurď English are not often endorsed by glottat stops and an attentive listener
can notice five different phenomena in places where word-initiď vowels meet preceding
sounds. They are: a) pseudo-resyllabification

b) linking [r]
c) intrusive [r]
d) transient fil
e) transient [w].

I.et us study ťhese individuallinking phenomena one by one.

5.2.1. Pseudo-resyllabification
Czech listeners can have an impression that syllablic boundaries in connected English do

not align with word boundaries, e.g.
wez. e. 'brt .  rk.  'strc I .  do. ne. rr
wo.zo. 'br.  trk.  'strc:.de.no. rr

'nzr.  016. '^n. ju: .  guel .  ot. '  fs lst  (or ju:.gu.aJ-)
'nr.  0r. '01n. ju: .  Suo. let . '  fs:st
'  gDt .  rn. tu. rs.  '  kcr:
'gn.trn.tu.rs.  'kq:

boxes of pil ls all over the place .bpk . sTz. ef . ' p-Lz. c:1. ' oU. ve. óe. 'plers
'bok. sr.zef. ,pr l  .zc i  . '  leu.ve.óe.,p lers

took a lot of painkillers ' tuk.s.  ' Ipt.ef .  'pern.kr. lez
' tu.ke. ' lp.tef .  'pern.kr. lez

The allophonic qualities of individual segments (e.g. aspiration, type of release,
velarization) sugge{ that the syllable boundaries are not genuinelý shifted ooi..s the speech
ft'e ]s really fast (Krakow, 1999), but the impressíon of the shift is quite strong, *á it is
helpfrrl to use it as a device for linking practice. To raise awaÍeness of the phinomenon,
students can be asked to capture pseudo-resyllabification in their transcriptíon.

Exercise 5.4. Transcribe the following phrases and use dots to indicate the new pseudo-
syllabic boundaries.

was a bit extraordinary

nothing unusual at first

got into his car

1. with a pink elephant
2. and I swallowed it
3. just opened a bottle

4. his action was illegal
5. concentrate on accents
6. can operate in this area

7. some unexpected events
8. tďked about an accident
9. have an American education

5.2.2. Linking [r]
The previous paragraphs explained the situation of word-initial vowels preceded by

word-final consonants. We will now have a look at a special case of word-initial vowels
preceded by a silent t'. Non-rhotic accents of English have silent 'r's in the syllabic codas of
some words. These 'r's are written but not pronounced. If, however, such a silent 'r' is
followed by a vowel of another word, it is restóred, and it is pronounced as a linking element.
This strategy helps to avoid merger of trnro vowels or the neóessity to use a glottď stop. (You
can recall the idea of .pseudo-resyllabification again. A syllable-final k' becomes s tlabte-
initiď in the next word.) Compare:

the driver stoppedlanswered óe'drarve'stopt
óe 'drarv"#'o: nsed (with pseudo-syllabic boundaries
we would have óe. ,drar. ve. ' rcl: n. sed)
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car by the roadlin the ftelds ' kcr: ' baróe ' reud
'kcr:f f i rnóo'  fí lJ:dz ( 'kc: .  r ln.  óe. '  f i l ldz)

a minor problemlaccident o 'narno'problen
e'na-neff i 'aksrdent (e. 'mar. ne'  rak. s-.dent)

after one o,clockleight o,clock 'q: fte'wlÍto,klpk
'cr: f teff i 'erte 'k lpk ( 'a: f  .  to. '  rer.  te 'k lok)

where she islis she 'weeJr ' tz
'w""ff i ' rz l i :  ( 'wee. ' r=z.Si:)

(The practice of marking pseudo-syllabic boundaries is used for didactic purposes. In our
book, we willnot follow ít any further.)

Exercise 5.5. Transcribe the phrases below and highligbt the linking [r]s.
1. It is as clear as the nose on your face that King Arthur is brave, fair and strong.
2. Merlin slept over a hundred years and then he lost his power of speech.
3. The younger invader escaped before eleven at night.
4. I heard a nrmour about Sir Lancelot and the Queen.
5. Sir Edmund went to the chamber in the south wing.
6. You're not aware of the fact that there is a treasure under your feet.
7. That rider on the light brown horse will be the next ruler of your land.
8. Her amber eyes are obviously blind - Ihr absolutely swe about it.

5.2.3. Intrusive [r]
Intrusive [r]s are used by speakers of non-rhotic accents of English for the same reason

as linking [r]s: to avoid intervocalic glottal stops and to prevent two vowels from a direct
contact. The striking difference is that the intrusive [r] is not represented in spelling. The
wotdlaw ispronounced /Lc:/ andwedonotsuspectitof containinganunderlýng /r/ the
way words hke four /fc'^/ or door /dc'^/ do. However, if it is followed by a word
beginning with a vowel, we can hear people inserting an r-sound between the words, e.g.law
and order /'Lc: ron' c',da/. Paradoxically then, the two 'r's that are spelt in this phrase
are not pronounced, while there is one pÍonounced which is not spelt.

Any word finishing with /c '^ /, /q.'^ /, or / e/ can induce an intrusive [r]. Transcribers
should be aware of the existence of the intrusive [r], but do not have to learn to use it
themselves. The intrusive [r] is very common nowadays even in speech of educated speakers,
but until vory recently it was considered a substandard feature of pronunciation.

Exercise 5.6. Read out the following sentences and circle the instances of the intrusive [r].
1. .  ě i :  ar ,dterevlnde'pendens 

I wez'har lrrks 'p leuslv
2. 'hanerende,srstez l  we,drfrk}tte,di: lwró
3. ar '  sc :  rente'  ternezen' genblez I rnles '  verges
4. 'meredr0'  stadrd'dr<r:noron'nju '^zr.k I et,  ju:nr 'vs :srtr
5. óe 'n i  l  díerrn '  tru: drd-nrs 'pratvtt  '  Iarf
6. 'drplematsfrgn'efrrkereb'd3ektrdteóe'plan
7. .dgi lb i: '  

$c:rrz.kweutrd'nc: | óen'enlw^n.els
8. wro '  f lar:4ted5e 'nerkeren'wenzder
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53.4. Transient [i]
If aword.initiďvowelisprecededbyaword-finaÍ /í,^/, /t/, /et/, /an/,ot /ct/

an observant student can often hear a j-like sound between the vowels. Yes, he is can be heard
as /,  jes I hí:,  j tz/ andďq theyaren,tcanresult in/,neu | óer,  jo:nt,/ .Thej- l ike
sound between two vowels is a mere transient from a close front vowel to a vowel which is
articulated elsewhere. Because it is an articulatory by-product without a phonemic status, we
will transcribe it 6y. The examples above will look /' ies I hi- r' 6yrz/ and /' nou I
óer'61cr'^nt/, which reflects the phonological status of transient [i] more accurately. Non-
phonemic symbols within slant brackets might disconcert an orthodox phonologist. In that
case, square brackets are recoilrmended. It is also clear that transcription with transient [i] is
used mainly in applied phonetics, specifically for teaching foreign languages. It should not
Írrouse any controversy in purely scientific anďyses.
Exercise 5.7. Transcribe the following phrases and highlight the instances of transient [].

L. mentally unstable patient
2. the boy and his guinea-pig
3. she opened the wardrobe
4. move swiftly and quietly

1,. immediately presented a new anecdote
2. the confused pilot flew into clouds
3. receive a suspicious dark blue envelope
4. a wom-out shoe in our village pond

5. approximately an hour and a half
6. not allowed to cry over spilt milk
7. face the absurdity of your situation
8. stand fimrly against the enemy

5. who ordered the alcoholic drinks
6. throw a stone at the magrc mirror
7. get away through a narrow opening
8. wďk to the phone now and again

5.2.5. Transient [w]
Much of what was said about the transient [] applies to the transient [w]. It is a glide

from close back area in the vocalic space to another vowel. We can hear it if word-final /v / ,
/ut,/, /au/, or /su/ are linked to a vowel of the following word. Because it is just an
articulatory by-product without a phonemic status, we suggest the symbol t*1. Sue asked rne
can be transcribed as / ' su I '1*;o: sktmi : /. Transcription with transient [w] will be used
only as an auxiliary technique in English language teaching. It can help to eliminate typical
Czech glottal stops between vowels.
Exercise 5.8. Transcribe the following phrases and high|iýt the instances of the transient 1w1.

Linking
technique

Word I
Íina| segment

UYord ll
initial segment

Example

pseudo-
resvllabification

any phonotacticďly
legal consonant any vowel one apple -+ w^. nepl

linking r silent I' any vowel four apples -+ fc: raplz

intrusive r c: ct 0 any vowel saw apples -' sc: raplz

transient j J.:IEIAICI anv vowel three apples - Ori lgtsp+z

transient w u u:au ou any vowel two apples -- tu : lwppf z

Figure 5.l.. Summary of Section 5.2. on pre-vocalic glottď stop avoídance.
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Exercise 5.9. Transcribe the following message and highlight ďl the places where
you migbt expect one of the above mentioned linking phenomena.

5.3. Assimilation across word boundaries
You may have wondered in the course of the previous exercises, why áis was normally

transcribed /htz/, but occasionally also /hrs/. Is was usually /-z/, but in certain
positions also /ts/,Of initsweakformwaseither /av/ or /ef /.InourAnswerKeywe
have mentioned the process of assimilation as being responsible for the changes. Moreover, in
Section 4,we already studied progressive assimilation of structural morphemes Ls', and '--ed'.

Assimilation takes place when one phoneme loses one or more of its features and
becomes more similar to a segment next to it. Both Czech and English assimilation processes
are prevailingly regressive, i.e. a segment influences the preceding rather than the following
phoneme. The Czech tak ltak/ changes into /tag / n Tak bych šel / 'tagbrx' JeI/.
The phoneme /k/ has lost its voicelessness under the influence of the following /b/ and has
become more similar to it.

In principle, English regressive assimilation is the same process, but the types of
assimilation observed in English are rather different. The three key differences are:

1. Voicing is never passed across the word boundary.
Czechpronunciation of black balt as / ' bI# ' bc:L / is illegal in English.

2. Voicelessness can be occasionally passed across the morpheme boundary,
but the pro@ss is usuďly restricted to weak forms of structurď words or
certain stabilized structures.
ofcourse ev'kc: s + ef 'kc: s is possible, but
leave cords'  1í:v 'kc:dz - '  l i : f  'kc:dz isnotnatural .

3. Assimilation of the place of articulation acÍoss word boundaries is more coÍrmon
than in Czech.It affects alveolar obstruents / t /, / d/, / a/, / s/, and / z/ .

that monql 'č&t 'n^nl _>'óap'mAnI

+'bag'kcr:
-+ '  te! 'kavz
+ .ór$ ' j rethisyear 'órs ' j re

lanowsyoga'nouz'  jeuge - ' '  neug' jeuge

For more detailed account see youÍ textbook of English phonetics and phonology.

bad car

ten cows

'bad'ka:
' ten'kauz l common in

) 
casual English

How to become unPoPular
Being unpopular has many advantages. People don't bother you with

their presénce all the time, don.t share their awfully boring problems with
you, and generally, they do not get in your way. Anyone who wants to
become unpopular quickly and effectively should listen to my
recommendations.

First, $ve a lot of unsolicited advice. Tell people what they should do
and especially, what they should have done. Second, whenever you have
to speak to people, make sure you have got some food in your mouth.
Speak while chewing food and speak loudly. Third, try to complain as
much as possible. Learn to criticize every little thing in your sight. Finally,
it is useful if you can develop your charaďeristic smell. Do not wash too
often and certainty do not use any perfumes.

However, be careful not to go too far. lf you become unpopular over
certain limits, people might want to kill you.
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Exercise 5.1.0. There are thirty cilses of assimilatíoil across word boundaries in the following
text. Find them and mark those that are highly improbable in natural English.

tek 'nr$r,r
kem'pju I ter '  eksps l  ts I e '  npt , c : lwez , i  l  zrte ,dÍ : Iwró l
bekkenn.pju:terar '  zerJnevcr: '  ]-atfs | '  fc lsrzestu(w;Tl l t 'p lcróom l|
om'not.  $uer I r fa:tek'nrST I t .ze. trprk} '  so:mp}ovóe'spi:  $rz i
bet '  arhev'nep'menr '  srnrle 'krerrkteze '  rauntkem 'pju: tez l l
'  fs:  stev'  c:1 | '  hí:hez'n,au 'sensov, node .  re-$n | l  =' '  fakt I
'h i:6yrZe,megeleu'merniek l l  hr '  larks '  evrrOrgrn'  grerd'nmbez l i
'q;kem'pju :tez | '  havóe'harrzd'du:eb}'  nambareť'kerb}z I kc l:dz I
ourpo'rrferrz l l
lne. dlS+ l  ": le.  

ver lebl .  srrf tweo'prelcrd3rsfremóe'web I
mesbÍ : ci lrp 

.klu: drd:nq: r '  o: snel I
wrt$ .mergzčí:6;Dpo' rer$en1. ststems l '  feelr6an'sterbl  | i
hí :br,  Lízvz | óet '  r fq: '  s lstenzdrd1k. kretc:Ióe '  tarm I
'h i:dbi  : 'me-drr 'dandent l l
'sekendlr I  h i:6pzoko, nju:nr 'ker$ry 'problen l l

Figure 5.1. kem'pju: ter 'eksps: ts I  e 's^mtarmz
drfrk l t te '  tc:ktu

'wenj o '  cr: skrn I tu1*y-k' splerm' brznrs I hi : dges 'ko: nt 'br ld I
se'mantrklrken' srstent' sentsnsrz l l
c: lseu | 

-tez'nevoro 
'ks : ttu1*1rněet 'sentensrz I

'weóertne'dae}og | '  c ' r lne'npnelrrk | ledrr '  lertte 'WAno'nlěe i i
wr '  ju:3uelr , farnd '  aut '  lerte | ěot ,wotwi :6a: sktIntu1*;rk' sple:n I
wgs '  srnp} || betí : '  samhau 'kudnt .putrtrn , plern'ws : dz ||
'  0s l  d1r6;en' Icr: st l- | hr '  grert1=6;oUVé ' resttmerts ! rske 'pasetr l|
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hi : zgok'kwarte ' lptef 'pa: ttarm ' dSobz I
'wrt!  L lďtyz.npp'manrd3 l  ta 'du: 'propelr | l
hÍ : '  0rpgzóetc: '  problenzebe' ncl:  I  l  be'  t$u:5ue1- '  fer}ste '  solvóen I
endi : ' defnetlt ' neve ' splvze ,problenrnóe . tatm Ihi :61as 'plantferrt ||
hÍ l '  k i  :ps '  patrenalzTq' c :dner lkon, pjuI te '  ju,^zez I
bet .  fer lstebi:  'mc: rr  '  fektrvóenóen ||
wpte'  hnrrb| I '  monstres '  karrkte l l

6. Allophonic Transcription
An allophone is a variant of a phoneme determined by its position in a string of segments.

Irt us have a look at a seleďion of the most notícable English allophones and the way they
are transcribed.

6.L. Labialized Consonants
The phoneme /k/ in quite /kwatt / is actually realized as [k* ]. It is followed by /w /

and because the lip rounding required by /w/starts early, /k/ becomes labialized. Notice
that when you pronounce the word quite, your lips are pushed forward throughout the
articulation of [k]. This labialization changes the sound of /k/.Interestingly, when little
babies learn to use the language, they must learn not to hear the ďlophonic varíation. An
untrained adult is reluctant to believe that there is any difference between [k] and [k"].
Instrumental measurements and perception experiments prove, however, that the difference is
quite profound and we do not hear it well only because we have learnt not to. The sounds of
speech are perceived througb different mechanisms than other surrounding sounds in our
environment.

An important feature of ďlophones is that they are preďctable. We can observe the
phonemic make-up of words and predict which variants of phonemes will be used. Our
prediction should be verified by careful li5fsning afterwards. For example, we can predict that
/ s/ in soup / su: p/ will be labialized to I sw ] because of the following /ut / .If, however,
thespeakerchoosestopronouncehis /u/ asunrounded Iu],the /s/ cannotbecome Is*].

ln standard pronunciation, consonants followed by /w/ become labialized with great
certainty, consonants followed by / c,^ / and /u,, / become labiďized with a little bit smaller
certaintyo and consonants before /u/ and /p/ becnme sligbtly labialized only in careful
speech styles.

Exercise ó.1. Transcribe the following expressions and underline those consonants that you
predict will become labialized in carefrrl pronunciation. Add the IPA diacritics

' for labialization to each segment you have underlined.

Example: usefultool + tffi,:sfl ffitf]
1. tomato juice 5. indisputable eÍTor 9. refuse better clothes
2. tall buildings 6. new monetary unit L0. a girl with gorgeous hair
3. queen Mary 7. spoonful of noodles L1. unbearable sweetness of life
4. fear of cruelty 8. persuade your father 1,2. Susan's snakes and kangaroos
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6.2. Vowel duration before fortis and lenis
Some allophonic variations in English are quite easy to Sasp for Czech learners and they

do not have to be tatrght labouriously. Unfortunately, this is not the case of vowel shortening
before fortis consonants. Even thot'gh it is present in Czech, its scďe is quite negligable. In
English it is much stronger and it is especiďly sďient in monosyllabic words with a final
fortis consonant. The diphthong in write /ratt/ is much shorter than the same phoneme in
ride /rat'd/. This can be captured in allophonic transcription by the IPA syrrrbol ár, i.e.

I rárt ] versus I rard] (Roach, 1991). We have to bear in mind that in this case we are not
interested in absolute lengths of vowels in milliseconds. The length of vowels in English is
strongly influenced by the prosodic context. By convention, marking the allophonic
shortening of vowels in English captuÍes the relative difference in vowel lengths. In other
words, certain vowel followed by a fortis consonant is shorter than it would be if it were
followed by a lenis consonant or no consonant at all, other things being equal. Thus, in a
sentence like '1 thoughtyou said mate, we would use transcription [měrt] to show that
/ et/ in this word is shorter than it would be if the word was replaced by maid or May. It
does not say, however, that it is shorter than /e/ in the word said in the same sentence,
which thanks to prosodic context would be absolutely untrue. Similarly, ',tre absence of the
symbol " over /e/ nsaiddoes notspeakaboutitslengthrelativetootherwordsinthe
sentence. It says that / e/ in said is longer than / e/ in set would be, other things being equď.
Transcribers who are asked to mark shortening of vowels before fortis consonants in English
do not listen to actuď lengths of vowels. Instead, they imagine what a vowel would sound
like, if it were followed by the other member of the fortis - lenis opposition.

The influence of fortis consonants is operationď within morphemes. It is stopped by
morphemic boundaries. /e-/ inDay One /det'wrrn/ is as long as the one in Day Two
/det'tu'^/ even though the latter is followed byfortis /t/. Some linguists speak about
pre-fortis shortening within syllables. Their division of words into syllables is different from
what we are used to in the Czech language. It is based on the phonetic behaviour of individual
segments. The most important syllabification rule is that an intervocalic consonant belongs to
the syllable with the stronger stress. Hence, the word letter consists of the syllable /Iet/
and the syllable / e / and as such will be subject to pre-fortis shortening, giving I Iěte ] .

Althougb we usually speak about vowel shortening, fortis syllabic codas affect preceding
sonorants, too. Not only is /t'/ in built rea|ized as [ ř ] while the same phoneme ín build is
longer [r], but also /I/ inbuilt comes out shorter than /L/ nbuild. Similarly, /a/ in
camp will be transcribed as I kěmp ] while the same phoneme in beer cans is reďized in its
full length [bre L<nnz], and /a/ wrllbe shorter tban /n/. Shortened sonorants usually do
not have to be marked individually, as it is assumed that they behave like the vowels they
belong to.

Finďly' it is necessary to explain that there are actually two complementary ways to
mark vowel shortening. For diphthongs and vowels /=/, /e/, /a/, /ty/, /e/, /p/, and
/u/ it is the syrrrbol ["] *" have ďready introduced. For vowels /il/, /s:/, /o',^l,
/ c'^ /,and /u t / weuse [' ] to indicate the same allophonic change.

Exercise 6.2. Transcribe the following expressions and underline all vowels which will be
shortened due to the following fortis consonants. Use the symbols "and ' to
indicate the shortening.
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,l'. alate arrivď 5. a strict boss 9. eight days a week 1'3. a secret code
2. sleeping at wbrk 6. a thick dry leď 1.0. a box of envelopes 14. brown bag lunch
3. a brief message 7. a two week's leave 1-L. an out-of-tune voice L5. a broken printer
4. an early train 8. a heavy typewriter 12. awaterproof coat 16. a possible outcome

When you study the effect of fortis consonants on preceding vowels you may notice that
it is easier detectable in diphthongs and long vowels. Another remarkable fact is that if there
is a monosyllabic word in the final position in a phrase, its vowel can be the longest of ďl the
vowels in the phrase in spite of being followed by a fortis consonant. This, however, is again
true only in absolute terms. A word with a final lenis consonant uttered under the same
prosodic pattem would be even longer. / a= / ia 'That's very nice' is quite long due to phrase-
finď lengthening (see e.g. Dankovičoviá' t999). The word /ies would be in the same position
under the same prosodic pattern even longer.

Exercise 6.3. Transcribe the following phrases marking the shortening before fortis
consonants. Make suÍe you are not swayed by the phrase-final lengthening.

1,. I'd like chicken and rice. 5.
2. The waiter seems to be out. 6.
3. My Coke is quite cold. 7.
4. The chef is in a bad mood. 8.

Can we have a table by the loudspeakers?
Do you have beef and noodles in your soup?
Is there anýhing without meat in it?
I can't see my plate through the cigarette smoke.

6.3. Aspiration and partial voicing
Aspiration is probably the most noticable allophonic variation of those mentioned in our

boolg and it is usually the only one that is taugbt in elementary couÍses of English as a foreign
language. Aspiration is caused by a delay of voice onset ďter a voiceless plosive. In Czech,
the beginning of oral articulation of a vowel after /p/, /t/, or /k/ is aligned with the
beginning of vocď fold vibration. The voicing starts once the mouth is opened for the vowel.
That is why Czech /p/, /t/, and /k/ are unaspirated. In Englísh, there is a gap between the
beginning of orď articulation of a vowel and the beginning of vocal fold vibration. During
this gap, air escapes with great force through the vocal tract, creating the typical noise.
Althougb this noise sounds shghtly different for each of the plosives, its transcription symbol
is always the same. It is a little raised h'. The words pin, tin, and kin are transcribed as
[pnrn], Ithrn], and [khrn]. Aspiration is found mainly in stressed syllables. /px/ in
pillow will be aspirated: [phr1euf, in happy probably not: [hap-]. There is a lot of
variationacrossspeakersanddialects. /p/, /t/,and /k/ arealsounaspiratedif precededby
/s/ within the same syllable. If we compare [phrn] wlth spin [sprn], we can see that
there is aspiration in the former but not in the latter. A transcriber should predict possible
aspirated plosives and then verify his prediction by careful listening.

Exercise 6.4. Transcribe the following text and put symbols for aspiration to all predictable
places of its occurence.

L. Our boss has put a poster of Winnie the Pooh onto his office wall.
2. Winnie the Pooh's friends are Tiger, Piglet, Eeyore and Rabbit.
3. Tiger would appreciate other wild cats like panthers to join the team.
4. Piglet is very kind and peaceful, but occasionďly acts as a coward.
5. Eeyore spoils everyone's mood with his pessimism, but his pals stickby him.
6. Inspired by his new heroes, the boss is contemplating a new speciďty.
7. He wants to transport poisonous cobras from Kenya to Tanzania.
8. It is a tactical move because cobra containers are not so expensive current$.
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Hand in hand with aspiration exists another phenomenon based on the ďignment between
oral gestures and the voice onset. It is observable mainly in lenis obstruents, i.e. plosives /b/,
/d/, /g/'fricatives /v/, /ó/, /z/, /3/,andaffricate /ďs/.Itispartiďorfulldevoicing
of these consonants word-initially and word-finally.In Czech, voiced consonants either retain
their full voicingo which means that the vocal folds vibrate duríng their whole articulation, or
they completely lose it and change into their voiceless counterparts. English voiced
consonants are fully voiced only in intervocalic (intersonorant) positions inside morphemes.
In other positions they can lose part or all of their voicing. This does not turn them into their
voiceless counterparts because they still keep their lenis character. That is why we easily
recognize minimal pairs like back - bag [běk]-tb€eg] , dock - dog [{ňk]-téDg] , heart -
hard lho.'tl-fhct'^8f, l.oose - lose [lu's]-[tu;4f, use (noun) - use (verb) [ ju's]-

I ju : ?], and spice - spies fspárs ] -[ spar7].
Voiced obstruents are not the only goup of segments that can undergo the loss of

voic ing.Approximants/I/,/r/ ,/  j/ ,/w/ canlosetheirvoic ingafter /p/,/t/ ,and/k/,
and nasďs /m/ , /n/ can lose their voicingaftet / s/ .

Examples:
a) bay [b"r] d"y [d"rf goy [ger] th"y [ě"'3 jay [*ger]
b) lobe lleupl load fleu{l losellurzf loathelleuQl lodge[lp*S]
c) p/ay [p[er ] try [ tqar ] cute [kju: t ]
d) smell I sryel f vnw I sr.reu ]
IPA can indicate whether the devoicing is full or partial. This is not necrssary for Czech

learners of English and in our transcritpion, we will indicate both cases with the same symbol:
a little empty circle under the devoiced consonant.

Exercise 6.5. Transcribe the following names and mark the partially or fully devoiced
consonants.

5. Benjamin Disraeli 9. Max Planck
6. f"thony Trollope L0. James Stanford
7. EmileZola 11. GeorgeSmollett
8. John Gďsworthy 1'2. Francis Bacon

6.4. Clear [I] anddark [1]
A lot of attention in research has been pďd to allophonic variations of the laterď ďveolar

approximant /L/ . Two of the most salient allphones are the so cďled clear and dark 1'. Clear
[ 1] appears before vowels and dark I t ] elsewhere. They are in complementary distribution.
As with other allophones' people are usuďly not aware of their existence, but notice that there
is something 'strange' in a stranger's accent if dark I t ] is missing or, the other way round, if
all / L / s are dark. The latter case is typical of some of American English accents.

During the articulation of dark [ ] ] the back of the tongue is raised toward velum, which
adds a characteristic [u] resonation. 'We say that I I ] is velarized.

Exercise 6.ó. Transcribe the following sentences using the symbol I t ] for velarized lateral
alveolar approximant.

1. Lucy really loved her purple room with a large metal lamp in the Hilton hotel.
2. The lanďady showed ill manners when she lamented over that little hole in the wall.
3. Daniel killed himself with his own lethď weapon and his soul went straight to hell.

1. Charles Dickens
Z. Severus Snape
3. Oliver Cromwell
4. David Ganick
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4. Our last Latin lesson was a bit dull and I failed to learn a single word.
5. The pďe girl told the child a fairy-tale about a palace, which was full of angels.
6. American films portray the lifestyle of lawlessness, spectacular violence and illegal deals.
7. Out of the loyalty to his liberal leader, he accepted the role of a leaflet deliverer.
8. I-azarus McGill, the lion-heartedliz,zard tamer, resolved that he would drill for oil in the

Blue lagoon.

6.5. Nasalisation
If a syllable has a nasal coda, the vowel forming the peak is nasalized, e.g. dim I dŤm ] '

pen [pén], or hang [hán]. This is because the velum makes an anticipatory gesture well
before the oral artículation of the nasal consonant starts. The degree of nasalization of the
vowelvaries. It can be nasalized entirely, but it can ďso be nasalized only in its second half.
We should remember that the slmrbol for nasalization in English means some significant
presence of nasalization, but it does not say' whether ít is 90% ot 7avo of the vowel that is
nasalized. We can find similar coarticulatory mechanism in Czech, too, but to a much smaller
degree. Nasalized vowels do not play any phonologicď role in our languages. That is why
both Czech and English speakers do not hear the presence of the nasď resonance in them and
learn to hear it only after some ear training. Nasal consonants usuďly influence the vowel
which follows to a much smaller extent. Thus /e/ in ten will be nasalized: I těn ], while the
one in net will not: I net ]. The only exception is some idiolects of individual speakers.

When we transcribe nasalized diphthongs, we usually place the nasalization mark over
the second element in the diphthong symbols, because we want to indicate that nasalization
spreads from the nasal consonant leftwards. This is different from pre-fortis shortening of
diphthongs where the diacritics aÍe placed over the ťrst element of the díphthong s5.mbol,
which we believe marks the vocalic core of the diphthong.

Exercise 6.7. Transcribe the following expressions and mark the nasalized vowels.
1". waÍm spring
2. main problem
3. Benjamin's plan
4. unjustified claim

5. when, if not now 9. number nine might win
6. a town made of stone 1.0. the song about Penny Lane
7. does not mean anýhing 11. dance with Linda's husband
8. drank genuine champagne 12. blame the prince, not the king

6.6. Stop Releases
During the articulation of English plosives, a complete closure of the vocal tract is

created in the labial, alveolar, or velar region for a short period of time. This closure is
subsequently released, which generates a short burst of noise, called plosion. Interestingly,
plosives can often be recognized without their typical burst of noise. Oral release of the air
behind the closure, which is a part of the canonical fonn of a plosive segment, can be absent.
The silence of the closure and spectrď characteristics of sonorants before or after the given
plosive are usuďly sufficient clues for a listener to identify the target sound, especially when
the so called no audible release, which is marked ['], happens at predictable places in the
chain of segnents, i.e. at the end of an utterance or between two subsequent plosives.

If we exclaim Don't stop!, the final /p/ can be realized as a hold without a release:
[ ' deunt ' stop' ], and people will still understand. If we say Don't look back, /k/ of look
has to be released so that we can go on articulating the rest of the sentence. The release (and
the plosion) of /k/ can, however, be inaudible, because it can happen when the closure for
/b/ has already been created: [ ' deuntluk' ' baek].
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Inexperienced transcribers sometimes believe that there is no plosive if there is no
plosion. No audible release should not be mistaken for a complete elision of a sound. It is
important to listen to the length of the closure and the characteristics of the neigbbouring
sonorants. In Look quickly! pronounced as [ ' luk' 'kwrklr ] the silence between the end
of /u/ and the release of the second /k/ is almost twice as long as it would be in a
hypothet ical  [ '  lu 'kwrklr] ot [ '  luk 'wrklr] .

There aÍe moÍe examples in Section 5.3. where we studied assimilated ďveolar plosives.
We transcribed but cornputerization as /bekken, pju: terar 'zet\ry/, but it is hard to
imagine a speaker who on the one hand assimtlates /t/ to /k/to save time and energy, but
on the other hand releases both resulting seements. It would be much more realistic to expect

[bek'ken,pju:terar' zer$n]. Similarly /drdnk' krat/ wil l be pronounced as

Idrdpk' 'kre$ ], etc.
Canonical oral release can be ďtered in yet another way. If a plosive is followed by a

nasal or laterď sound, the air which is trapped behind the closure can escape through the nose
or by the sides of the tongue. ln not negative we can often hear the first /t/ without its
typicď plosion because when it is released, velum fot /n/ is already lowered and the air
oscapes through the nose. This is transcribed as [ 'not''negetlv]. Similarly rn hot line,
/t/ does not have its typicď plosion because the tip of the tongue is not released between
/t/ and /I/ and the air escapes by the sides of the tongue. This is transcribed as

[ 'hot l ' larn].
lnaudible, nasal, and lateral releases are optional allophonic variations found painly in

less formal speech styles. A careful speaker in a formď situation avoids them. Transcribers
can predict their occurence, but have to verify their presence by careful listening.

Exercise 6.8. Transcribe the following phrases and predict possible inaudible, nasď and
laterď releases of plosives.

1. spit near his foot
2. stab below her heart
3. smack toothless gums
4. stop by those red lights
5. commit dreadful crimes
6. retired navď officer
7. liked left-wing parties
8. scratch his round nose
9. sit down and wait quietly
L0. be used to separate toilets

11. eat dumplings and lick pepper
12. a blind lion taking cod-liver oil
13. secretly indicated ten hidden items
L4. forgot to lock nearly half the mges
15. quickly identified dangerous drivers
16. a díplomat portrayed as a shrewd spy
17 . greeted neighbours and local residents
L8. wanted to cut trees and plant new ones
1"9. block gears and disconnect the fuel supply
20. the deck newly painted by our kind teacher

6.7. Dental alveolars, fronted yelars

The canonical place of articulation can shift under the influence of the neigbbouring
segments. This can change the resulting sound of an affected segment. Alveolar stops before
dental fricatives can become dental, but they do not change into different phonemes. The
syrrbol [ - ] is used to mark the dental place of articulation.
Examples: a) in that case Ir! .óat 'kers]

b) got that place [ 'gpt.óat. 'plers]
c) painted that face [ 'perntr{. óat . fers ]
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Notice that the stops are unreleased. It would be quite illogical to save articulatory
eneÍgy by assimilating the place of articulation and then waste it by releasing the assimilated
stop. The shift to the teeth happens to other alveolar sesments (/s/--tq), /z/- [4], and

/I/ - [ ]) as well, but it does not have as profound an influence on their sound as it has on
stops.

Exercise 6.9. Transcribe the following expressions and mark alveolars pronounced in the
dental region of articulation.

Whenavelarplos iveisfol lowedby /í '^/ or / j/ ,(to alesserextentalsoby /t/ or
/ t'e /) it becomes fronted, i.e. íts place of articulation moves forward, to the palate. This is
indicated by a little plus mark underneath the symbol of a fronted segment.

Examples:
a) keen [bi:  n]
b) geese Igí:s1

Dracula [dralgje]el
regular Iregjele]

Exercise 6.10. Transcribe the following expressions and mark the fronted velars.

1. unthinkable event
2. fill their pockets
3. hold them tigbt
4. hit the ground

1. unfoundedspeculation
2. tidy housekeeper
3. analyse Portuguese

5. in three minutes
6. bring that thing
7. nobody in there
8. moderate thieves

4. ridiculousbehavrour
5. black and white bikini
6. molecular chemistry

9. hated those songs
10. run down the road
11,. is there any rsason
t2. come this Thursdav

kiss [brs]
guitar [g- ' ta: 1

7. noisy gearbox
8. difficult to cure
9. two kilos of gold

ó.8. Rich al|ophonic transcription
Allophonic transcription is usually selective. The transcriber follows certain objectives

and captures allophonic details related to those objectives. Transcription with a wide varíety
of allophones is seen quite exceptionďly. It is difficult to write and difficult to read. on the
other hand, it gives a detailed picture of a particular language and sums up our knowledge of
the overďl sound of that particular language.

Exercise 6.L1. Read out the following sentence. Name all the allophonic details one by one
and explain their causes.

'ě+0iesed-
šf 'p lerÍp'

| $rwěs'thared I
frdt +te '  dgwu: dr

,břte lr

sěk6nd'

Exercise 6.12. Transcribe the following sentences and try to include as many allophonic
details typical for English as possible.

The local rock band yelled like crazy drunks.
Cheap laser effects were projected on the rag behind the stage.
Bill admitted doubts about Luke's competence.
He should scale down the plans of long-haul flights in his uitrďight plane.
Heavy rain keeps falling on the track carefully hidden among bushes.

L.
z.
3.
4.
5.
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7. Answer Key

Exercise 1.1. It is actuďly not very important whether you can identify the models of
individual symbols. The real purpose of exercise 1.1. is to get you acquainted with the
appeaÍance of the IPA symbols.

Exercise 2.1.
1.A, also / 'abselu ltJ-t/, 2.A, 3.B, ďso /f an'tastrk/, 4.A, 5.B, ďso
/wandefel/ and /wandefuL/ 6.8, 7.8, 8.A: It is important to remember that lal as
such cannot be stressed, 9.8, 10.A, 11.A, 12.8.
Exercise 2.2.
1-.B: Non-phonemic í cannot be used in this position Z.B:T\e correct symbollooks like
number 3, but it is not as higb. 3.A: Non-phonemic u cannot be used in this position. 4.B
5..A': The correct "schwa" symbol is Roman 'e'rotated upside down. 6.8, 7.A" 8.8, 9.8,
1,0.B: The synbol / e'^ / is no longer used in modern English phonemic transcription.

Exercise 23.
1. /nerd e kIffi nr'sterk/ P (* re)

The influence of spelling could explain why some students overlook this error.
2. /galeksr kc:Id óe nrIkr ffit G (- er)
3. /dgcrn e tffitr. travele/ c (* eu)
4. /nre ói l aIsT plu: teu / correct
5. /e'ff it óe seule srstem/ P (- au)
6. / f atv lart jffiz fren as/ c (- re)

The wordyear isoccasionally pronounced / js: /, which is considered acceptable.

7. ,/fermes stql kpnste'Iff iSnz/ G (*e-)
8. /war warf nouz kapten dge-/ correct
s. /Saut rn o lgud ffi"/ c (- cr)
10. /geu te óe nffinO planrt/ G (- ar)
11. / f t.er ev óe brart estercrd / correct (For /r/ in /txar/ *,e5.2.2.)
12. /klffi kjued he 0rn-4 hee/ P (* ee)
13. /wea óm spelssu ,^ts/ P (* ee)

This is a common Czech misunderstanding. No RP speaker pronounces their with / et/ .

1.4. /e 'vcrd *rffird eebersrz/ G (- au)
15. /dr'strff i derndgeres reubpts/ G (-cr)

Exercise 2.4.
thick and heavy /0/ jam and butter /ds/ kíng and queen /q/
long and sharp /9, S / fish and chips /S, tS/ comfort and pleasure / S/
now and then /ó/ grn and tonic/d3/ kitchen andbathroom /ts,O/
hereand there /ó/ catchandthrow /ts,a/ mythsandillusions /a,3/
lips and tongae /q/ wash and dry / S / giraffes and antelopes / d3/
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Exercise 2.5.
/snd4 pre'neu$p/ /hrdl  r 'kwrpnent/

/rm.pc:tnt pílp l/  /strettt  ms]/

/strrkt rn 'spekte/ /fervrrt  s i :2ry/

/Ler.z- e 'srstent/*) /kptn puleuve/ **)

/njul  tek 'nrJp/ /Leóe gl lvz/

/kJ.lrmzt nr'kenrk/ /lertrst fat4/

/tJref] endge ' nro/*:r'*) /hprebl hat/

*) assistant could be also pronounced /e'srstnt/,butwe have to remember that there

cannot be schwa and a syllabic consonant at the same time
**) The second syllable inpullover could receive a weak secondary stress. Primary stress is

on the first syllable, however.
*x*) We could ďso mark the secondary stress on the first syllable of engineer, but tbis is not

necessaÍy as there is no real danger of pronouncing it weaker than the second syllable.

Notice that in the noun phrases above, the second element always receives a stronger stress
than the first one. This rhythmical hierarchy is governed by the Phrasal Prominence Rule.
Modern phonology does not find it useful to call the weaker stress on the first element of a
noun phrase a secondary stress. Rather, we speak of accents, which are realizations of the
stress potentiďs of words. We usually talk of secondary stresses only inside ideal lexico-
logical units. A noun phrase is a syntactic unit. Exceptíonally, various authors migbt perhaps
ignore phonological conventions for didactic reasons in language learning, but the merit of
this is questionable.

Exercise 2.6.
1.ba6k 2.pcr lk 3.ka:s| 4.pelrs 5. larbrerr 6. andegraund

7.bas stop 8.nart k lab 9.taun hc:I L0.pabhk gcl;denz

11. kar fekterr 12. trefrk larts

Exercise 2.7.
l .bentS 2, brrdS 3.t$s:t$ 4.gert 5.Orete 6.reud T.pervment
8. swi l t $op 9. heedrese 1'0. pe ' Ií : s ster S+ 11. heu ' tel (The second

syllable is stressed, so it cannot contain the monophthong / e/ .Many Czech beginners,
however, pÍonounce the word hotelwtth exactly this enor.) L2. ed 'vs: trsment
(Americans may pronounce this word / ,ďvr' tarznent/.)

Exercise 2.8.
1.kc:ne Z.statJu: 3.monjunent 4.but$ez 5. eepc:t 6.krosrp
'7.ncr.zt stri: t 8. peust ofrs 9. sardwc lk 10. su:pemc:krt
11. t Jek pcrnt 12. resterpnt (Dictionaries suggest eleven (!) acceptable

possibilities of how to pronounce this word. We have chosen the most common one.)

Exercise 2.9.
I. / s'^ / 2. /a/ 3. /r/ 4. /p/ 5. / tv/ 6. /c: /
7./q,t/ 8./et/ 9./ut l  I0./e/ I1../v/ 12./av/

Exercise 2.10.
t. /cr.l 2. /u'^/ 3. /x/ 4. /ev/ The5thphonemeinthiswordisthesamewhether
we pronounce it /pt' anau / or /pjaneu/. Both are acceptable standard forms. 5. / c'. /
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Exercise 2.11.
sadďe l sďJ' /,frame / frelm/,handlebars /hand}bc :z/,btake /bretk/,vďve

/ valv /,pedď / ped| /,chain / t\elrl/, tyte / ta-el, wheel /wi l L /, rcat |igbt

/rr.a lar.t/

Bxercise 3.1.
Bob G7 I
Bill FL-
Charles A4.l
Chris 81*
David J6*
Donald J2"-
Harry CZ I
Heatber 12-

Exercise 3.2.

Helen C2-
Jack G1,-
Jenny 

- 
Gl ,l

Jim D5 J
Joe D5-
Kate C7-
Martha 83*
Martin D10 ů

Mary 83 [ (ďso /meerl/)
Michael A7 ů
Robin H6-'
Rod H6,1,
Sam D8 -
Stanley B9 ,l
Susan E4 [ (also /siu tzan/)
Sydney E4-

5. anger, stop, how, happy
6. this, that, these, those

2) orunge- yellow and red; 3) gey - black and white; 4) violet - blue and red;
5) green - yellow and blue; 6) navy blue - black and blue; 7) beige - brown and white;
8) pink - red and white; 9) khaki - yellow and black; L0) maroon - dark brown and red

Exercise 33.
1. six, table, ball, desk 3. phone, fly, five, apple
2. dinner, rich, star, cake 4. thing, Earth, three, play

Exercise 3.4.
b$dmrnten sarffikp firnffinastrks boffirg
dsď-o ffi' l"t'k= terffi tenrs*x) tJess
' 

*'ffi ' * hc: s rerffirg**; =#*S::ilffi ;:.ffi;:ff., 11"!=lill,.., "r.e.p
*) Transfer of voicing acÍoss word boundaries is a typical Czech mistake. Even though this

type of assimilation is very conrmon in the Czech language (we say, e.g. Pes byl sótn

/pez btl- sa I n/), it does not occur in English. /b/ in ball is not fully voiced itself so

it cannot spread the voicing to the preceding / s/ (ct. Section 5.3.).
x*) Windsuún7, table tennis, and' horse racing behave as true compounds, which means that

their primary stÍess fďls on the fust syllable.

Exercise 3.5.
d3rnnast d3okr skÍ;e tJes plere sarklrst

bpkse wrndsg l fg a0].í: t d3nge

Exercise 3.ó. Group 1: Group 2:
denna:k rzrerel  dge'Pan tr 'bet
swi:dqr i  ldgrpt bre'zr l  Pa:kr 'stc:n
nc:wer t ju:nrs nr 'Pc:1 ztn 'bcr;bwr
pc:t$ugl pstr ie pe'ru: vÍ:et.nem (orvjet,nrem)

beldgen kanede sul 'dq:n r ' rq:n (orr ' ren)

(or su ' dcr: n)
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Exercise 3.8.

Exercise 3.9.
/m*ndet/ or /mnndr / / nenju I /
/mnn-/ /man/

Exercise 3.7.

/me'nrpj ul-ert/
/menr pí:pl l
/ malnedge/

Exercise 3.1,0.
spelling: strong form:
1) IVe /aw/
2) some / stvm/

d3ape,rtí,^z bre'zr l ien
vjetne'mL'^z r 'dgrp$p
pc:tJe 'g i:z ke'nerdíen
nc: 'wí:d3en pe.ru:vÍen

/milknen/
/mí,^nt.g/
/maqgau /

beldgen
t 'retnien
tz 'rer1r
swi:drJ

/mtntt/aut also /nar'nju tt/adi. t

/matnas/ meaning very small )

/nrn:sks r t/
/maunttn/
/mu: nlart/

run _ Ron _ rain _ Ían _ ram _ room _ Íoam _ home _ hole _ hiu _ hall - bďl -
bull - bell - Ben - bean (been) - burn - barn

3) and
4) for
5) at

/and/
/fc '^/
/at/

spelling: strong form: spelling: strong form:
6) them /óen/ 1.1.) one is /w*n t.z/
7) the /ói'^ / 12) as /ez/
8) are /u / L3) you / iu'^ /
9) they are /óet^ q'l / 14) to /tu,^ /
10) but /btt/ 15) we /wit /

Exercise 3.11.

Mechanics
I'm not sure how quickly I can learn to use this machine. It looks a bit complicated. How

did you say I should plug it in? Oh dear. That was a strange sound. Do you think it's broken? I
got a letter from the company the other day and they said they would definitely come and
repair what was necessary. There were some screwdrivers and hammers under my desk. My
father-inJaw brought them and I told him to put them there. Could you hold the light for me?
No, you must hold the top of it. Take your time, I can wait.

Structural words:
I'm - / am/, I can - / tken/ (In this exercise, we transcribe the weak forms without spaces
between words in order to make their transcription more realistic. We will extend this practice
later inSect ion5.),  to- /te/,a- /e/,you- / je l ,Ishould/tr\ed/,wasa - /weze/,do
you - /dej e/,a- /a/,from the - /freměe/,and- /en/, would - /wed/(We can ďso
expecttohearthiswordincontraction:they,d-- /óerd/),and - /end/(/d/ of andis
sometimes more reluctant to disappear before a vowel or an approximant, but nobody reďly
says /rokendreul/.), was - /wez/,there were some - /óewesom /, and - / en/, my -
/me/,them - /óam/,and - /end /,him - /tm/,to - /te/ ;
them- /óem/,couldyou-/ked ja/, for- /fe/,youmust - /  jer 'es/,of -  /ev/(In
addition to its weak form, the word o/is interesting for yet another Íeason. Its letter ť
repÍeseots /v/.T\is /v/ sometimeschangesinto /f/.usuďlyasaresultof regressive
assimilation of voicing.), your - / ja/,I can - / l'ken/ .
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Exercise 3.12.
1. could-weak /ked/, you*weak / ja/, do-strong /dul / because it is afullverb

here, not an auxiliary, that _ strong /óat/ because it is demonstrative here, not relative.

2. your - weak / ia / , for * weak /fel,
3. do -weak /de/,you-weak / ja/,to -weak /ta/,her-weak / e/ becatse pronouns

like him, her, us, and them (and recently even he and she) are not felt as syntactically
stranded when they occur at the end of a sentence.

4. can-weak /kan/, at-weak /at/
5. but-weak /bet/,you-weak / ie/,can-weak /ken/,her-weak /he/

6. him-weak /tm/ or /em/,to-weak /te/,some-weak /sem/

7. there _weak /óa/,was -weak /wez/,a_weak / e /,therc- strong / óee/ because,

unlike the initial one, this one is demonstrative
8. don't - strong /deunt/ because if there is a contraction with not,tbe verb stays strong'

you_weak / Je/,must - strong /mlst/ because there is a contrastive emphasís against

should, but - weak /bet/, you / jel, should - strong / Svd/ contrastive emphasis to

must.
9. arc _ weak /a/,you- weak / je/, at - strong /at/ because it is syntacticďly stranded

in a sentence-final position
10. he _ weak /hr-/ ,but strong form could be used in emotional stýe, as - weak / ez/

Exercise 3.13.

Groupl(r o .  O1 Group2(o .  O o) Group3(O ' '  
O)

kenjadges 'wert o je 'apgrr*; ' rgglend en'werlz

óer o som .k leuóz ken je ' te l  em ,wot de je 'Orpk

xz 
-t  

o ' rpk rn e 'k lo:srun**) 'sr l r  bet 'nars

em d3est e 'dwc:f óez e 'd i:nen 'gIv on o 'brerk

óe nes br .geuld 
JeI wr 'q:sk óem 'p3:p+ o 'b lak

*) Grammatical words may be pronounced more explicitly in either careful, slow speech, or
under a speciď emphasis.

**; ' klcr: srum is also pronounced as ' kl<r: sru : n. This does not affect the stress pattern.

Exercise 3.L4.
Secondary stresses are often disregarded in reď speech. This is cďted two.level anďysis.

rrn frardr et Ori: . O . . a (also frarder: This

is a parallel to strong and weak forms of structurď words. The same speaker might say

/ar l  dul  rt  nn frarder/and/ar1 kam pn frardr nc:nrp/)

fren hq:f pc:st ert .  O O O

rnóelertql f te 'nu:n o .  o .  o o

kengeua:ftenrdnart .  O .  .  a.
(The fust syllable in after is strong, but not stressed in this particular environment.)

tju: zderz en 0s tzder:z a . o a .

rtwezelavlrwi:k 'end o o .  O .  .  O

beteóensatedr l lnts o o .  o o o o
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Exercise 3.15.
Text: 1.. Actions speak louder than words. 4. Don't put all youÍ eggs in one basket.

2. Where there is a will there is a way. 5. An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth.
3. Rome was not built in one day. 6. It takes two to make a quarrel.

7. She thinks that all that glitters is gold.
Transcription:
1..  /ak$enz spÍ:k laude óen wszdz/
2. /wea óeze wr1 | óeze wer./
3. /reum waz nlrt brlt rn wlrn det/
4. /deunt put c:I ier egz rn wnn bcr:skrt/
5. /an an far en ar I end e tulO fer e tu:O/

6. /tt  terks tu: I te merk a kwprel/
7. /St 0rpks | óet c: l  óet glrtez I tz geuld/

Exercise 3.1ó.
Ask Miss Fox to xeÍox these documents for me.
Bob was excited and so was his ex-wife Xena.
The taxi-driver said he expected the accident. (not axident)
They were too exhausted to listen to his jokes.
Xavier is extremely extravagant.

Exercise 3.17.
/= ffi ks ..ti l n/ -+ ,/srks ,tí,^n/ The first vowel is|ax /-/.
/:rg, za # tr-l + / rg' zaktl-t/ [c] is an IPAsynbol for Czech [Ť ].
/, 

" ffi r 'br$p/, + /, eksr'br$p/ The second syllableisnotstressed,hence/ks/.
/l:ks't!e-nd3 s/ -' /rks't!ernd3 / T\efinal'e' of achangeis silent.
'Ťt/Wr S doks/ -..' /parednks/ The typical pattern of words with the old

Greekprefix 'paral is /pra/ or /pe' ra/.
/- ffi rstens/ -+ /-g'zrstens/ The second syllable is stressed.

Exercise 3.18.
tekstbuk rg'zotrk zar lefeun
eksrerz (or eks'rerz; :rg'zadl3erert z@rl'0rpr
hek' segen} alrg ' zq l ndre zÍ : ne ' feubje (or Zerro..)
ekselent T"g,,zalmr 'nertp z i :npn

Exercise 3.19.
t .  trar to farnd sen tarn I te 1rs4 te órs rr '  lakst9 njulzrk
?. te l  óe tru:O Iend deunt nerk sr l :  rk 'skju,^sTz nekst tarn

The word excuse is pronouncted /r.k'skju: s/as a noun, but /rk'skju'^z/as a verb.
3. Am o'frerd I ar ko:nt ek'sept jer rks 'k lu:srv pfe

4. snm pi:p} l rv rn lak$err I  l ' .óez 1rv rn aq,zaletr
Anxiety can also be pronounced /aug , zat.eŤt/. The adjective is aruious /aok$es/.

5. rt I.z a 'proksrmetlr srks Oauzpd ma-Lz ťren hre
6. óer e ra lóe keeles l  e 'baut óee tpksrk ne'treríelz

Careless is pronounced /keel r s / by conservative speakers.
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Exercise 3.20.
1. sqeeze a bloodthirsty mosquito /skwi '.2 a blrrdOs : str ne ' ski '^teu /

2. catch a quick-witted squirrel l\ffitÍ e kwrkwrtrd skw- ral/ In isolation or at
the end of a syntactic unit, quick-witted is stressed on its second part /kwrk'wrtrd/.
Find explanation of this behaviour in your textbook of phonetic.

3. quite inadequate equipment /kwart rn'adrkwet r 'kwrpnent/
4. acquire some unique liquor 1e'kware sen ju: 'ni:k lrke/
5. quarrelsome string quartet /kwnrelsen strrp kwc r ' tet /
6. long sequence of quotations /Inp sí : kwens ef kwou , tet.\ryz/ (/v / n of

can lose its lenis character, and become / f / if followed by a fortis sound.)
7. quietandfriendlyquadruped /kwaret on frendl- kwodruped/
8. qualify into an earthquake squad /kwpkfar rntu on 3:0kwerk skwpd/

Exercise 3.21..
You can be extremely inquisitive /tn 'kwrzetlv/ (See 3.4.5. on /n/ before /k/ .)
You can act at somebody's request. /rr'kwest/
You can take part in a quiz. /kwrz/
You can ask a direct question. /kwest $ en/ (also /dar ' rekt kwest $ enl)
You can make a polite ioqoiry. /rn I kwar err/

Exercise 3.22.
,1 i*/k ffi iul / + /kjut / One of the few exceptions where 'q.,'is not /kw/.
/l ffi kwrd/ + /lrkwrd/ The fust vowel ís\ax /t/ .
/ffi kwerte/ -+ /r 'kwerte/ The stress falls on the second syllable.
/an ti:k ffi/ -* /an,tílk/ Word-final ,.que,gsves /k/.
/b mff ' t i :k/ - '  /bu: ' t i :k/ Thef irstvowel isc losebackrounded /u'^ /.
/prktJe' r ffi sk/- /prktle' resk/ Ashessed syllable cannot contain / a/.

Exercise 3.23.
1. aglassofsparHingchampagne e glals ev sporklrp tan'pern
2. chocolate cake with whipped cÍeam t $oklet ke-k I wró wrpt kri : n
3. cholesterol in your blood ke' Iesterpl rn je blad
4. old and smelly cottage cheese euld end smelr kntrdg t Ji : z
5. watennelons,peachesandcherries wc:tenelenz I pJ-:t$rz I en t$errz
6. a new imaginative chef
7. deep frozen French &ies
8. chicken soup with noodles

Exercise 3.24.
ttrnpon'z i :
ttanpien
t$an|
battele
t t i r f

a nju: I r 'madgrnetrv Sef
dÍ:p frauzen frentt frarz
ttrkp su:p wró nu,.ďIz

kr-smes (without /t/)
kplere
e 'kr1i  :  z
stnnakerk
karrkte

teuvrnrzn
ne'J i rn
$ande'1re
$rvelrr
$r 'ko: geu
only exceptionally / tl /
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Exercise 3.25.
1". Chameleon /ke ' ni : I j an/ - canchange colours of its body
2. ostrích /pstrrt S / - canÍrrn very fast but cannot fly
3 . Chords / kc '^ dz / - combinations of tones that sound together (/ v / in of c,an lose its

voicing and its lenis character, and become / f / rf followed by a fortis sound.)
4. Orchestra / c'.kestre/- a large goup of musicians who play together
5. Chemotherapy / ,ki:mou'0erepr/- can help people with serious diseases
6. Monarchy /monekr./ - an outdated system of government
7. Chatet / Salot/ - a large wooden house in the mountains
8. Chorus /kl,^ ros/- sung severď times during a song
9. Hypochondriac /ha-peu 'kpndrrak/- constantly thinks he is or will be ill
10. orchid / c:krď/ - a plant with unusuď flowers
11. V/atch /wpt $ /- a smďl instrument which shows the time
12. Echo / ekav / - can repeat your words

Exercise 326.
Professor Proctor's prognosis proved right.
Quick promotion in your profession is highly probable.
Any kind of pro-American propaganda was prohibited. (also /preu'hrbrtrd/ )
lvl in of can lose its voicing and its lenis character if followed by a fortis sound.
Similarly, was could be heard as /wes/ in this sentence.
High proportion of their products is not properly tested.
The princess was proud of her peculiar pronunciation.
The Prime Minister proposed prompt privatization.
The ban on prostitution provoked bitter protests.

Note: Some of these sentences would most likely be uttered in a careful formal style. For
this reason, words your and their arc transcribed in their strong form.

Exercise 3.27.
preufar l  problen (not eu!) pre ' tekJp
prougnan profrtebl pro'vard
preut i:n prpvrns pro' feJen!
preunaun protestent pro'kofjef

Exercise 328.
fc l  k lzryz praud aut 'sardez e 'raund óe haus
laud kaplz prí:víes trlb} kaunt krrntrrz
pcr bsrben je raund naue suivo'nr.oz fe tuerrsts
dabl nc:t tltt óe graund saund gv o fauntrn

Exercise 3.29.
Ic: frp lpreI pciz In óo sc :  no ]-c :  deterr e 'p lc :  z
o,strer l jen fc lne dpkte fausts fc: l t  óe kciz ov d3c:ndrs
nc: tr  dc: te hc: ntrd ne'rrtes kphfraue end sauekraut
kc: $as darnesc: spsrd3 w-ó sc: s tc l  t  e 'baut saudr e '  rerbje
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Exercise 330.
nj ue ' roledgr*; su : denrm (or sju: ) j uerep*;
njuo'  rousrs*), su:deu' sarons
njue'rotrk*y ,  su:deu't i  l t te

ju: nek
zJu: s
pe: sju: s

ju:ke,1rptes 0í:sjuls
nju: tre l ,su;deu-nto,1ekt$uel ju:fenrzen prou'nÍ:Ojuls
x) /ua /befote / r / sounds very much like plain /u / nmodern English. The second

element of the diphthong is extremely weak in this position. It is actually mere transient .
fuom /u / to / r / and its status in phonemic transcription is rather questionable.

Exercise 33L.
The text contains 30 instances of the digraphs bu ', bu'or 'eu'. Notice how they manifest in spoken language.

Aunt Paula is a tough lady. Her zodiac sign is Taurus. Yesterday she was in a state of
euphoria. 'Eureka! ' she shouted because she caught a mouse with her bare hands. She
works in the pharmaceutic industry and would like to push the boundaries of knowledge. She
dreams of the cure for rheumatism, leukemia, and pneumonia. As a girl she wanted to be an
astronaut, and she climbed Mount Everest when she was fourteen. In autumn of the same
year she made a journey to Mauritania. Her favourite weapon was a semiautomatic rifle and
she brought a lot of diamonds back home. She can swim twenty nautícal miles in rough
weather without stopping. one nautical mile is 1852 metres (tbousand).
Exercise 332.

GroupL l iz/
rn 'kr i :  s
di  ln
kr i :m
si:zn

Exercise 333.
Some words have more than one antonym. We suggest the following solution:
fear + courage /kttrcd3/
wealth + poverty /povett/
peace + war /wc,. /
health .-' disease /ďl', zízz/
earn 

- lose /Lutz/

heavy * ligbt /Lart/

Exercise 3.34.
1. /h-z antr'nju:kl:e gro woz dredf|/ occasionally,wecanhear

the prefix anti- pronounced as /entar,/, which is also accepted as standard.
2. /q ': f te óe dr, f i : t  l  óe l i lde had e brerkd'aun/
3. / je ted l i :v óe d3e1es frL,^k/
4. /au jee I nn redr te swee,/
5. /wan dez rergen l wee óauz sni l kaz/

Exercise 3.35.
One of the possible solutions is: f . island

2. cousin
3. talk
4. home
5. autumn
6. castle

Group 2 /e/
plege
sweto
brest
meSo

Group 3 /s'. /
ps: I
S: I:
ss:tt
hs:d

Group 4 /r.e/
b-ed
ar 'drel
rra l
nrelr

dead
near
weak
neat

-' alive / e' Lanv /
+ far / fq,: /
--' strong /stroq/
-- untidy /rrn'tardr/

silent s 7. half silent J
silent i 8. love silent e
silent l 9. ballet silent Í
silent e t0. whistle silent I (and e)
silent z 11. bottle silent s
silent Í (and e) I2.beart silent r
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Exercise 336.
1.C, 2.8, 3.C, 4.C,5.8, 6.A, 7.A, 8.B.

Exercise 337.
1,. /Len/ /keum/ /bpm/ - silent b'. (Also notice /keumtu/, /kaumd/ etc., and

z. / ale / (or / a' Lq,.^ /) /hane / itStT'Y;'T:i"-'.;*' t?i)),,, ard hauetuiah
are sometimes written without the silent h'.)

3. /fc:kne/ lheumz/ /Lr,nken/ - silent 1'.
4. /nplrd1/ /natf / /nL:: / - silent k'. (Czech learners seldom err in these words.)
5. /ofry/ (sometimes also /often/) /bu'ker/ /krrsmes/ - silent t'.
6. /roq/ /ra-t/ /a,^nse/ - silent \,,.(Cz.learners often say /qi,nswa/ inconectý.)

7. /ďet/ /davt/ /sttt|/ - silent b'.
8. /he , rc:'', / (Hurray seems to be more coÍlmon nowadays.) /onr'st/ / greren/. sil. h'.

Exercise 338.
posslble, pqsition, poster, pargsite, pgrsuit diplgmatic,dreadful, dynAmite,decimal, desgrt.

Exercise 3.39.
apartment, necesslty, danprsgs, dinqsaur, asylgm, bonus, Harvgrd,
famous, Ic4rys, basement, calamlty, devastation, semolino, luxuriqgs,
chorys, banana, diqgreement, gravlty, BarcelonA, oppqrtunlty

Exercise 3.40.
L) word-final'-tts' / es / as in bonus /beunas /, Icarus / r'ker es /, and chorus /kc'^res/
2) sutrix '-ous' / es / as in dangerous / detndgeres/ , famous /f ermes/ , and luxurious

/Lttg 'guer ies/

3)word-final'-ity'/etr/ asinnecessity /ne'sesetr/,calamity /ke'lamett/,and
gravity /gravet r / (eventhot'gh conservative pronunciation preserv es / ttr. /)

4) unstressed suffix ,_ment, / mont / as ín apartment / e ' po : tnen t / , basement
/be r snen t /, and disagreement / dt se' gr i : ment /

Exercise 3.41.
Group í.:  sek'  ses se ,pc: t  se ,  ste ln se,d3est se 'p lar
Group 2: sllno srrbsrkwent safe sadplr sabtartl
Group3: Suge su:pestal  su'prer ie sa:dgen su:rz

Exercise 3.42.
t. Superman was suprised when they surrounded him.

/su,^polnan wez so'prarzd I wen óer se 'raundrd rnl
z. The sultan was the supÍeme ruler of the society. / se. sarotr/, or /se , sa. etr/

/óe salten I wez óe su'prí:n ru:Ie ov óo se'saret l/
3. Susan would rather commit suicide than surrender.

/su:zn wed rq:óe ke.nrt su:rsard | óen se'rende/
4. I suppose there is a sufficient number of suitable strategies.

/at.  se 'peoz | óeze se' frtpt nrrmbe ef su:teb} strated3rz/
5. The surviving soldiers became suspicious.

,/óe se'vatvtp seuld5ez br .kern se'spr!es l
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Exercise 3.43.
Remember that word ťlna| / e/ can easily create the illusion of / */.If you want to sound
naturď, try to avoid too much loudness and openness in your word finď schwas.

1,. sehq brer rn beldgen
2. óe west ev ru 'netníg
3. hpleder rn ,g$rcr:te 'nq: le
4. rernfirrrsts rn bre'zr1
5. stadrr4 brznrs rn d3o'pan
6. dgs:rnonr end rts nerbez

7. warld larf  pa:ks rn kenje
8. sÁnweor rn pstria

9. srtJu'erST rn ss:bie
10. e jrer rn l r 'strer l ie
1.1". óe kaprt} ev pe'ru:
12. trevelrg te t$arna

Be careful with Guinea /g-nt /. Also, notice that Kenya is transcribed as /kenje/ while
for example Australia as /p 'strerlíe /. / j / in Kenya means tbat /njel is ďways
pronounced as one syllable. / i/ inAustralia suggests that /Lie / can be pronounced as two
syllables. Transcriptions l ike /p'strerlffie/, /p'strerlffie/, or /p'strerlffie/
all count, but they are based on slightly different presumptions.
Exercise 3.44.

1. ken'dnkte ken'snlt
Z. e ' t t i lv e 'kauntent
3. ken'pee knnprenarz
4. ken'treul kpnrad
5. o 'hed @gonr
6. knnrt kpnent

ke'rnju: nrkert ken'pju: te

ken't$s:teu
ek,Sen

kpnve'ser$n
e'gr i  r
kem.pí l  t

kpntreband
e'ku: strk

kpnferens
e'geu
konplrment

In connection with some of the words here, we would like to attract your attention to the fact
that there are pairs like concrete as anadjective (česky konlvétní) pronounced /kopkri l t/,
and concrete as averb Qtuhnoilt) pronounced /keg 'kri : t/. Similarly, in derivations we
can find compete /kem ' pi : t / versus competition /kompe ' t: $ p/. Notice the role of
schwa in these pairs. More about this in Section 4.3.
Exercise 3.45.
There are20 vowels in RP English. However, the system of vowels is very changeable
throughout the Englísh speaking world. You may try to carry out a little experiment, which is
based on a gailre sometimes played by Czech children. They take a song, for example Tlolka
modrooká, nesedávej u potoka'and replace ďl the vowels in it with just one vowel. The result
can be T{ilki midriiki nisidivij i pitiki'or Tlulku mudruuku nusuduvuj u putuku'.
In your experiment, take about ten natural English sentences and replace all the vowels in
them with schwa. Present your sentence to another person (your informant) and see how
much he or she can understand. An important variable in your experiment is the rhythm. If
you destroy the rhýhm by replacing the originď vowels with real short and dynamically weak
schwa, the comprehension rate might be quite low. If, on the other hand, you replace the
original vowels with a schwa-like sound preserving the rhythm, you informants will
understand quite well.
Note: People want to learn to pÍonounce good English vowels, ďthough, as you can see' any

vowel 
-ight 

help to communicate in English. Such communication is, nevertheless, a
bit difficult and only strong context helps to recover the meaning. Sentences like Did
you say boats or boots?' /ded j e se bets e bets/ are not suitable for the
above mentioned experiment.
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Exercise 3.46.
/ss r f,ffir/ -+/sg tf-s/
/bjuereffirat / -+/bjuerekrat/
/ ss,^v,iě/ -+/ ss:vet./
/sffiámstens/ -+/ss : kemstens/
/bs:$fnrqem/ -+/bs:mrpen/
lffiU ' zs : vetrr/ -+/ eb' zs:vatr-/
Usffitrfrket/ -+/se'trfrket/
/ts :  me' nolfotrr /  -+ / ts:ne'  nple dg/

/hffiws rkl
/sffiern/
/sffis : b/
/hs tbmt/
/bstslm/
/ns: sffi/
/ffi'k3T/

-+/heunws'.k/
+/ss : nern/
-+/srrbe : b/
-+/hs tbl/
-+/be:gle/
-+/nsts/
->/s 'ka'^ /

1,3. follow
14. arrow
1,5. bow
16. toe

7. ,hrpekratrk 'euO
8. ,  rnpre'sq: r ieu
9. ouzeun

Exercise 3.47.
fsrnrtJe p3:p+ sks:t s:1r ls ln hs:t ws:d w3:m wctm
s:0 fs: fs: fee ss:k| ns:vos hcr:t  hs ld fs:n 3 tn
r-err_n ms:ttent bs:n dgs:monr dgs:nr ts ln ds:tr  bs:st
vs:trk l  ss l t+lr sr ' ran-k prr ' fs:

Exercise 3.48.
1.& 2.8, 3.C, 4.A, 5.A, 6.C, 7.8, g.A.

Exercise 3.49.
1. This all happened in the wild and ragged West a long time ago.

/ót ,s c: l  hrepend rn óe warld end ragrd west le lop tarn e 'geu/
2. The bandits showed a very positive attitude to alcohol.

/óe bandrts Jeud o ver l  pozrtrv atrt ju ld I te a lkehpl/
3. Old Shatterhand clapped his hands rapidly and collapsed.

/euld Jetehand klept hrz handz raprdlr I end ke'rapst/
4. The enemy planned to attack our transport with platinum.

/ór enoml pland tu e,tek o: trenspc:t wrO pletrnem/
5. The riders were affraid to camp in the Grand Canyon.

/óe rardez wer e'frerd te kemp rn óe grand kanjen/
6. Their captain claimed that he'd lost his jacket in the battlefield.

/óea keptrn k lermd | óet hi:d l rrst  rz d3ekrt rn óe bet+f i ,^Ld/
Exercise 3.50.
so'vano kaktes pq rntri r d.ragenflar paret ke'neerr rabrt
ben'bu: rende baskevrl del 'nerlp swtcn ěmezon alrgerte
k**l (czech children often say /ke-nl/ inconectly.) se ' hc: re sendstc : n
beterrhenz kaprrkc:n vanpare bat se' fqlrr pc:k dend.rlaren
Exercise 3.51.

L. Mexiko 5. tango 9. hollow
2. Idaho 6. swallow L0. borrow
3. buffalo 7. hero 1,1. elbow
4. stereo 8. cargo 12. shallow

Exercise 3.52.
1. hapeuve 4. hnreskeup
2. efreu 5. dgeuk
3. ,arvorr 'keust 6. mnteu
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Exercise 3.53.
,  rí leude3e,ntereu elde'rc ldeu l i :e.no:deu
sauO de'keute kweu'vq:dts frgereu
e'steunje ,kwc:zt 'neudeu reunieu

Exercise 3.54.
1. My younger sister was drawing monkeys.

/mat jn4ge srste wez drc: 16 n'rpkrz/
2. My uncle is hiding in the jungle.

/ma- 
^0k+ 

rz hardrp rn óe d5^pg}/
3. My favourite singer is touring England.

/man fervret sr6sr rs tuerrq r4glend/ (/tz/ isassimilatedto

/ts/ due to the influence of the /t/ of.touring. See Section 5.3.)
4. My donkey is eating chunks of bread.

/mar. dopkr tz i:trp ttapks ev bred/
5. My incompetent advisor is sleeping again.

/ma- rn 'konpetent ed'varze rs s1i:prq e 'gen/ (16'konpetent
is also possible, but it is typical for informď speech styles. /-z/ is assimilated to
/.s/ due to the influence of the /s/ of.sleeping.)

Exercise 3.55.
trt5 pepgwrn rr4kfz , rnkog'ni: teu
1n5z frpgeprrnt na6k rn'karrdg
hape brpgeu hapkett i : f  ken'k l-ulsrv
sppz frtmapge d3alkSen rn'k leuz

Exercise 3.56.
k p 0 g ou There is sometimes K'in spelling.
s r 0 e 'p cl AmericanspÍonounce /g/ nthisword.
h p B 'k p B
hnpgerr Alsopronouncedas/hrrggl .r/ .
b a p g I e 'd e S
n D D 'g eu 1 j  e

€  0 'g eu 1 o

Exercise 3.57.
1.Our thororrqb research of weather is currently focused on thunderstorms./Oandestctmz/
2.You don't have to be a mathematician for this simple arithmetic. ,/nre0ene ' tr tp/
3.He finished his authentic doctorď thesis only under a threat of sanctions. /0i l srs/
4.The therapist gathered a lot of worthless evidence for his theory. /wsi,0les/
5.She discovered a reliable method of testing the quďity of leather. /ne9ed/
6.The thinker presented some remarkable thoughts on birth and death. / 0c; ts /
z.A disappointed linguist became a successful author of thrillers. /9r-Lez/
8.The warmth of your feelings will be measured with a precise thermometer. / 0a' nnmrte/

Exercise 3.58.
L. teeth /ti:g/,2. mouth /maul/,3.thlgh /0a-/,4. thumb /0l.o,/,5. throat l9reut/
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Exercise 3.59.
iě#

1. stropffi snel ev me0enPl ---'
2. 1a:d3 anff ir l  nre óe po:O +

3. vrzrtrd bar Orrftr ff i i t .t" +
4. óe tru:e ffie 0auzend.z * ---)
5. pa0e'lodgrk| Oarrcrd glffind ->
6. en i:g} mvróaut feóaz
7. 

-'' "-*pffiOr 
wró qlOe

8. sleu rróem ov je trffie
Exercise 3.60.

Answer Key

stro6 smel ev neOenpl
Io:d3 anthr l  n-e óe po:O
vrzrtrd bar Orrftr 9L;vz
óe tru:O ws:0 9auzendz
pa0e' lodgrk| Oarrcrd gland

_> en í:gI wró 'aut feóez
+ In sTnpe0r wró cr:0e
.+ s leu rróem ov je breO

Exercise 3.61.

1.C 2.A (There is actually a word which is spelled bass and pronounced
/}rr;s/ but it is not a musical bass, it is a fish.) 3.A 4.A 5.C
6.8 (/ c/ is not an English phoneme.) 7.B 8.C 9.A 10.C 11.8 tZ.B

All the words in Ex. 1 were stressed on the first syllable. The words in this
exercise are stressed on other than first syllables. 1.B 2.8 3.C 4.A 5.C
6.A 7.A 8.B (Primary form is with final-syllable stress, but the stress can
easilymove forward.) 9.B 10.8 1I.A(/ c/ is not an Englishphoneme.) 1,2.4

Exercise 3.62.
L. ne' ggSrz 2. kadrl$k 3. !evrelffi 4. ,a1fBreu'merou 5. ps r 5ffi.:l
p iu;gt# 6. f f iet 7. =ff i 'zu:kr 8. rgneu 9.v i: 'dtr$bl ju: L0.volvff i

Exercise 3.63.
L. Tower of Babel /tauer ev berbl / 2. Jerusalem / dSe ' ru: selem/
3. Uranus /juerenes/or / ju' retnes/ 4. Warsaw /wctsc'^ /
5. Jericho /dgerrkeu/ 6. Japan /d3a 'pan/ 7. Persia /ps;Se/
8. Geneva /dge 'ni:vel 9. Chile /tSr.It/ 10. Utah / juttqt /

Exercise 3.64.
1. communication /ke, mju:nr'ker$n/ 8. coll ision /ke'It3ry/
2. condition /ken ' dr Jr,r/ 9. conclusion /ken 'k1u 't S+/
3. contradiction / , kontre'd-ktp/ 10. confusion /kan' fju'.5+/
4. organization / ,c'^gonar'zex\ry/ 11. decision /dx'sr3ry/
5. reduction /rr 'dnktp/ 12. occasion / a'ker,3ry/
6. regenerat ion /rr ,dgene'rer$n/ 13. intrusion /rn' tru tST/
7. reservation / ,reze 've- tn/ 14. revision / r-' vr3r,t/

Exercise 3.65.
Group 1,: situation / srt$u' er tr,r/, permission /pe' mr Sp/, competition

,/ , knnpe'trJp,/, function /fapk$p/, introduction / ,rntre'dak$p/.
l,etter strings '-tion' and'-ssion' are pronounced / Sp/. tn connection with this,
we should mention that there is ďso the group ,_xion,, which in American
orthography is spelled '-ctian', e.g. reflexi.onvs. reflection.

Group 2: television /tela'vr3ry/, illusion /t' LuiS+/, erosion /r' rau3ry/,
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invasion / r.n' vet3ry/ .The goup '-sion'is pronounced / 34/ if the preceding
letter is vocďic (i.e. b', 'e', l', b', or 'u). otherwise, for example version is usually
pronounced / vs'^ Sp/and less often as / vs t SI/ . It is because of the influence
of the underlying / r / .For the same Teason' excursion ís quite often pronouced
/rks 'ks : $1/ and less often as /rks 'ks r gpl. Similar effcct is caused by
other sonorants, which, unlike / t / , are represented in the surface fonns. It is for
example /n/ incomprehension / ,komprr'hen$p/ and /L/ncompulsion
/kam ' paltr,r/. These are neveÍ pronounced with / 3+/ .

Group 3: question /kwest Sry/, suggestion / se' dgest Sry/, digestion
/ dat ' dgest Sp/or /dr ' dgest S+/. '-stion'is pronounced /st tp/.

Group 4: region / rild3+/ , religion /rr ' 1rd5ry/ . ,-gion,pronounced / ď3ry/ .

Exercise 3.66.
Standardization / , standadat'zet\n/ is not always (also c l lwerz ) oppression
/e'preJp/

Language is a wonderful means of communication /ke , nju:nr'kertq/. However,
if you take a decísion /dr . sr5n/ to use it, think first of how to say things clearly. Careful
pronunciation /pra, n^nsr'erJn,/ is an expression /rk'spreS4r/ of pohteness. (o/is
pronounced / ef /in this position because of the influence of the following voiceless /p/in
politeness). Certain people occasionally / a'ketSnaLt/ try to assert themselves by
bastardization / ,bo,l stedar ' zet"\T / of their speech. This creates unpleasant confusion
/ken ' fju I 3r,t/ on the part of the listener (also lrsne ). As a result, the communication
/ke , mju: nr ' ker S+/ is defective. Unfortunately, the consequent frustration
/ f rJst orer 

S p/ leads to even greater urge on the part of poor speakers (also pc : , cf.
2.I.2.) to assert themselves.

We are meant to be different but we shouldn't try to express our (See 5.2. for explanation
of / r / n our.) tndividuality at the expense of enjoyable interaction / tnta' rakJ n/with
others. A little consideration /ken , srda ' rer $n/of the standard manner (See 5.2. for
explanation of / r /in manner.) of speaking will certainly not make you dull and uniform.
Only the people you meet will be happier to see you.

Exercise 3.67.
Notice that the prefixes beharre differently depending on lle stress placement.

1 ' .  c:tekrff i t  
{: j ! i ! ;n i i&t!+.4:c: ton*gmr 

'c l teóba- 'og.f f i f r  ,c:teosff 'd3estJn
2. ju:nr '  rďff i  j f f i "r ,vs:s l  ju:nr#fc ' ' " t i  ju:nr 's"íjul"
3. r"'n$t"nos 

' 
rJ'*og"rfi=i ,oon.Jkrt{" rffinop.iar'zerJn

4, bat .seffiuel 
bff$ an3uel baI ' r-pe*ái b6;sck1-st, but we say

/ sar.kl-tst / .

Bxercise 3.ó8.
oksrdgen
hardred3en
nartredgen
kalsiem

klc: r i :  n
f lc:r i :n or f luer i :n
aredi:  n
ns:kjuorr

,kq:ben dar 'pksard

, nartr-k 'esrd

, srr l f juerrk 'asrd

, trarnartreu '  to l ju i  r  n
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Exercise 3.69.
There aÍe more possible combinations of the given morphemes (e.g.geometry,
geology and, geography), but the solution to this task is as follows:

Group 1. combines with Column D - nptrks . eereudat 'namlks í: s' Oetrks
Gr. 2 combines with Col. C "* Ieksr 'kogrefr krrste'logrefr euso'nogrefr
Gr. 3 combines with col. A -- fr' loredgr fe'noredgr op'koledgr
Gr. 4 combines with col. B -* c r dr ' pmetrr d3r ' nmetrr seusr 'pmetrr

Exercise 3.70.
The word scientist can be pronounced /saentrst/ and still sound acceptable.
astronomer / e' st rpn eme /, mathemati cian /, meOeme' t r J n/, psychologist
/sa- 'koledgrst/, acoustician / ,alku 'strJn/, geographer
/d3r 'ogrefe/, microbiologist / , markreubar 'oledgrst/, phonetician
/ , feune ,trt4/, physicist / ťr.zxs;'stu,, economist /r 'krrnemrst/

Exercise 3.7L.

eI 'v i :e le rrdg

hc:d palet

v i: len

ju: vj  e1e

farrpks

epr 'g lotrs

lerrpks

vaukl feuldz

glotrs

tro 'kí l  e

r 'sofeges

Figure 7.L. Key to the exercise

Exercise 3.72.
|abia|/Letbiel-/,bi labiď /ban,1erbiel/,dental /d,ent},/, labiol ingual/ ' lelbieu,hpgwal/,
palatal /paLetl/, apical /ap-kl/- but the tip of the tongue is apex /erpeks/, uvular
/ju:vjela/ - ina non-rhotic accent sounds the same as uvuh, laminal /iram.nl/,
pharyngeal / , faren'd3i l el l , dorsal /ďczsL/,ve|at /vLlLa/,vel ic /vÍ lLxk/
Exercise 3.73. l.C 2.8 3.A 4.A 5.C 6.A 7.8 8.8
Exercise 3.74.

1. fl'rd (Actually, it is /flud /inthe north of England.), 2. blrrd 3. breutJ
4. jot 5. berr 6. Lu':z 7. greus g. hrkap ( This word is also spelt
hiccup, which might disqualify it from the family of exceptional words.) 9. tembe
10. hart (Batweighr is /wert / .) Lr. gerdg 1,2. meuv 13. reped 14. rened
(But you may remember from 3.4.4. that Leonardo is / Li ,^ e ' nc : de u / .)

I

nerzl kavat
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Exercise 3.75.
1' .  /Lef , tenont/oÍ /IL l:  ' tenent/ 2. /ks, .n!/
3. /Lesta/ 4. /gLoste/ 5. /wuste/

Exercise 4.1.
Final sibilants of these words do not follow the progressive assimilation rules:
Joyce, rice, waitress, goose, case, chaos, class, mouse, address, toss, nose, race,
raise, his, hiss, choice, noise, house, voice, actress.
The sibilants in other words represent plural noun endings, 3rd singular verb
endings or possessive case endings.

Exercise 4.2.
A. wc'^Iz wplrts wedrpz ws:dz werz
B. werts werz wlrrz wc'^nz wrlrz
C. wendrz wrl jemz wcl l tez wrnrz wudrz

Exercise 4.3.
rk 'spekts Letez 

-ntre 'djuis lz 
óe gests

drse'p laz et wans ďrc lz fnnr prkt$ez
r i ,^dz mago,zíinz rrndelarnz nju: ws:dz
katlr'z óo trern kla$rz wró evrlw^r.l
pa I sIz óe sc : lt (sometimes also solt) heups fe beto fju : t te

Exercise 4.4.
dgc-z bcrfrendz
rrtJedz ar 'drez *)
pirts prpblomz
n-s dodgrz far.Iz
bcr:brez k leuóz

salrvenz Legz
mq:ks smarlz
r4grrdz dr i :mz
ttaks sÍ: .d i lz

so'nq:nOez sensrz
*) American pronunciation / an, dílez/ is not considered standard in RP.

Exercise 4.5.
L. reume'nesk tJs:t l rz 2. goOrk wrndeuz 3. re 'nersons sknlptJez
(the word Renaissance has many pronunciation alternatives) 4. be ' rnk (also be ' reuk )
perntrpz 5. vrk ' tc:r ien palrs-z 6. cr:tnul 'vou deke'rerJnz

Exercise 4.6.
Group L: pujt krkt heupt helpt tnttt
Group2: eupnd snarld dard lrvd puld
Group3: kauntrd Jautrd e 'vcrdrd endrd wpntrd

Exercise 4.7.
L. drql  f trd
Z. aut '1arnd
3. prr 'peed

4. r lestrert-d
5. tarpt aut
6. dr 'zarnd

7. prrntrd
8. ttekt
9. edrtrd

1,0. redvetar'zd
11. pabkSt
L2. se 'p lard
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Ánswer Key

Exercise 4.8.
Practicď Joke
As I was walking home yesterday, I was attacked /a'tatkt/ by dogs. I think it wasn't

just bad luck. I remember my nephewx) Jeremy had mixed /ntkst/ some chemicals the
day before, and he had walked /wc'^kt,/ around the house with them and at one moment he'd
sprinkled /sprrUk1d/ my trousers with one of them. He remarked /rt'mcl;kt/
something about an innocent accident but I'm sure he'd done it on purpose. You see, the dogs
watched /wptSt/ me calmly until they could smell my trousers. Then they jumped
/ď3trmpt/ at me and reduced /rr'djulst/ my pantďoons to shreds. After that, they
stopped /stppt/ and crawled /krc'^Ld/ away with apologetic looks. When Jeremy saw
me coming home half undressed /an'drest/, he escaped /-'skerpt/ through the back
door, so I can't ask him for the recipe for hisxxl fantastic potion.
*) The word nephew used to be pronounced /nevj ul, /,batthis pronunciation is dýng out.

The great majority of speakers nowadays say /nefju: /(wells , rggr).
**7 /h-z/ changes to /hts/ under the influence of the following / f / n fantastic.
Exercise 4.9.

1. similar - similarity/srne'laretr/ (Also, notice assimilationof /tz/ to /xs/.')
2. regulat - regularity / reg je ' leret-/ 3. reliable - reliability /rr , lare 'brletr/
4. probable - probability /probe 'brletr/ 5. able - ability / e'br.].atx/ 6. curious -
curiosity /kjuerr 'psetr,/ 7. familiar - familiarity / f e, nrlr 'aretr./ g. active _
activity /ak'ttvetr./ 9. clear - clarity /kJ:aretr/ 10. necessary - necessity
/ne'sesetr/ 11. optimal - optimality /nptt 'naretr/ 12. pompous - pomposity
/ppm'posetr/(Make sure you do not say /pon'poffietr/.)

Exercise 4.10.
1. academy - academic /alke 'denrk/ 6. period - periodic /preri ,pdrk/

2. science - scientific /saren'trfrk/ 7. theme - thematic /Ot,mattk/
3. analysis - analyic /ane 'lrtrk/ 8. synthesis - synthetic /srn'$etrk/
4. system - systematicx; /srste'matrk/ g. isotop - isotopic/arso'toprk/
5. economy - economic / i,^ke 'npnrk/ 10. geography - geographic/d3i: e ,grafrk/
x) If you do not want to use stem-forming suffix -at- , youcan have systenic /sls ' t i : mrk/, which, like in

Czech, has a different meaning foomsystematic.

Exercise 4.11.
1. daemon - daemonic /dr 'npn-k/ or / de ' mpnrk/ z. angel- angelic /an, d6ertk/
(/ er / before angelicis a weak form of her with a linking / r / . Seesection 5.) 3. euphoria -
euphoric / iv' fnr]'k/ 4. energy - energetic / ene ' dgetrk/ (The word incrediblywould
be pronouneed / tq ' kredebl l/ ncasuď speech. See also part 3.4.5.) 5. irony . ironic
/ a-' rpnr'k/ 6. lethargy - lethargic /le ' 0a .^d3tk/ 7. apathy - apathetic
/ape '0etrk/ 8. apocalypse - apocalyptic /o, poke,hptrk/

Exercise 4.12.
l.width /wr.d1/, 2. depth /depo/, 3. strength /streqO/, 4.lengrh /tego/
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Exercise 4.13.
1.. 'absan'tÍl  2.per. i :  3. ,ref ju 'd5i i  4.r ,vakju.í l  5.trer,ni:
ó.  ,  la:sen's i  i  7.  ,anpju ' tí: 8. r  ,  sker 'pÍ: 9.,  d i:  ter ,nÍ l  1 '0. tra 'st i :
Exercise 4.L4.

Exercise 4.15.
1'. opustit - poušť /dezat/ (There is ďso the noun dessert /dr, zs: t/with double s,
which means úlalsek.) 2. zahanbit - ostuda /drs , grets/ (It is one of those that do not
belong to word-class pairs with stress shift.) 3. doprovoďt - doprovod /eskc: t/
4. dovolit - povolení /pezat't/ 5. bouřit se . povstakec /reb|/ 6. odmítnout. odpad
/refju : s/ (Notice also the final consonants in both words. A similar situation ís in to use
/ iutz/ and,the use / iu: s,/. Read about the consequences for pronunciation in Section
6.2.) 7.litovat - lítost /rr 'gret/ 8. podrobit - předmět /sabd3rkt/

Exercise 4.16.
l.C Canada - Canadian /ke'nerd jan/ 2.A theatre - theatricď /0t,a.trtk!/
3.B hypothesis - hypotheticď /harpe'Oetrkl / 4.B melody - melodic /me'lrrdrk/
5.A comedy - comedian ./ke ' mí : díen/ (ad 5.C: Even if such a word existed, it would
most probably be stressed on the penultimate syllable - comedician /kpma 'drtp/.)
6.C triumph - triumphant /trat 'rrnfent/ 7.8
8.A telephone - telephonist /te'lefenrst/ 9.C
10.8 terror - tenorist /tererr'st/

heretic - heretical /he ' ret:kl /

Exercise 5.1.
Professor Bartholomew is an authority on mechanics, but his lectures are as dry as dust.
With the old gym teacher in prison, our new gym teacher is as gentle as a lamb.
Christina was a troublemaker, but she looked as innocent as a dove.
With only a snack in it, my schoolbag is as ligbt as a feather.
our headmaster, Mr McGonagď, is as old as the hills.
That particular evening, the school was as silent as the stars.
Our caretaker's wife is as ugly as a scarecrow.
After the extensive examination*;, I felt as weak as a baby.

*) The secondary stress often disappears in connected speech:
rg,zemi 'nertn + rgzemr'ner j4

Exercise 5.2.
1..  e 'brrd3e.krosóe'  rTvo 2. e '  stoun'wc:]-br 'harndóeke'  0í :drel
3. e 'kptrd3rnóe'nrdlev'nouweo 4. e ' trí: rnjc: 'go:den 5. e 'gru:pov
'buJrz 'baróe'str i :m 6. e 'krpspnóe '  topevóe 'hr1 7. e ,  rpkwr0
,parntr i  :  ze '  raundtt 8. '  c :  Imeustrn '  vrzrbl  '  pc l  0 '  Oru: óe 'wudz 9. e
. vr l rd3rne 'bju: tr f l  '  vmlI 1 '0. e '  steunr '  reudbrt ,wi ;  nóe '  tu: '  }e-ks

1'. obklad - stlačit /ken'pres/
2. chovíní - vést/ken'dnkt/
3. smlouva - smrštit se ,/ken.trekt,/
4. projekt . promítnout /pre' d5ekt/

5. protest - protestovat /pre 'test/

6. proces - zpracnvat /preu'ses/
7. zánnam - zazÍtameÍlat / r t.' kc : d,/
8. podeďelý -podezfuat /se'spekt/

muscle - muscular /maskj uLa/
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Exercise 5.3.
Hitchhiking
I don't find hitchhiking as attractive as O bffiorc. A Mffias1 experience was a bit

extraordinary. Afterx) approximately an hour of waiting by the side of the highway to

ffi*go" a littleffian stopped and the driver offered me a lift. There was nothinS O urSrsual
at first sight but when I got into his car, I noticed numerous boxes of pills all over thffiplace.
He explained he took a lot of foainkillqs (O before kill-)because he suffered from frequent
backaches, headaches O andffiiomachaches. Toffimphaswe (A before -size) the seriousness
of the situation he took a pill from a box with a red hiangle on it anffiwalowed it. Then he
opened a large bottle of ffiCoke, took a gulp and threw the half full bodeffout of the window.
Apparently, A heffiOiao;itoo* x*) that throwing objects out of u 

"* 
*ur'bilffiegal. When he

Answer Kev

(A beforc .ri-) that I was studying the crack in his windscreen and the remains of his
Ňtí

ffismashed wing mirror, he started describing several of his recent minor ffiaccidents (A beforc
-ci-), which he'd had because tr#coutdn't concentrate on driving. After about fifteen**x;
minutes of weird conve#sation, he unexpectedly stopped his car in the middle of ffinowhere.
He apologized he couldn't ffitut. Ame b Prague. AHeffiived in the field about a kilometre
off the main road oana$lraá to go home to have a nap. 'ň.h"'' he disappeared ffiown a dusty
trail into the fields, I thanked the providence for saving me from Oerffipenencing one of the

,.wman's rffrrnor accrdents.
*) The word after could be stressed.
**) The given stress pattern is actually not a mistake. It is a much less common alternative.
***) The word fifteen in its citation form is / ťxť , t i l n/, but in connected speech it can change into

/,f:ftíln/ if it isfollowedbyastressedsyllableof anotherwordwithinthesameintonationphrase.

Exercise 5.4.
1 ' .  wI. óo. .pI4. 'kelr fent*;
2. en.dar. 'swp. Ieu.drt
3. dges . ' teu . p{r. de . ' bp. t1**)
4. ht. ,  zek.Sr,r .  we .zI. ,  1í: .  g!

*) Remember that we are working with pseudo-syllables. /k/ should not be aspirated.
xx) Remember that we are working with pseudo-syllables. /t,/ should not be aspirated.

Exercise 5.5.

5. '  kpn. son. trer.  tp. '  nek. sonts
6. ko. 'nD.po. re l .  trn. ót . 'seo. rí.  o
7. so. ,  m^. nrk. '  spek. tr .  dr.  'vents
8. '  tc lk.  te. 'bau. te. '  nak. sr.  dent
9. '  ha.ve.ne. '  ne.rr .ko.,  ne.d5u. '  ker.t{r

1. rtrz-es' klreff iezóe, neuzpnje' fers | óetkrn' c:0effi-z'brerv I
' feeff i  |  "n 'strDq2. 'ngl]-rn 'sIept ] '  euveff ie 'haadrrd, j r .ez I en'  óeni: '  l r rstrs
'paueff ief 'spi:  tJ

3. óe' 5a6geffirn'verde.#r ' skerpt l br , fc:ffir' Ievnet 'natt
4. an ' hs : d.e ' ru: neffie ' bautse ' 1o: nseIot I enóe ,kwi : n
5. seff i  '  ednend t,wentteóe'  t lernbeff i rnóe'  sau0'wtp
6. jc l 'npte'weeffievóe' fakt | óetóeže,tre1effi 'andeje. f i: t
7. óaj' rardeffioněe . lartbraun' hc ls I wrlbróá' nekst, ru: Ieffievje' Iand
s. heffi'ambeffi , aÍz I effi' obvieslr ' bIarnd || ̂ ' 'ebselu: 

tIr ' !ueffie ,baut ' tt
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Exercise 5.6.
1. The idea of independence was highly explosive.
2. Hannah and her sisters were diffic.ult to deal with.
3. I saw entertainers and gamblers in Ias Vegas.
4. Meredith studied drama and music at university.
5. The media intruded in his private life.
6. Diplomats from Africa objected to the plan.
7. G. B. Shaw is quoted more than anyone else.
8. We are flýng to Jamaica on Wednesday.

ar'dreffiev
'heneffiend

**Fpě

' sc rSente'ternez
Effi'drq r moffion

' mi : dieffirn ' tru: drd
'afrrke$eb ' dgektrd
ra Sff i
J c :ffirz
d3e'merkeffien

Exercise 5.7.
1". .mentelTgÁn , sterbl  ,perJent 5. e 'proksrnet lr6on .  auorende '  h<r: f
2. óe' bcr6;endrz' grnrprg 6. npte'  Iaudte'  krar6;euve'  spr l t '  nr lk
3. s i  : '  6eUpndóe'wc:dreub 7. '  fersči :6eb' ss :d.etroavjesrttu '  erSs
4. nu: v' swrft1I61on . kwaret1rx) 8. ' stand ' fs lm1r6e ,getnstói : ' 6; €1loiltl
'r) Transient 'j'can easily occur inside wordg especiďly in slow speech rate (cf. Z.1,.L.and2.1'.2).In fast speech

rate, however, we would probably say I kwaet 1r ].
Exercise 5.8.

1,. r 'ni : dj etlrprr ' zentrde , nju I ' 1wp[Tkdeut
2. ěeken' f ju lzd,par let '  f lu:1*;Tnte'k laudz
3. rr 's i :voso'  sprJes 'dolk 'b lut '1ge[veleup *;
4. o 'wc : naut ' $u:1grno: ' vlkdS 'pond. **y
5. hu: '1*;c : dedói :6p1ke 'hplrk ' drrpks

" 6. 0reu1,";e 'steunetče'mad3rk,mrre
7. geto 'we:Oru t 1w;o ' ntsrou ' lgouporitp
8. .wc:kteóe'  feun | 

.nau1*;ende'gen

x) /dc: k ' blu : / changes its stress according to the rhythm of its environment.
**)wom-out is stressed /wct' naut/in isolation or at the end of a tone-group.

Exercise 5.9- (f[.ere are more possibilities how to say things. This is one of them.)
' haut.ebr ' kffin 'pnpj ule
' bi : rffi 'pppj ele I hez' r"nrffi'vo r ntrdgrz ll
'pí :pldeunt '  b 'Póeju; 'wróěe'prezenff i roe'  tarnn I
deunt ' leeóeeffifelr ' bc : rrp .prouíemzwró ' ju: Imn ' d3enreIr !
óerdu: , npt ' gea$ffinj o 'weI ||
' enri,yln I hu'wpntstebr 'kffi'popjule 'kwrkkffiffi' f"ktrvk t
Jed' lrspte',n-ar, re,kenen' de-Jnz l l
'  fs: st | 'grff i 'Tff iose' l-rsrtrff i,vars l l 'tet ,pi:pl I
wetóer$ed'du: Im*#nms'peJelr  | 'wotóer '  suíff i ' .dan ||
' sekend I wen'eveje 'havte'spi;kte 'p i:p l  I  nerk '$us I
ju r v ' gotsem ' fu:ffi; c: 'nau0 ll
'  spi:k I war l '  tSu:rp'  frr: f f in,spi:k,  laud1r l l
' 0e : d | ' trartekem'nr"rffiz 'rffir 'posebl ll ' 1. : nte 'krrtrsa:ffi



Answer Key I

ff i.t 'rrt l 'erff i;*p-art l l  ' farnerr lff i ';u:sf|. I
rfjekendr' velepj"ff iutt l, krerekte' r-strk' snel l l
du: 'npt 'wo!tu t 'ffiffitd'ss: tenlrdu: 'npt ' ;u:ffi- 'ps r fju:mz ll
hau'evelbr 'keef l l  t

m"" 'sg : tn'  Irnrts l
Exercise 5.10.

nptte'  geu' tu: '  fq: l l '  r f jubr 'kr,f f i r 'pnp;uleff i
'p i  rp lnart 'wpntte 'kr1ju l l

Pay special attention to assimílations which are marked as unnatural. Alt of
them can be heard in elementary Czech classroorn. This is due to the fact that
Czech assimilatory rules are different from the English ones.

Technician:
Computer experts are not ďways eÍlsy to deď with, but computerizationl) of our lives forces2)
us to emplgy them. I'm not sure if our technician is a typical sample of the species but I have
met mant'' similar characters around computersa).

First of all, he has no sense of moderation. In facts), he is a megalomaniac. He likes eve-
rything T se*l numbers6). our computers have the highest doableťnumb"' or caut..ir, 

"*J.and"periferies',. In addition, ďl available software packages foomlo) the Web must be inclu-
ded.', in our arsenal, which makes thelz) operationď sy.iems fairlyl3) unstable. He believes
that if our systems didnt crashla) all the time, heu be ma-de redundant.

Seconďy, he has a commrrnication Problem15). When you ask him to explain business16),
he just can't build semantically consistent sentences. Also, it has never occuied to17) him thaí
sentences, whether in a dialogue or in a monologuels), should relate to one another. We usu-
ally find out later that what we asked him to explain was simplete), but he somehow couldnt
put it in plain2o) words.

.. ;'hi'sy Tq lastly, he greatly overes.timates his capacitýI). He's got 99ite2zl a lot of part-
time,,, jobs which.he doeslot manage2a) to do properý. He thinkslhatŽs) our proble-i u,.
pan.al, but usua{;fu) fq'.l. to2D solve them and ne.oetinitóly neveÍ solves a problem in the time
he has planned28) for29) it. He keeps patronizing ordinary computer o..'. ooi ruii; ,Jó;;
more effective than them. what a horrible, monstrous character!
1) beffir'en, piu I terar 'zer!n Natural. See comment 3 above the exercise.
2) ,tarffi 

| 'fc isTz Unnaturď. (t should stay /, La:rvz l 
,fc ,^szz/.)

3) 'n"m.mgnr Naturď. See comment 3 above the exercise.
4) e' raunffiem'pju '^taz unnatural. (It should stay /a' raundkem'pju ftez/.)
5) rffi' fakt This is natural assimilation, but the /n/ will be represented

by its labiodental ďlophone [6].
6) 'gr"rffi'nlmbe Unnaturď. (It should stay /,grelt ,nlmbaz/.) This type

of assimilation is often used by Moravian speakers of English.
7) 

ku---ffi'du:ebl Unnafural. (Itshould stay / 'ňarrst du:eb}/.)
8) effi'kerb]z Nafurď. See comment 2 above the exercise.
9) 

"fu"' 
rrferrz Natural. see comment 3 above the exercise.

1o) 'pel*'rd5rffifren Unnaturď. (Itshould stay / 'pakrd5rzfrem/.)
tt1 rffi '*ldrd Nafurď,butsee 3.4.5.formore aboutthistypeofassimilation
tz; 'merffióí l Unnaturď. (It should stay /'nerksói: /.)
t3) 'srstemffi' feelr Unnaturď. (It should stay /'ststenz' feelr/.)
t+1 drdnffi'kral Naturď. See comment 3 above the exercise.
15) ko , Eiu: nr 'ker$ffi'Prob1en Natural. See comment 3 above the exercise.
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16)

17>
18)

1e)
20)
21)

22\

23)

24)

25\

26)

rk'plerffi ' brznrs
e'ke:ff i tu
'nonerffi | Sed

""ě, 
srmp}

rff i 'plern
h;#ko'pasetr
glrffi'kwart
' foteff i 'pa:ttarm
'no**'manrdg
'erffióet
be ' ffi: guelr

Naturď. See comment 3 above the exercise.
Unnatural. (It should stay / e ' ks : dtu/.)
Unnatural. (Itshould stay /'nonelog I ted/.)
Naturď. See comment 2 above the exercíse.
Natural. See comment 3 above the exercise.
Natural. See comment 2 above the exercise.
Nafurď. See comment 3 above the exercise.
Natural. See corrment 2 above the exercise.
Naturď. See comment 3 above the exercise.
Unnatural. (It should stay / 'O-pksóet/.)
Thís is so cďled coalescent assimilation. It is coÍlmon in English.
Unnatural. (It should stay / ' f etlzte/.)
Naturď. See comment 2 above the exercise.
Unnatural. (It should stay / 'plendfe/.)

27) 'ferlffite
-  *{r,  -28) hoffi'pl@nt

2s) 'plenffife
30) see coÍlment?]I above

2. l t*c:1 br ldrpzl

3. Ikwwi:n neerr]

Exercise ó.1..
1. Ite'mq:teu d3wu:s] - diphthong /eu/ does not cíLuse labiďization of the

preceding consonant
- letter 'u'in building does not appear in the phonemic

structure of the word
- /k/is labialized quite strongly which has to be marked

even though the sequence ww looks awkward (ww, on the
other hand, is impossible)

4. I frer ef kwr*u: e1tr ] - a vowel with lip rounding can easily cause labiďization
of two preceding consonants, if they belong to the same
syllable

5. Irndr' sp*iwul tebl ere] - even /p/ asa labial consonant sounds different with
lips actively protruding from neutral Ip].

6. Inwj*ul nanrterr j 'u:nrt]
7. Iswpwu:nfwul ov nwuld]z] - inmanyadjectives, the suffix '-.fal'ispronounced

/ f+/ , but in words specifying a quantity it is always
/ fuL/ with moderate lip-rounding: I f*ul].

8. lpe,swwerd je fo:óe]
9. Irr ' f*j"u:z bete k leuóz]
10. [e gs:1 wró g*c:d5es hee] -despitebeingfollowedby /w/, /L/ iagirlwů|

not be labialized, because of the syllabic boundary
1L. [an'beereb] swwi l tnes ev J_arf ]
1,2. Iswu izanz snerks en keepge'rwulz]

Exercise 6.2.
1. e 'Iěrte 'rarv l 6. o '0řk 'drar , l i ' f
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Ánswer Key

2. 's lí 'pr9ět 'wg'k 7. o ' tu: .wi 'ks.Ií:v 12.e 'wc'tepru' f 'kěut*n1
3.e,brÍ' f 'měsrd3x) 8. o.hevr ' tárprárte 1.3.e 's i 'krět 'keud
4.en'g:}r ' tretn 9. ěrt 'detze'wi 'k 1 '4. ,braunbag'1ňnt l
5. e ' strřkt . bňs 10.e 'bňksev ' enveláups 15. e ,brěuken 'prŤnte

1"6. e. pňseb} | {u{k4p *xx)
x) Remember that the rules for English syllabification are different from the Czech ones. The syllabic

division of message is /mes . tdS/ .
**) Thesyl labicdivis ionis/wctt.a/.Thatiswhythewordispronounced Iwc'te].
x*x) /p/ inpossible will be shortened, because the syllable boundaries are ,/pos. e. b|/ and not

/pn. se . b]/. See the explanation in 6.2.

Exercise 6.3.
1.,ardlárk ' t l řkenend.rárs 2" óe.wěrte,sí:mztebi: '6áut
3. naI 'kěukŤs'kwárt.keuld 4. óe '$ěf I  rzrne.b&d,nu:d
5. 'kanwlheve ,terbl .baróe. laudspi ,kez

6. dejehev'bi '  fen'nu:dlz I  rnje '  su'p
7. rzóeer '  enr0rpwró '  áut 'ni ' trnŤt,
8. zt .ko'nt,s i :mal 'p lěrt  | '  Oru:óe'srgerět 'snšuk *1
*) Cigarette is usually pronounced /srge ,ret/, but the rhýhm of the utterance may cause the stress shift.

Exercise ó.4.
]. .  q l  '  bpses 'phute .  pheusterev'wtní : óe '  phu: I ontu1*1-z '  pf ts 'wc : 1
2. .wrni:ěe'phu:z ' frendzI a ' tharge | 'phrglrt  | ' i : jc:r  I  end'rabrt
3. ' tharge I wude'pr i l  ! iert '^óe'war ld.khets | lark 'phenOez I

te '  d3crnóe '  t  h i  :  n
4. 'phrgl-trz 'verr 'kharnden'phi :sf] |  bete'khergnelr '6pkts I

ezo'khaued
5.,  í: jc: 'spcr1z. evrIw^nz'mu:d I wrórs 'phesenIz+ | betrs.phalz

'strkbar6rn
6. rn '  spared'  bathrznju'  hrereuz | óe 'bpstz 'khpntenplertrg I

e 'nju: 'spet l tr
7. hi  :  'wpntstetrens 'phc : t ,  |  '  phcrzenss 'kheubraz I

fren. khenjete, threnze'  ní l  e
8. rtrze '  thaktrk l ' ru:v I br '  khc:z 'kheubreken' thernez I

e '  nptseurk'  spensrv '  kharent lr

Exercise 6.5.
1". '  t tor17'{rkrnz 5. 'bendgornrn{rz '  rer l r*; 9. 'maks'tr laOk
2. 'sr 'vroros 'snetp 6. 'antenr ' t ro lep**;
3. . rrIrve.krrrmwel 7. e,mí :1, zeuLe
4. , dervr{' gerrk 8. ' d5on' gc : lzws : órx;
x) Notice that a voiced obstruent between two sonorants can also lose its voicing (or a part

of ít) if it precedes or follows a word boundary.
**) Anthony is pronounced /anOenr/ inAmerica.

10. ' {gern7 ' stanfe{
LL. 'dgc:dg'smolrt
I2. '  f  rq.: nsrs'berkon
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Exercise 6.ó.
1. .  lu:sI '  rIa lr '  l r lvde'p3:p+' ru:n I wróe'  la ld3'net+' Ianp I

rnóe'hr}ten heu,te}
2. óa ' Irendlerdr '  teud'It  'manez I wen$rle,nentrd | 'euveóat

' l r t} 'heulrnóe.wc: l
/L/ irholeisfollowedbyavowelinthissentence,butitissti l lreďizedasadark [1],
because the word boundary neutrďizes the influglrce of the vowel. We have already
mentioned that true resyilabification happens only in fast speech.

3. 'danjel 'kr ldrm.setf  I  wrórz '  eun' } i :0t,wepen l  enrs 'seul .went
'strertte 'hel

4. crt '  rcrrst '  latrn '  lesn I wezebrt 'drrt  I  endar '  fer ldte '  rgrne
' sr6g+'wg:d

5. óe.pert 'gs:1 | teuldóe'tJa- lde,feerrter l  I  e 'baute'pa1es t
wrttwez' fulev' erndglz

6. o 'ner-ken' fr lmz I pc: ' t reróe '  larfstar lev '1c: lesnes I
spek'  takje le 'varelens I endr '  1 i:g| '  d i t} 'z

7. .  autevóe'  1creltrtu1"o) lz '  Irbre1'  1 i:de I hi:( i)ok. septrde'  reul  t
evóe' 1i : f letdr '  Irvere

8. '  Iazresne'  gI1 | óe. larenho:trd '  }rzedterne I rr ,zolvd I
óetrwud 'drrlfer ' crl l rnóe 'blu: l e ' gu l n (The compotnd lion-hearted
is stressed differently if pronounced in isolation or at the end of a tone-unit.)

Exercise 6.7.
1. ,wó:m'sprÍp 7. d 'nz, npt 'nÍ: n 'énr0Íp *;
2. 'neÍn'prob16n 8. 'drěpk'd3énjuÍn, $ám.peÍn
3. ,běnd3enÍnz,pI&n 9 'nÁmbe'naÍn ,natt 'wÍn
4. Án'd5,rstrfard.k leÍn 10. óe 'sň4e'baut 'pénr ' leÍn *;
5. 'wén I rfnot.nau t1. 'dd:nswrč,IÍndez'hazb6nd
6. e ' taÚn'meIdev,steÚn Í2. 'b leÍnóe'prÍns | 'notóe,kÍ0
*; Read 6.2. about syllabification in English to understand what is happenin gn / en. 

-/arrd /pen. r./ .
Exercise 6.8.
L. 'sprtn '  nrehts '  fut '  2. 'stab.be'  reuhe'hq:t '  3. 'snak'tu:Oles '  gtmz
4. 'stop.baróeuz' redl '  Iarts 5. ke'nIt - 'dredfl 'krarmz
6. rr ' taredn ' nervl ' pfrse 7. ' larkt I ' reftwr! 'pcr ,^tzz
8. 'skrret$rz 'raundn'nouz 9. srt ' 'daunond'wert ' 'kwaret lr
L0. bi: '  ju:st ' te 'sepret ' '  tcr lets 1,1,. '  i r t ' 'danpl.r .qz | "n '  

l rk ' 'pepe
12. a 'b larndr '  laren I '  terkrg,kndr lrver '  cr l
1,3. ' si : kret 11r '6;rndrkertrd' ' ten 'hrd.nn ' altemz
14. fe '  gpt.te '  }pknnrelr .hcr: fóe 'kerd5rz
L5. '  kwrkh6pr' dentrfard' '  derndgres' drarvez
l'ó. e 'drp}emat .pc l ' trerd I eze ' Sru: d' spar
l-7. 'gr i- l  trdn 'nerbez I endl ' leukl 'rezrdents
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Answer Key f

1.8. 'wrrntrd.te 'k^t. ' t rí: z I  en'plo lntn'njulw^nz
I '9. 'b lpk. ,gÍoz 

I endrsko.nek.t -óe ' f ju:else 'p lar *1
20. óe 'dek' 'njul1r 'perntrd .  

l  bar61o: 'ka-nd. '  t i : t$e
x) For the explanation of unreleased I t ] before [ ó ], read Section 6.7.

Exercise 6.9.
1". ,rq 'Orpkeb}' 'vent 5. rB'Or i:  'mtn-ts 9. 'hertr{,  óauz'so6z
z. fr} 'óee'pokrts 6. 'brrgóa! 'Orq 1.0. '  ran'dauBóe.reud
3. 'heu}{óem'tart 7. 'neubedr '6;r+óee .!"1.,  r4óer 'en.I.  rÍ:zp
4. 'hr!ěe.graund 8. 'npderet '0 i :vz 1"2.,k.r lnórg ,  0s ,^zd'e-

Exercise 6.10.
1. rrn ' faundrd, spe$je ' lerJn 2. ' tardr 'hauski  lpe
3. 'anglaÍz|pc:t$u'gi:s 4. rr 'dr$jelesbr.hervje
5..blaken'wartbt 'kÍlnr 6. ne' le$jule.kemrstrr
7. '  ncr,zr '  greboks 8. '  drfrk l t te 'bjue 9. '  tut 'b i  l leuzev'  geuld

Exercise 6.11.
Ántheq soid bítterly she wos tÍred of p|oying second fidd|e to Judy.

'ěnOiesed' 'břta lr  I  Jrwěs'  thared | ěf .p lerÍp' sěkánd' frdItta '  d5wu:dr

t'ř] - nasďized voweldue to the following nasal consonant (See 6.5.)
t + ] - dental allophone of alveolar stop due to the following dental fricative (See 6.7.)
[d' ] - no audible release due to the closure of the following stop (See 6.6.)
t ř ] - shortened vowel due to the following tautosyllabic fortis consonant (See 6.2.)
[ ě ] - shortened vowel due to the following tautosyllabic fortis consonant (See 6.2.)
I t h ] - aspirated fortis stop due to the delayed voice onset of the following vowel (See 6.3)
[ ě ] - shortened vowel due to the following tautosyllabic fortis consonant (See 6.2.)
t I ] - devoiced sonorant due to the preceding fortis plosive (See 6.3.)
t Í ] - nasalized vowel due to the following nasal consonant (See 6.5.)
[ ě ] - shortened vowel due to the following tautoýlabic fortis consonant (See 6.2.)
I o ] - nasalized vowel due to the following nasal consonant (See 6.5.)
[d' ] - lateral release of the ďveolar stop due to the following laterď liquid (See 6.6.)
t f ] - velarized (dark) /L/ due to its non-pre-vocalic position (See 6.a.)
Idg* ] - labialized consonant due to the following lip-rounded segment (See 6.1.)

Exercise 6.12.
1. ťe'  1ěukr1'  rňk.p&nq | 

.  je ld1'  Iárk. '  kreIzt '  {rň-pks
Notice that / tv/ in drunkhas undergone nasalization and pre-fortis shortening. The two
symbols can be written next to. or above one another.

2. '  t  t i '  p '  lerzorr fěk '  ts I  wepre .  d3ěk. trdň!óe .  r&g.br '  haÍ+dóe'  ster{3
3. 'br ledn,mŤtrd- 'dáuts I e 'báut1'  1*u'ks 'khňnpětě-ns
4. hi:  Se{'  sker1'daŮ!óe.P}ónzev'  lĎphwc:1'  fIárts | Ínr7

'rr}tre látt .  'p leÍn
5. '  hevr '  reÍn'bní'ps, f*c: 1Í6Ďaóe'  trěk. I  kheef lr ,  hrdnná.mÁB'bÚSra
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8. Vocabulary: Non-Elementary Words
Only simple, primary meanings of words or the meanings relevant to the context in this

book are presented. Students are advised to use a pÍopeÍ dictionary to find out more detailed
information on the 1ag6Ílings of individual words. For the convention of the stress-mark use,
see Section 2.3.

autocrat
auxiliary

E
Babel

advertisement

acquire

actual

aisle

alveolar

amber

anacrusis

ancestry
anrhill
apologetic
approach
article
assert
attach

barn
battery hen
Ben
bench
betray
biannual
blend
bourbon
brackets
breathtaking
brooch

E
cďcium
canonical
capture
carbon dioxide
casual

/ed've r t:snent/
/ e 'kwate/
/aktJuel/
/ ar.\/
/a.L 'ví le le/
/ambe/
/ene ' kru: srs/
/ansestrr/
/anth-L/
/e, pola 'dgetrk,/

/e 'preutt/
/ o,'^tr'kl/
/e 'ss ' , t/
/ e' tat\ /
/ ciekra.t/
/c lg,z-LjaťÍ/

/berb!/
/bo-tn/
/breterrhen/
/ben/
/bent S /
/bt ' trex/
/bat'anjuel/
/bLend/
/bstben/
/breekrts/
/bre0terkrq/
/braut\/

/krelsien/
/ke'nonrk|/
/L<e,ptSe/
/,ka:ben dal 'pksard/
/L<aguaL/

reHama' tnzerát
získat, osvojit si
skutečný
ulička m. sedadly v kině, v letadle apod.
dásňový (za horními předními zuby)
jantar

taktová pře&áŮ'ka
původ
mraveniště
omluvný
přístup
mluvnic\ý člen
prosadit se
připojit
samovládce, diktátor
pomocný

Babylon
stodola
dnibež pěst. velkochovem v klíckách
Benjamin (domácké jm.)
1avička
zradit
konající se každý druhý rok, obročný
směs
druh whisky
závorky
úchvatný, doslova vyažející dech
Wož

vápnft
předpisový,vzotoý
zacbýit
oxid uhličitý
nenucený, nefounální
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@ution

chandelier

chauvinism

cheerful

chivalry

chlorine

chunk

circumstance

clumsy

cod
coda

coincidental

colonel

comparative

comprehension

conjunction

consideration

convent

convention

definitely
derive
detain
devoicing
digraph
diphthong
disregard
distinction
donkey
draft

counterpart

II
dandelion

/kc: $p/
/tande'Lr.a/
/ \evvtnr.zm/
/t \rcf l/
/ tzvaLrr/
/klc'^ri'^n/
/tltúk/
/ss : ksmstens/
/k]-nmzr/
/kpd,/
/kauďe /
/keu, rnsr 'dentJ/
/ks:nI/
/kem'pcretrv/
/ ,  komprr 'hen$p/
/ken'dgnpkgp/
/ken, srde'rerJp/
/kpnvent /
/ken 'vent l/
/kauntepo'' lŤ/

/dendrlaran/
/defenet lr/
/dr. ' ranv/
/ dr.' tern/
/di-t 'vcrsr6/
/ dar.grat f /
/dtf9og/ or /drp0oq/
/drsrr 'gold/
/dr 'strpkt+/
/doqk-/
/dro-tf  t/
/dragenfLa-/
/dj uerer tn/

/enfesrs/
/r '  vent $uelr/
/tg 'zc: strd/

/ fa,bjeles/
/fs '^/

Vocabulnry

opatrnost, upozornit
lustr
víra v nadřazenost nějaké skupiny lidí
veselý
galantnost
chlór
kus, žnolek
okolnost
nešikovný, neohrabaný
treska
slabičný závěr
náhodný
plukovník
1. srormávaci 2. II. stupeň příd. .jmen
porozumění, chápáni
rrrluvnická spojka
úvaha' r om étženi, oh]ed
klášter (většinou Ženshý)
dohoda, zvyklost
protějšek

pampeliška
rozhodně, každopádně
odvodit
zadržet
zftáta znělosti
grďrcká spřežka
diftong, dvojhláska
přehlížet' nebrat v potaz
rozlišení, rozdílnost
osel
napsat nanečisto, koncipovat
vážka
trvání

dfuaz
nakonec
vyčerpaný

báječný
smrk, jedle

dragonfly
duration

tr
emphasis
eventuďly
exhausted

It
fabulous
fir
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gorgeous / gc.^dges/
gulp /gtvlp/
gymnasium /dgrn'ner

EI
hanger /haqa/
haunted /hc:nt:d/
Heather /heóa/

IPA-Based Transcriptinn for Czech Students of Englbh

fishmonger /frgna6ge/
fluorine / fluarizn/
fortis / f clt-s/
freak / frí,^k/

/fsz/

ler / grlnbl-e /
gauge /getdg/
gear / gte/
gearbox /grebnks/
gland /gJ-'6nd/
glide /gl.ar.d/
glitter /gLr.te/

hiccough /hrkl"p/
highlighr /hatlart/
hint /hrnt /

obchodnft s rybami
fluor
výraznější (o artikulací)
potrhlík, pošuk
kožich

Inzafinifuaš
měřidlo
l. převod 2.ýzbroj
převodová skříň
ž\éna
klouzavý pohyb
třpytit se

škytavka
zvýruznit
naanašit, napovědět

vynršení, rušivý vpád
jód

žloutenka
čelist
Jennifer (domácká v erze)

pochvalný
povolený, uvolněný (o výslovnosti)

Jaw
Jenny

tl
laudatory
lax

/d3cl  /
/ dSent/

/Lc:deterr/
/Laks/

fur
cl
gamb

glottal stop /glot} stpp/ ráz,|aryngální okluzíva
glottis /gl.otr's/ hlasivková štěrbina

nádherný, oslnivý
loknutí,lok

/gc'^dges/

/d3;'n'net.ziem/ tělocvična

věšiák, raÍnínko na oděv
obydlený duchy
anglické ženské jméno

heretic /heretxk/ kacíř
hexagonal /hek'sregenl/ šestiúhtý

hydrogen /hardred3en/ vodíktr
indisputable / lndl ' spju l teb}/ nepopíratelný
influence /rnfluens/ vliv
inquisitive /r.n'kwt.zettv/ widavý
intrusion /rn'tru ,^3Ir/

iodine /aradi,^n/n
jaundice /dgc: ndrs/
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leaflet

lenis

lethal
lieutenant
long (verb)

M
magnificent

manual

maroon

mauve
merchant

meÍcury
meÍge
molehill
monetary
monosyllabic
myth

ET
naughty
navy blue
nitric acid
nitrogen
nought

reT
occur
oppression
ostrich
outline
overtly

pavement
peculiar
pharynx
pine tree
pítch
polysyllabic
pompous
pomposity

/LLzf l-at/
/Li lnrs/
/Liz9Jr/
/Lef ' tenent/or /Iu;
/ Lpn/

/ma;g 'nrfrsr.rtl
/manjual/
/me'ru:n/
/meuv /
/ms;t Jentl
/ms'^kj uerr/
/ms d3/
/meulhrl/
/mtymtar-/
/ , nonesr' lebrk/
/mt0 /

/nc'^tr/
/nervr 'b lut/
/ ,  nartrrk 'asrd/
/nartredSen/
/nc'.t /

/ e 'ks ' t  /
/e 'pregp/
/pstr:t S /
/aut ' Iarn/
/eu'vg zt lx/
/oksrdgen/

/pente'Lu:nz/
/Wten/
/pervment/
/pe 'kju: IÍe/
/ farrgks/
/pa-ntrit /
/prt\ /
/ ,  polrsr ' labrk/
/ponpes/
,/ppm'posetr/

Vocabularv

oxygen

tr
pantaloons
pattern

1eták
jemnější (o artikulaci)
smrtící

'tenent/ poručík
toužit

velkolepý
příručka
tmavá hnědočervená
lehce nafialovělý, lila
kupec
rfuť
splynout, spojit (se)
krtina
peněžní
jednoslabičný

mýus

z|obivý
tmavě modrá
kyselina dusičná
dusík
nula

vys$rtovat se, objevit se
útlak' útisk
pštros
načrÚtout, nawhnout v obrysech
táuomě, otevŤeně
kyslft

kalhoty
vzor, struktura
chodník. dlríždění
podivný, zapek|itý
hltan
borovice
výška tónu
víceslabičný
nadutý' povýšený
nadutost, povýšenost
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potion /peuSn/ lektvar
practicď joke /praektrkl d3euk/ kanadslcý žertk
precede /prr ' si r d/ předcházet
preposition /prepe,zt\T/ přeďožka
prominent /pronrnent/
promotion /pre 'meu$p/
pÍonoun /preunaun/
property lpropett/

quotat

til
ram

proverb /provs'^b/
pursuit /pe'sju:t/

E
quadruped /kwodruped/
quarrelsome /kwprelsen/

/ raundrd/

/salm/
sample /sa,tnpl/
schwa / Swa,'^ /
scope /skeup/
sctewdriver / skru : drarve/ šroubovák
semolina / , seme ' li: ne,/ krupice
serif /serrf /
shreds / gredz/

shrewd / \rutd/
sneakers /sni:kez/
sparkling /spa:khO/
species /spí l tt.z/
squad /skwpd/
stem / stem/

nápadný,výtuný
povýšení
zájmeno
1. vlastnost 2. majetek
rčení, přísloví
páftátri, pronásledování, usilování

čtvernoŽec
hádavý,rozÁádaý

úkryt, útočiště
uvolnění, vypuštění

potulovat se

Rodney (domácká vetze)

Ronďd (domácká vetze)

se zaokrouhlenými rty

Samuel nebo Samantha domácky

vzorek, uká"kový exemplař

sfiední sfiedová samohliáska / e/
pole působnosti

patka písmene

cáry
vychyhalý,mazaný
sportovní obuv, tenisky
jiskřivý' jiskmý

biologický druh
oddíl, komando, parta
mluvnický kmen

ion /kweu'terJr.:/ citát

/ram/ beran
redundant /rr , dandant' / nadbýečný
retuge /refju tdS/
release / rt' Lits/
resistant /rr,,zr'stent/ kladoucíodpor
roarn /reum/
Rod / rpd/
Ron / rpn/
rounded

tr
Sam

stream /stritm/ potok
stress group /stresgrulp/ přízvrrkový takt
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Vocabulary

struggle
subsequent
substitute
suffix
sulphuric acid
superb
supply
supreme
sustain
syllabicity
sympathetic

tr
tame

tamer

tautosyllabic

thorough

threat

thyroid

timbre

tone-gÍoup

trachea

transient

trigger

trinitrotoluene

turquoise

llt
unicellular
uÍge
utterance

E
variable
velum
vocalic
vowel

ET
whistle
windscreen
wingminor
wonn

E
xenophobia

/strtrgJ-/
/sabs-kwont/
/snbstrt ju: t/
/ s*tr.ks /
/ ,  s l l f juerrk 'asrd/
/ su' ps'^b/
/ se'pLar./
/ sv' pri'.m/
/se'stern/
,/srIe 'brsetr/
/srnpe'Oetrk/

/term/
/ te=me /
/ tc zte ' s-Ieb-kr'
/9tyre/
/9ret/
/ 9arrc-d/
/tamba/
/teungru: p/
/tre 'kí: e/
/tranzíant /
/truge/
/ , trarnartreu
/tstkvtcxz/

/ ju '^nr 'se l j  uLa/
/ s'^dS/
/aterens/

/veerLebI/
/vj; lem/
/ va' L<aj-r'k/
/vaueL /

/wt.ď,/
/wrndskr i'^n/
/wrgmrre/
/ws'.m/

/zí,^ne' feubje/

zápasit, bojovat
následný
náhradník, nríhražka
přípona
kyselina sírová
ohrornný, skvělý
dodat, pos$rtnout
nejvyšší
udržet, vytrvat
slabičnost, slabikotvornost
soucitný, soucítící

krothý, neškodný
kÍotitel
pařící do téže slabiky
důkladný' řádný
hrozba
štíhá (např. ž]áz4 chrupavka)
témbr, barva zvuku
intonďní ftíze
prudušnice
přechodný, přechod
spustit, odstartovat

' tol3ui : n/ trinitrotoluen
tyrkys, světlá modrozelená

jednobuněěný

nďéhavá potřeba
promluva

proměnná
měkÍcé patro
samohláskový
samohláska

hvízdat, hvizd
čelní sklo auta
boční zrcátko auta
červ

nenávist k cizincům
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